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ESO, CNRS and MPI Sign Agreement on Enhancement 
of the VLT Interferometer 

On December 18, 1992, a ceremony 
took place at the €SO Headquarters 
during wMch an Important tripartite 
agreement was signed that will signifi- 
cantly enhance the scientific possi- 
bilitles of the Very Large Telescope. 

After a period of intense negotiations, 
Dr. A. Berroir (Director of CNRS-INSUI, 
Dr. W. Hasenclever (General Secretary 

of the MPI) and Prof. H. van der Laan 
(ESO Director General) on behalf of their 
respective organizations put their sig- 
natures on a contract which will permit 
the construction of a third 1.8-metre 
movable telescope for the VLT Inter- 
ferometer (VLn). This took place In 
the presence of several important 
guests, including Prof. P, LBna, French 

delegate to the ESO Council and active- 
ly involved in the ESO interferometric 
programme, and Dr. G. PreiR and Mr. D. 
von Staden from the Max-Planck So- 
ciety. Several ESO staff members were 
also present. 

In his intrduction, Prof. van der Laan 
mentioned the history of interferometry, 
from the early work in the radio domain 

Figura 1 : Slgnlng cmmny at the ESO Headquarters (from left to right): Pmf. F! Ldna, member of the ESO Council; Dr. A. Berolr, DDirectw of 
CNRS-INSU; Prof; H. van der Laan, Dlrector General d ESO: Dr. U! Hasencleve~ MPG General Secretary; DL G. PreIB, MPG; MK 13. w n  
Stadm, MPG. 



to the great opportunities with modem 
optical arrays. He specifically stated the 
unanimous support of the VLTI project 
by the ESO Scientific and Technical 
Committee ( E X )  and was followed by 
the manager of the VLT project, Prof. M. 
Tarenghi, who likened the VLTl with an 
astronomer's dream coming true. No- 
body knows for sure which new discov- 
eries will be made with this absolutely 
unique instrument in the future. 

The representatives of ESOs German 
and French partners spoke about the 
not so easy task of finding money for 
such a project in these days of limited 
ressources, but Iso how happy they 
were to bless a truly European under- 
taking of this dimension. Both Dr. 
Hasenclever and Dr. Berroir were sure 
that the new insbument would be of 
enormws interest to the scientific com- 
munities in their respective countries 
and they were looking forward to the 

Rgun 2: DIscussIng the project (from left to 
right): Prof H van der laan, Director Qm 
of Em; Dr. A+ B m I r ;  Director of CNRS- 
INSU; Dr. N! Hasenclever; MPG General 
Secretary, and Pro!! M. Terenghi, VLT F?o- 
gramme Manager. 

implementation of the new facility at Pa- 
ranal. 

Prof. Una reminded those present of 

The VLT Programme 

The VLT Main Structure 
M. QUATTRI, ESO 

During the development of the project 
the VLT programme was broken down 
Into several subsystems, each of them 
with clearly Identifiable functional re- 
quirements and interfaces wlth the other 
parts of the project. These subsystems 
would have lately been contracted to 
ESO member countries' industrial firms 
for design and construction. The unit 
8-m telescope main structure is one of 
these su bsysterns. 

The Main Structure 

The main structure is a telescope 
without mirrors and field deroiator. 

In Figure 1 the items which compose 
the main structure are indicated. The 
major components are: 
- the telescope steel structure (tube 

and fork), 
- the motors which make it move 

around the altitude and azimuth axes 
(drives), 

- the angular measurement system 
which gives the position of the two 
axes (encoders), 

- the supporting system of the tele- 
scope (hydrostatic bearings), 

- the cooling system used to cool the 
different power sources placed on the 
telescope, 

- all the equipment which provide safe- 
ty functions (brakes, locking device to 
lock the telescope in defined posi- 
tions for maintenance, emergency 
stop buttons system), 

- the auxiliary systems to monitor the 
temperature of the steel structure to 
model the thermal displacements of 
the attached mirror units, - the equipment to access the dierent 
parts of the structure for maintenance 
or operations, - the dummies simulating the inertia 
characteristics of the mirror units. 

The Functional Requirements 

Like any instrument of measure, a 
telescope, once its modes of use are 
defined according to the scientific 
needs, must reduce to the minimum 
acceptable the induced disturbance to 
the measurements it has to perform. 

When the modes of use are different, 
and imply contradictory requirements, 
and all of them must be implemented in 
the same teLescope, an accurate evalu- 
ation at system level has to be done in 
order to define the best combination of 
parameters which characterize the de- 
sign and which can be clearly specified 
to a subcontractor, who has to design a 
part of the complete system without 
knowing the top level requirements. At 
the same time, in order to proceed in 
parallel with the design of the other sub- 
systems, all the Interface requirements 
and boundary conditions have to be de- 
fined. This was the job performed at 
€SO. To derive the functional require- 
ments which would have been specified 
for the main structure we have started 

the fact that although the medical scl- 
ence has proven that it is poaslbte to 
dream a complete dream in just a few 
seconds, in this case, it has taken Euro- 
pean astronomers almost 20 years to 
realize this particular dream. He con- 
gratulatd all Involved, scientists and 
engineers, wlth the excellent prepara- 
tlons, which have finally born fruit. He 
briefly compared the VLT with other 
large telescope projects and concluded 
that it Is exactly the great and unique 
interferometric posslbl tities which lets 
ESOts project stand out among the 
others. As an astronomer, he was look- 
Ing forward to participate In some of the 
most important scientific tasks to be 
undertaken with the VLTI, Including the 
study of proto-planetary systems and 
the centre of the Mllky Way. 

The photos from the ceremony were 
taken by ESO photographer H.-H. Heyer. 

7he Editor 

from the following basic requirements: 
1. pointing better than 1" 
2. tracking better than 0.05" (both under 

a wind speed of 18 m/s max. with 
wind gusts up to 27 m/s) 

3. stability of the secondary mirror after 
chopping of 0.2'' peak to valley with a 
chopping amplitude of 1 ' at 5 Hz and 
80 % duty cycle (infrared mode) 

4. stability of the Optical Path Distance 
within 14 nm for an integration time of 
10 rns, 50 nrn for an integration time 
of 48 ins and 225 nrn for an integra- 
tion time of 290 ms under a wind 
speed of 10 m/s (interferometric 
mode) 

5. stability of the position of the altitude 
and the azimuth axes during the rota- 
tion of the telescope 

6. stability of the attachment points of 
the instrumentation during the rota- 
tion of the telescope 

7. stability of the alignment of the mirror 
units (primary, secondaty and tertiary) 
within a relative displacement be- 
tween the mirrors which will not cause 
a displacement of the image in the 
Nasmyth focal plane higher than the 
blind pointlng requirement. &cause 
the differential displacement of the 
mirrors due to the main structure is 
only one of the contributions to the 
displacement of the image in the focal 
plane (others are the deformation in- 
side the mirror units themselves), we 
required that the contribution of the 
main structure should not be higher 
than 01'3 



a the surfaces of the telescope In con- 
tact with dw air within rtl degree C In 
order to avdd perturbadon d the at- 
mosphere surrounding the Mescope 
and consequent seeing deterioration. 

Main Structure SpacMdons 
As already described above, the main 

structure is an electro-mechanical sys- 
tem, and in this sense only electric and 
mechanical fundtianal requiremenb, like 
ddbetions, eigenfrequencis, weights, 
wind resistance, motor torque, encoder 
accuracy, and so an, can b specified 
and tested on the flnal product. 

The job to dertve these parameters 
kept us busy for quite a long period, 
during which a large amount of para- 
M ' c  anal-, trade-off among differ- 
ent possible solutions and a lot of con- 
ceptual design were carried out. 

During this period A1 the dectro- 
mechanical pametem to specify the 
main structure were defined, and at the 
same tlme a Iage number of requlre- 
mente were imposed to all the other 
subsystems of the VLT. 

Riccardo Giacconi Receives High 
NASA Honour 

Professor Riccardo Giiconi, Director General of ESO since the beg inn tng of 
this year and before then Director of the Space Telescope Science Instl€ute in 
Baltimore, U.S.A., has just been awarded the "NASA Distinguished Public 
Ssrvice Medal". 
The Director of NASA, Mr. John M. Kllneberg, has conveyed his personal 

congratulations to Prof. Giacconi, Informing at the same time that this medal Is 
glm only to individuals wh- distinguished accomplishments contributed 
sub#t&ntially to the NASA misslon. Moreover, the contribution must be so 
extraordinary that other foams of recognition by NASA would be inadequate. It is 
the highest h~nour that NASA confers to a non-govmmnt indlvjdual. 

All of us at ESO heartily congratulate Prof. Giadbonl to this unique dlstlnctlon, 
so rightly deserved through mny years of hard work to the blendit of astronom- 
ers on all continents. 7hg Edttor 

Slnce the beginning, and also bmed i the mechanical structure must be 
on the dlrect experience we made with very light, stiff and compact 
the Nn, a few things appear@d to be 8. elimination or reduction to the very 
very important to achieve the perfor- minimum of all the effects whlch 
man# requltements of the VLf: muld have caused disturbance to a 

snwoth motion of the telescope 
around the axes (for example step- 
wise motion due to sticking effects 
comlng from the use of ball M n g s ,  
or contact betwean gear-teeth) 

3. very good accuracy enooders had tu 
be directly mounted on the axes of 
the telescope avoiding any gear or 
friction whesl coupling 

4. accurate aerodynamic design of the 
parts of the maln stnrcture exposed 
to the wind in order to #durn disturb- 
ance caused by wlnd turbulmoe. 

Figure 1 : Schematic (somet& view of the telescope end list of main components, 

The Preliminary Design 

Based on the technical specifications 
derived as described above, a call for 
tender was issued to a selected group 
of companies in the ESO member coun- 
tries. 

After a hard job of selection and anal- 
ysis of the offers, a consortium of Italian 
companies was selected. The AES con- 
sortium is composed of Ansaldo Corn- 
ponenti (AGO), situated in Genova, 
European Industrial Engineering (EIE), 
situated In Venice, and SOIMI, situated 
In Mllan. 

On 23 September 1991 the contract 
was signed. After about 1 year Ute pre- 
Ilmlnary design (Figs. 2 and 3) was com- 
pleted, and the Prellmlnary Design Re- 
view FOR) was carried out In Venice by 
an ESO team which included about 15 
people to cover dl the technical aspects 
of the project, and two well-kmwn ex- 
ternal telescope experts, Pierre Bely of 
the Space Telescope Institute and Tor- 
ben Artdersen of the Nordic Telescope 
Group. 



Ftgure 2: Front and side view of the preliminary d6sign of the maln structure. 

The maln features of AES deslgn are: 
1. segmented direct drives on both al- 

titude (about 3 m diameter) end 
azimuth axes (about 10 m diameter) 

2. thrust and centring hydrostatic bear- 
ings on both axes 

3. double azlmuth bearing tracks 
4. direct mounted optical encoders on 

both altitude (about 2.6 m diameter) 
and azimuth (about 10 m diameter). 
At the moment both classical gradu- 
ated steel tape with optical reader 
heads and laser encoders, based on 
IlgM phase shlft measurement, ar@ 
being investigated. The aim is to de- 
termine which solutlon fulfills at the 

bast the stringent accuracy require- 
ment of 0.1" RMS 

5. the steel structure makes use of 
aerodynamidly optirnlzed structural 
profllss, even though some more op- 
timlzatlon ts needed, and is a trusses 
structure that realizes the best ratio 
stiffnesdweight for these dimenslons 
of the order of 20 m. 

8. the cable wraps are motorized In or- 
der not to introduce friction in the 
telescope, 

7, no rotating rnaehlnery, like pumps or 
fans, are installed on the structure, in 
order to avoid the introduction of vC 
brations. 

The weight of the rotating mass is 
about 400 t {including the weigths of the 
mirror units), the lowest eigenfrequency, 
indicative of the stiffness of the struc- 
ture, is about 8 Hz. For the sake of corn- 
parison, the ESO 3.6-m telescope has a 
lowest eigenfrequency of 1.4 Hz and 
weighs about 300 t, the NIT has the 
lowest eigenfrequency of about 9 Hz 
and weighs 120 t. 

The Next Steps 

Since the completion of the PDR the 
final design phase has been started dur- 
ing which the final optimirations of the 



design and all the tests needed to vali- 
date the adopted solutions will be per- 
formed. 

At the end a Final Design Review, at 
the moment foreseen at the end of Sep- 
tember 1993, will assess the results of 
this phase and will give the start to the 
phase of fabrication. 

The first main structure will then be 
assembled in Milan startlng from the 
end of 1994, and tested for six months 
by ESO, starting beginning July 1995 till 
the ~ n d  of December 1995, with the op- 
tion to continue tlll the end of 
March 1998. 

At the same time, after the preliminary 
acceptance of the first maln structure, 
the second main structure will be 
erected in Chile, and in April 1996 the 
provisjonal acceptance will take place. 

Then at the rhythm of one about every 
6 months, the other three main struc- 
tures wllt be ready for provisional 
acceptance and for starting the Integra- 
tion of the other VLT subsystems. The 
last structure will be ready in Aprfl1998. 

All Those Who Contrlbuted 

A job like the one described above 
requires the close collaboration of many 
people with very dierent cornpetences, 
and, most of tho time, supportlng re- 
quirements In contrast to each other. 
Moreover, in the case of the companies 
involved, most of the time the eco- 
nomical constraints require a large 
amount of continuous exchange of in- 
formation without whlch it would not be 
possible to achieve any of the results 
foreseen. 

For this reason 1 would Ilke to mention 
here all those who have contrlbuted to 
the definition and design of the main 
stnrctum E. Bruneno and M. Kraus, 
who found solutions to many difficult 
problems, F. Koch, who supported the 
definition of many requirements with 
large and complex F.E.M. calculations, 
I. a g o ,  who supported the aerody- 
namic design, M. Schneennann, who 
was responsible for the first ddnition of 
the basic requirements, M. Ravens- 

v 
Figure 3: CAD isometdc view of the main strueturn pmlirnlnarg. desfgn. 

begen, fesponsible far the ebcttlc and ing team leader of the VLT. A specid 
mntrol design and tracking perfor- mention deserve the engineering teams 
mance of the main structure, E Ploetz, of Ansaldo, EIE and SOIMI, who have to 
who performed the first assessment of struggle dally to design, according to 
the tracking performance, D. Enard, the requirements and wlthin budget, the 
who has been, since ever, the engineer- VLT maln structure. 

Manufacturing of the 8.2-m Zerodur Blanks for the VLT 
Primary Mirrors - a Progress Report 
F! DIERICKX, ESO 

The manufacturing of the Brodur been achieved, and the first blank is due duction facilky in Maim started on 
glass-ceramics blanks for the VLT pri- to delivery and transport to the ptent of July 6, 1989. Seventeen months later, 
mary mirrors was contracted by ESO to the optical manufacturer [REOSC] by 45 tons of liquid glass were cast in an 
SCHOTT Glaswerke Mainz in 1988. August 1993. 8.6-m mold for the first time. Given the 
Since then, spectacular progress has The erection of the VLT blanks pro- difficulty and sire of the problem, this 



Figure 1. 

has undoubtedly been a fantastic 
achievement. 

However, manufacturing an 8-m-class 
Zerodur blank is a fairly delicate task, 
whlch eventually requires full-scale 
tests, even after validating the spin-cast 
technotogy up to the 4-m range. The key 
Issue Is that a crystalline layer inevitably 
builds up at the bottom and outer edges 
of the btank, where the liquld glass 
comes into contact with the Insulating 
material of the mold. This crystalline 
layer has a different coefficient of ther- 
mat expanslon than the glassy Zerodur, 
stresses build up during the cooling 
phase and may eventually lead to an 
overall breakage. By a proper selection 
of the Insulating material and, to a lesser 
extent bv an accurate thermaI control of 

Probably the most critical operation, 
apart from the annealing, is the handling 
of a mlnor blank when it comes out of its 
first annealing cycle. At this stage the 
crystalline layer is still partially adhering 
to the blank, which L therefore extreme- 
ly fragile. While the blank Is being trans- 
potted and turned upside down onto the 
grinding machine, chips of glass are fal- 
ling from the convex side. The noise ls 
almost Imperceptible.. .and definitely 
frightening. In order to provide the 

the first castings, the layer was a few 
millimetres thick, a figure that has now 
been brought down to about 0.2 mm. 
Accordlng to an analysis made on the 
first castings, the homogeneity of the 
material is exceptlonally high. 

smoothest possible handling condl- 
tlons, SCHOIT designed and built an 
18-cup vacuum lifter, which performed 
remarkably well. 

With the last upgrade of the insulatlng 
material, the convex surface is very 
smooth and there are no longer chips of 
glass to gather for decoration of one's 
desk. 

The zero-expansion property of 
Zerodur is achieved after the ceramiza- 
tion cycle. Following very successful re- 
sults obtained with 4-m-class proto- 
types, it has been tried to skip the 
annealing cycle, 1.e. directly ceramim 
the blank aRsr casthg. The trial was 
unfortunately not successfui. 

During ceramization the active mold 
follows the shrinkage of the material, in 
order to ensure a proper distribution of 
the weight of the blank onto Its support. 
By the time this article is published, the 
first ceramized Zerodur blank should 
come out of the furnace. After final 
machining it wll! have a mass of about 
23 metric tons. 

For the time being there are 5 blanks 
in the production line. The pictures 
shown here were taken upon the last 
casting early February 1993. After cast- 
ing, the mold is transported from below 
the melting tank onto a rotating platfom 
where it is spun for about one hour, after 
that the cover of the mold was lifted a 
few centimetres. The temperature of the 
liquid glass is about 1300 C. It solidifies 
fairly rapidly. After spinning, the cover is 
removed and a cooling cover is brought 
over the mold (Fig. 1). The few minutes 
where the glass is uncovered are just 
enough to understand what is thermal 

the castkg process, the thickness of the 
crystalline layer may be reduced. With 

The rnanufacturlng process includes I 
the following major steps: 

1. casting, which lasts several hours; 
2. annealing: the blank Is cooled down 

and annealed in a dedicated furnace 
(about 4 months); 

3. machining of both concave and con- 
vex sides; 

4. cerarnization (about 8 months); 
5. drilling of the central hole; 
6. fine annealing; 
Z fine machining. Figure 2. 

m 
pnotos by n. ~om1.1 



radlatlon. Once the glass has cooled a total of 6 blanks, four of which wlll be field, which combines tradition, dedl- 
down to abut 800 - 900 C, the mold Is deltvered to ESO and the two others wlll cated experlgnce and modem tech- 
brought into the annealing furnace wait for potentlal customers. At the nologies. Making 8-m-class blanks is a 
(Fig. 2) where It will stay for several latest in July the melting tank which has fascinating achievement. Moreover, 
months. been In mntlnuous operation slnoe other fascinating acfiiwements are stlll 

There will bs one more castlng, the 1990 wtll be shut down. to come, with the wok of the polishing 
goal for SCHMT bdng to manufacture Glass maklng is a very speclallzed tools. 

Seeing at Paranal: Mapping the VLT Obsewatory 
M. SA RAZIN, €SO-Garching, and J. NAVARRETE, ESO- Paranal 

Modifying the shape of a sumrnlt after 
it was chosen for its outstanding qual- 
ities in optical turbulence raised justified 
concerns in the community about possi- 
ble perturbations of the local flow 
pattern and their possible negative 
effect on the astronomical seeing. Nu- 
merical simulations had been performed 
at RISOE, Denmark, for various input 
wind conditions predicting neglectable 
effects at the northern and southern 
edge of the new 25,000 square metre 
telescope area. It was nevertheless not 
without some apprehension that we 
pushed the "start" key of the seelng 

monitor, now located on the newly 
formed VLT platform, on November 29. 
1992. 

The VLT observatory was greeting its 
first pieces of optics with the impressive 
sight of perfect flatness only broken by 
four huge holes giving the scale of the 
future obsewatory Fig. I).  The Differ- 
ential Image Motion seeing monitor 
which was used that night (DIMMI) was 
incidentally the same as the one started 
in April 1987, on the same summit, then 
28 m higher when the seeing survey was 
initiated. During this survey, the 35-crn 
diameter Cassegrain telescopes were 

operated on concrete platforms at 5 m 
above ground. This was considered a 
lower height limit for the position of the 
primaty mirror of modem telescopes. 

Because of manpower shortage, it 
was unfortunately irnposslble for the 
VLT civil engineeripg department to de- 
sign, for the new measurements, a 
tower which could be easily removed 
during the VLT erection phase. The 
DIMMI telescope was thus installed on 
a 1 m high platform convenient to pro- 
tect the optics from local dust. This was 
however not high enough to escape 
thermal turbulence in the surface layer, 



Figure 2: SiatMics of se&g measmmmis bsfgrg and &w s u m d  bKelIh~, Seeing b 
c o m p W  for ~ u h l e n t  2O-mh axp- obtaned af 0.5 pm at mifh with a perfect large 
u. 

lnduclng an artlficiat Increase of local month of measuremernb at the northern 
seeing p~&tcularlysensltlve In &mmely edge of the telescope area with the 
good overall conditions. statistics wallable for the Paranal psak 

Such local effects are Illustrated In until the disruption of measurements in 
Figure 2, comparing one and a half July 1991. While the upper tail of the 
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Figure 3: Cornparisan of ming m ~ ~ u m t s  made at the southern and northern adges of 
the telescope area. 

probability distribution {seeing is com- 
puted for equivalmt 20-min expoaum 
at 0.5 pm at zenith) is virtually un- 
changed, the Rve percentile Inemaws 
from 0.37 arcsec at 5 m above ground 
to 0.44 a m  at 1 rn above ground. 

Another identical system tDIMM3) 
was used in the same conditions as 
DIMMI to monitor thh muthem edge of 
the telescope ma. One month of com- 
mon data sum- In Rgure 3 did 
not pernit to detect any permanent dlf- 
fmntial effect related to the posltlon 
wlth respect to the lnoident wind flow. 
The spread of the regression is however 
linked to a sporadic incwaae of local 
turbulence at either location, the 
strongest events taking place at low 
(< 2 mls) wlnd speed. 

With a median sedng of 0.86 errcsec 
at I m above ground, Paranal has clear- 
ly survlved the blasting. Mom seejng 
ohenrations will be made at 5 m height 
on a tower currently under design at the 
Obwatory of Capodlrnonte, Italy, 
Strange as It appeam, the next threat for 
site quality will be #re VLT Itself. This Is 
why great care Is taken In the design of 
the obsewat~ly to avoid heat and cold 
sources both inside and outside the en- 
clwures. 

We thank the VLT Site and Buildings 
Group for prodding the infrastructure at 
Paranal. The monitors we operated by 
the Paranal Meteorology team com- 
posed of F. Qomez, D. Mwat and A 
Vargas. 

Tentative Time-table 
of Council Sessions 
and Committee Meetings 
in 1993 
March 30 Flnanee Comrnlttee 
Aprll 1 Caundl 
May 3-4 Users Cornrnlttee 
May 6-7 Scientific Technical 

Comrnhtee 
May 10-11 Finance Committee 
May 27-28 Observing Pro- 

grammes Commlttm, 
Copenhagen 

June 1-2 Council 
November 4-5 Scientific Technical 

CMnrnlttee 
November 8-9 Rnance Committee 
November 25-26 Obsenrlng Pro- 

grammes Committee 
December 1-2 Councll 
All meetlngs wlll take place In Oarching, 
unless stated otherwise. 



The ESO Historical Archives (EHA) 
INVENTORY PER DECEMBER 1992 

Hlstorical archives provide us with the 
beacons along which historians steer 
their stories about the past. When I 
wrote my articles an the history of ESO 
for fhe Messengerand the book "ESO1s 
Early History", 1 was guided by a small, 
but very valuable collection of docu- 
ments pertaining to the years of ESO's 
beginning. They origlnated from people 
who had been intimately involved in the 
creation of ESO (J.H. Oort, 0. Heck- 
mann, J.H. Bannier and myself) and had 
been transferred to ESO as a nucleus for 
its Historical Archives; a nucleus to be 
cherished and, hopefully, to be ex- 
tended in the years to come. Most of the 
documents dated from before 1975. 
Subsequently some more recent items 
were incorporated, however only on the 
'basis of provisional classification; their 
Incorporation should be subject to fu- 
ture scrutiny. 

Naturaliy, these archives are usefut 
only if there is a guide to tell the student 
what is available and where it may be 
found, Such a guide is now provided in 
my booklet "ESO's Historical Archives 

FHA); Inventory per December 1992" 
that appeared in December 1992. In it, 
the documents (letters, circular letters, 
maps, etc.) have been ordered in a sys- 
tem that takes into account the origin 
of the document and subsequently 
classifies it into categories and sub- 
categories. For instance, item I.C.2.3.a 
refers to a report on a meeting of the 
Mrking Group for site tests in South 
Africa of January 1958, and in this case 
the first, roman classification number, I, 
tells that this document belongs to one 
of the collections originating from out- 
side ESO; the letter C means that it 
belonged to the collection contributed 
by mysei; the next number, 2, refers to 
the subdivision dealing with the early 
site testing; and the subsequent 
number, 3, to the folder containing 
some test reports. The system was used 
in my historical accounts mentioned be- 
fore. 

For the moment, the booklet is 
primarily meant as an internal ESO pub- 
lication and therefore has been distri- 
buted outside ESO on a limited scale 

The ESO C&EE Programme Begins 
The ESO pqramme to support as- 

tronomers in Central and Eastern Euro- 
pean countries, also known as the ESSO 
C&EE Programme, was adopted by the 
ESQ Council in its meeting in December 
1992, cf. The Messenger 10, p. 8 (De- 
mmber 1992). 
By this important action, the ESO 

Council rewgnizes the great potential of 
astronomy and astrophysics In the 
C& EE oountrles and the need to ensure 
its continuertion during the present h n -  
sitiond period. The Programme will be- 
gin in early 1993 and have an initial 
duration of 3 years. It will be carded out 
wIthin the financial frame stipulated by 
the €SO Council, and will be adminis- 
tered with a minimum of bureaucracy. 

The details of the Programme were 
worked out durlng the month d January 
and a documt, from now on referred 
to as the "Application Document", was 
produced. It contains all details about 
how to apply, the general condttlons of 
the Programme, and the standardw 
application forms and was sent to about 
1000 addre- at the end of January 
1993. This included m e  than 700 as- 

Access to the ESO Histori- 
cal Archives 

The ESO Historical Archlves described 
here, are accessible to outslde profession- 
al researchers by special perrnlssion only. 
Note, however, that the Arehlve Is atlll in 
the process of being supplemented with 
new materials from different sources and 
that certaln, more recent parts are not yet 
released far genwl use. 

For more Infarmatlon, please contact: 
Uta Michold 
ESO Library 
Karl-SchwarrschiId-StraBe 2 
PW-8046 Garehfng 
Germany 

only, among some historians of as- 
tronomy or astronomers known to have 
a strong historical interest. A wider dis- 
tribution may be considered at a later 
stage. 

The Collection is in the care of ESO's 
Librarian at the Garching Headquarters. 
The documents are stored in cardboard 
boxes in a special room where it is 
supervised by the Librarian, and access 
may be requested through her. As some 
of the correspondence in the archives 
still is of a confidential nature, not every- 
thing is accessible yet. 

by request at the address listed betow. 
Judging from the number of inquieries 
received since then, the interest Is inten- 
sive and by early March quite a few 
applications had already been received 
at ESO. 

A guiding pfindple of the ESO C&EE 
Programme Is that support will be pro- 
vided on tha basis of scimtiflc and tech- 
nical merit. It is the aim to help C&E€ 
astronomers to continue to do good m 
search at their home Institutes, thus 
contributing to the maintenance of the 
scientific level and, thereby, to the survt- 
v d  of C&EE astronomy, and also to 
provrde potential benefits to astrommy 
fn ESO member statw. 

The Programme initially encompasses 
a number of well-Wlned subpro- 
grarnmes, with the following titles and 

EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY definitions (all further details #6 a d -  
able In the Applications Document): 

A. ESO C& EE Scientific and Tmhni- 
tronomers, most of which are IAU mem- cal Programmes: support of a well- 
bers, fn the C&EE countries and all ma- specified and/or technical Programme 
jor astronomical Institutes in the ESO within astronomy and astrophysics, to 
member states. Addltlonal ooples of the be carried out at om of more C&EE 
Application Document may be obtained institutedobservatorim; 
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8. ESO CLEE FBIIowrs: support of 
Indiidud C&EE astror#rmets to per- 
form s p a l c  research programmes in 
astronomy or astrophysics; 
C. ESO Visiting Astronomers: supm 

of individual astronomem from ESO 
members states to visit C &EE institutes; 

D. Participation in ESO Conferenms: 
support of participation of C&EE as- 
tronomers in conferenceg organized or 
sponsored by ESO; 

E. k&nge of Software: support of 
travels by C&EE astronomws to in- 
stitMobsswatorfes In ESO member 
states in order to exchange software, 
Instalt software systems, etc; and 

E €SO PubIhxtims: free copies of 
ESO publicaiions to C&EE institutes. 

These subprogrammes are not 
necessarily exhaustive; they may be ad- 
justed and others may be added, if and 
when oUmr sultable m e  are Iden- 
tmed. 

The first deadline for receipt of appli- 
cations at the ESO H e a d q u m  in 
Garchlng has been fixed as 15 AprlI 
1993 and the next ones wlll follow at 
three-month intervals. All appllcatlons 
which are received In time will be 
scrutinized by a special E S O  C&EE 
Committee, composed of a small 
number of astronomers from in- and 

Availability of Schmidt Plate Emulsions 
On January 18, 1993, a malfunction in 

a compressor combined with problems 
in the safety system caused overheating 
in the cold storage plate vault outside 
the Schmidt building and the unex- 
posed plates kept there were destroyed. 
Already exposed plates are kept in the 
Schmidt building itself and were not 
affected. Most of the plates lost were 
old and were used only for fmus deter- 
minations and other tests. Unfortunate- 
ly, our latest shipment of plates from 
Kodak had recently arrived and been 
stored, and they were lost, thus jeopar- 
dizing the scientific work at the Schmidt 
telescope. 

To everybody's relief, Kodak was able 

to deliver Illa-J, Illa-F and IV-N plates 
with only four weeks' delivery time. For 
I Ia-O, 098-04 and 103a-I3 emulsions, 
Kodak presently has problems with 
manufacture, and they will not be avall- 
able until the end of the year. Instead of 
the Ila-0 plates, which are the most 
commonly used at the Schmidt, we are 
looking into purchasing plates with the 
very similar ZU-21 emulsion from the 
German company O R W .  With the 
stock of plates that were kept in the 
freezers in the Schmidt building we are 
able to carry on with the Schmidt opera- 
tions until the new plates arrive, and 
there will therfare be only a minor lm- 
pact on the majority of programmes 

outside the Organization. The outcome 
will be announced to the applicants im- 
mediately thereafter, in most cases 
within one month after the deadline. 

All correspondence related to thls 
Programme shall be directed to: ESO 
C &EE Programme, Karl-Schwamhild- 
Str. 2, 0-8046 Garching bei Miinchen, 
Gmany (Tel.: t.49-89-320060; Fax: 
+49-89-3202362; Tlx.: 528 282 0 e~ d). 

It is expected that the next issue of 
TAe Messenger will contain an overview 
of the initial experimm and Include a list 
of the first support allocations. 

R. M. WESX ESO 

carrid out at the Schmidt telescope. 
Work is planned to begin later this 

year on a new plateholder that wlll 
accept emulsions on film rather than on 
glass. Apart from very substantial sav- 
ings in operational costs, this means 
that programmes whlch are not aimed at 
astrornetric work can benefit from new 
highly sensitive and fine-grained emul- 
sions llke the Kodak 4415 emulsion. 
Programmes that require glass plates 
will of course be carried out as always. 
After we have gained experience with 
this new facility, an announcement of 
availablllty will be made here In The 
Messenger: 

SO REIPURTH, ESO-La Sill8 

Physical Study of Trojan Asteroids: 
a Photometric Sunrey 

'Osservatorio Astronomico di Torino, Pino Torinese, Italy 
*DLR German Aerospace Research Establishment, Oberpfa ffenhofen, Germany 

Introduction 

Since their formation In the solar 
nebufa, asteroids belonging to the main 
belt have been altered mainly by mutual 
collisions, which take place at typical 
impact velocities of about 5 kilometres 
wr second. The projectile-to-target 
mass ratios quite frequently reach val- 
ues of the order of l p ,  which can pro- 
duce that catastrophic fragmentation of 
the target asteroid. According to many 
investigators, thls ongolng collisional 
process has had a number of important 

consequences, ranging from the forma- 
tion of dynamical famlies and dust 
bands to the insertion of metemids and 
Aten-Apollo-Arnor objects into planet- 
crossing orbits and to the generation of 
a variety of peculiar collisiond out- 
oomee (for example, "rubble pile", as- 
teroids, binaries, "naked" metallic 
cores). 

One of the main motivations for 
studying astmlds Is that they are be- 
lieved to be more "prlmitlve" than 
planets, i.e. closer in size, composition, 

and other physical properties to the 
population of planetesimals from which 
Uw planets accreted. It is then natural to 
wonder which properties are just pro- 
ducts of collisions and which oms in 
some way "remember" the primordial 
state, when disruptive impacts did not 
occur and planetesimals, in the asteroid 
belt as well as In other zones of the solar 
nebula, were gradually accumulating 
Into planetary embryos. 

M r e  it possible to quantitatively model 
the subsequent cotlislonal evolution of 



A 
figure 1 : The D M  CCD camera installed ,. ..., -30 1-m tel~scope. 

I tric distance, which lmplbs a change in 
composition. The major taxonomic 
types among the distant asteroids are 
quite rare In the main belt and are cur- 
rently unrepresent6d in terrestrial 
meteorite collections. The investigations 
of the physical properties of the OM, 
and the subsequent understanding of 
their nature and origin, will have a direct 
implication for any theoretical study on 
the evolutlon of the solar system. 

asteroids, one could In principle recon- 
struct from the current asterold proper- 
ties (0.g. size distribution, relative ve- 
locities, rotatlow, shapes) those of 
planetesimals, and thus constrain the 
theories of planetary fonnatlon. Thb 
task is very complex and uncertain. We 
&ill know too little about the properties 
of asteroidal material and about the way 
solld bodies respond to catastrophlc 
impacts at sizes lo6 times larger than 
those obsewable In the laboratory. An 
alternative approach is that of looking in 
the asterold population for subsets of 
objects for which we have reason to 
believe that the collislonal process has 
been less Intense and less effective than 
the average. This Is just the case for 
Trojan, Hilda and Cybeie asterold 
groups (objects whose orbits have a 
semimajor axis larger than 3.3 AU), 
which hold considerable interest as they 
are likely to repr~en t  a set of relatively 
primltlve bodes whlch may have experi- 
encd  lmle thermal and colllslonal 
evolutlon since Ule time of their forma- 
tion. 

The dynarnical scenario of the outer 
beft Is strongly Influenced by the gravlta- 
tional interaction with Jupfter. With a few 
exceptions, the outer belt asteroids 
(OBA) have orbiis which 8re either in 
resonance with the giant planet or are 
confined between two different re- 
sonances. The Cybeles are located be- 
tween the 2: 1 and 5:3 resonances with 
Jupiter (mean semi-major axis a = 3.4 
AU), the Hildas are found at: the 3:2 
resonance (a = 4.0 AU) and the Trojans 
are trapped In the L4 and t5 Lagrangian 
points of Jupiter's orblt at a = 5.2 
AU. 279 mule is the sole object known 
to occupy the 4:3 resonance. There, 
both the number density of asteroids 

and their relative velccities are signifi- 
cantly lower than in the main belt. 
Therefore, these bodies should show a 
lesser degree of cotlisional altwation, 
and could allow us to look farther and 
more clearly Into the prlmordlal proper- 
ties of planetesimals. At the same tlme, 
any differences in physical properties 
with respect to the maln belt might pro- 
vide evldenee on the way collisions are 
currently causing the asteroids to evolve 
away from their primordial state. 

Most of the OBA bear evidences of 
redder and darker surfaces when com- 
pared with the main belt asteroids and 
their spectra show a reddening in the 
spectral slope with increasing heliocen- 

Rotational Properties of Outer 
Beit Asteroids 

Some important physical properties 
of the asteroids can be inferred from 
lightcurve observations. These include 
the rotational p&od and, through some 
modelling effort andlor by ushg sim- 
plifying assumptions, the ovemll shape 
of the body and the direction of its polar 
axis. Statistical analyses of these rota- 
tional properties have been carried out 
and have revealed a complex scenario, 
where collisions do indeed appear to 
have played a dominant role (see Binzet 
et at. 1989). 

The lack of photometric information 
about OBA is due to thelr great 
hellocentrlc distance and their corre- 
sponding faintness, nev&heless the 
advances In astronomid detector tech- 
nology have brought the most of the 
OBA at reach of the small- and medlum- 
sized telescopes, allowing American 
and European groups to cany wt ob- 
servations to study these faint objects 
(French, 1987; Hartmann et al., 1988; 
Zappala et al., 1989; Elmel and Sauter, 
1992). The flrst results of these studies 

Flgure 2: This prCrure shows a session of the photomet& Wmtim package in use at DLR. 
The clmlea define the Integration a m  for the asteroid and the comparison stare. 7% sky 
background is s8rnpled in the areas delimited by the square boxes 
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have outlined an interesting trend: the 
Trojan asteroids, and possibly the as- 
teroids belonging to the Hilda group, 
would display larger average tightcurve 
amplitudes compared to those of the 
main belt asteroids (MBA), Implying a 
more elongated shape. At this stage, 
however, It Is not clear whether the high 
lightcurve amplitude is a common fea- 
ture among the Trojans, or whether it is 
due to the presence in the amplitude 
distribution of a tall of very f w, very 
high amplitude asteroids (Hattmann and 
Tholen, 1990). 

Should the colliiional evolution of the 
MBA be significantly dkrent from that 
of the OBA, we would also expect to 
observe differences in their ro~'oraal 
rate distributlon. In the main bslt for 

example, Binzel et al. (1980) found that 
the rotational period distributlon of the 
asbroids in the size range 50-125 km 
can be fitted with a llnear combination of 
two dierent Maxwellians, this fact be- 
Ing interpreted as the evidence of the 
cmxistence of two families of rotators at 
a different stage of collisional evolution. 
At present, however, it is impossible to 
perform such an analysis on the rota- 
tional rates of the Trojans with sufficient 
level of reliability, owlng to the pow data 
set available. 

The Survey 
To contribute to establish e statistically 

representative sample of the rotational 
properties of the O W ,  we started In 

3 0 1 . 7 7 7 t - n - ~ n n . u . . .  

171 Main Belt Asteroids 

1988 a systematic survey to collect 
photometric Ilghtcunres of the adwolds 
blonglng to the Trojan, Hilda and Cy- 
bele groups, which is still ongoing 
(Mottola et at., 1990; Gonano et d., 
1991 ; Di Martino et al,, 1992). 

Most of our observations were carried 
out at the ESO 1-m telescope using the 
DLR CCD Camera, an easily transport- 
able system, that we have optimized 
both In the hardware and in the software 
for the application in this field of re- 
search. In Figure 1 the DLR CCD Cam- 
era installed at the ESO 1 -m telescope is 
shown. The DLR CCD Camera was 
manufactured by Photometdcs Ltd. 
(USA), it utillzes a Thornson W-7882 
chargemupled device and is controlled 
by a 486 PC. 

A CCD sensor presents several ad- 
vantages in dealing with some of the 
peculiar experimental difficulties in as- 
teroid observations. The determination 
of the rotational properties Implles to 
obsme the asteroid continuousty and 
for long runs. For this reason it is often 
necessary to observe at high values of 
airmass or during dawn w dusk. The 
imaging capabilities of the detector 
allow to perform differential photomehy 
with comparison stars present in the 
field, making it posslble to have an 
accurate extinction meet ion and sky 
background subtraction even under 
these critical conditions. The two-di- 
mensional information provlded by the 
array Is also essential €o overcome the 
problems of performing an accurate 
photometry when the asteroid crosses 
crowded stellar fields and relaxes the 
constraints on tracking. Furthermore the 
high quantum flclmcy, the linearity of 
the solid state detector and its low read- 
out noise am necessary conditions to 
obtain the required photometric accura- 
cy to detect features in the lightcurves, 
which have sometimes an amptide of 
only a few hundredths of a magnitude. 

- 
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Since the good time-sampllng is 
essential to compute reliable amplitudes 
and rotational periods from the light- 
curves, the manual intervention (and 
hence the occurrence of mistakes) dur- 
ing the operation of the camera at tbe 
telescope has been reduced. The entire 
acquisition sequence is pwprogrammed 
and played back by the camera compu- 
ter. This automatic sequence includes 
the filter positioning, the exposure 
timing, the dlsplay and storage of the 
scientific frames, and the flagging of the 
saturated pixels. Some of the opera- 
tions are performed concurrently (9.g. 
image exposure and storage of the pre- 
vious frame). The dead times between 
two exposures are then significantly 
reduced, limited in some cases only by 
the readout time of the CCD. 

The data reduction is performed in 
the camera computer using the s o M e  
package for CCD image processing de- 
veloped at DLR. This allows us to per- 
form the complete reduction of the data 
during daytime after each observing 
night, to optimize h e  sharing of the *el+ 
scope time b&wn the different 
targets, preserving the good sampling 
and the completeness of the lightcuwe 
coverage. The instrumental fluxes of the 
asteroid and of the comparison stars 
present in the frame are evaluated ap- 
plying a synthetic aperture photometry 
procedure (see fig. 2). The "light growth 
curve" method (Howell, 1989) is used to 
determine the best aperture sire and the 
background level. 

Compositee are derived combining 
the single lightcutves by using a Fourier 
fifflng procedure (Hams et al., 1989). 
The order of the Fourier polynomials is 
chosen according to the temporal 
sampling of the lightcuwa. The best-fit 
polynomial is then evaluated for the dif- 
ferent trial periods and the solution is 
determined by comparing the residuals 
of the different fits. As an example of the 

final output, in Figure 3 we show the 
composite obtained from our tight- 
curves for the Trojan asteroid 2893 
Peimos. 

Prejiminary Results of the Sunrey 
We have cornp~tred the distributions 

of the rotational periods and the light- 
curve amplitudes of Trojan asteroids 
with the distributions of a selected $am- 
ple of main belt asteroids. As a refer- 
ence group we chose a sample of main 
belt asteroids in the diameter range 
40-150 km from the Asteroid Photo- 
metric Catalogue (Lagerkvist et al., 
1989). Particular care has been devoted 
to the selection of the reference sample, 
in order to limit the Incidence of the 
observational bias present in the cata- 
logue (see discussion in Binzet et al. 
Isas), 

The sample of Trojan asteroids we 
used for the analysis of the rotational 
period distribution is based on the pres- 
ent results of our observational survey 
and also includes several objects ob- 
served by French (1987), Hartmann et 
al. (1988), Zappal8 et al. (1989), Hart- 
mann and Tholen (1990), Binrel and 
S w b r  (1992) and by others. Figures 4 a 
and b show the histogram of the rota- 
tional frequencies of a reference group 
of 171 main belt asteroids and that of 23 
Trojans, respectively. By applying the 
Kolmogorov-Smimov test, we have 
checked the null hypothesjs that the two 
observed distributions derive from the 
same population. The result of the test is 
that the two distributions cannot be dis- 
tinguishd at the 90 % confldence level. 

We have similarly compared the dis- 
tribution of the lightcurve amplitudes of 
16 Trojans observed during this survey 
and of a reference group of 175 main 
bdt asteroids (see Fig. 5 a, b). To 
account for the fact that the main belt 
asteraids are normally observed at 

larpr  solar phase angles than the dis- 
tant Trojans, we have reduced the ob- 
sewed amplitudes of the MBA group to 
zero phase angle by using the Am- 
plitude-Phase relationship (APR) de- 
scribed by Zappath et al. (1990). Also in 
this case the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
gives Q a 90 %, Indicating that m sys- 
tematic difference between the two dis- 
tributions is detected with this data 
sample. It is interesting to note that the 
distribution of the amplitudes we mea- 
sured for the Trojans in this survey has a 
mean value (A = 0.21 mag), which is very 
close to that of the main belt asteroids 
(A = 0.22 mag) in this diameter range. In 
this sense our sample taken by itself 
does not provide the evidence for the 
presence of anomalously elongated 
shapes among the Trojans. These re- 
sub  on the comparlswl between the 
rotational period and tightcurve am- 
plitude distributions of main belt and 
Trojan asteroids are not conclusive yet, 
More observations to increase the Sam- 
ple sizes are needed to improve the 
power of the statistical results. The 
completion of this survey will provide 
the required observational data set to 
take the first steps on the origin and the 
evolution of the distant asteroids. 
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Dust in the Earth's Atmosphere Before and After the 
Passage of Halley's Comet (1984- 1987) 
G. MATESHVlLl and K MATESHVILI, Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory, Georgia 

Everybody knows that with the ex- 
ception of those who study the Sun, 
members of the astronomical profession 
must work at night to be able to record 
the faint light from the objects of their 
Interest. It Is true that CCD flat fields are 
often made at hrvlllght, but otherwise it Is 
necessav to wait until the Sun Is far 
below the horizon and there Is no more 
straylight in the atmosphere, before the 
"real" astronomical observations can 
start. 

It is therefore always a surprise, espe- 
cially to visiting colleagues, to meet as- 
tron-~rners/~h~sicists, who are busy ob- 
serving during twilight and dawn, when 
the sky is still very bright. And it seems 
even more strange that when it finally 
gets dark, then these observers close 
their telescopes and return to their 
offices and homes1 

At the Abastumani Astrophysical Ob- 
servatory in the Republic of Georgia, 
located near the border wlth Turkey in 
the southern part of the Caucasus 
rnountalns, you wlll meet observers of 
all three types. While some of them 
study the Sun with imaging and spec- 
troscoplc telescopes, others llke our- 
selves observe the emissions from the 
Earth's atmosphere In the daytime, dur- 

Figure 1 : The twilight phenomenon. An ob- 
m-ver on the Earth's surfam who looks up 
towards the zeniih, only meives scatted 
IIght fmm those layem which are ilIumlnated 
by the Sun's rays. 

ing twilight and dawn, and also during 
the night, when still other colleagues are 
busy unlocking the secrets of distant 
stars and galaxies. 

We know that most astronomers have 
little experience with our kind of re- 
search and would therefore llke to iltus- 
trate it by some examples. It is of course 
normally considered to be more of 
"geophysical" than of "astronomical" 
nature, but, as we shall see below, It 
may however also have some implica- 
tions which are of interest to solar sys- 
tem astronomers. 

The Twilight Sounding Method 

Among the many interesting ques- 
tions which concern the meteor show- 
ers associated with comet P/Halley, i.e. 
the Orionids with a maximum around 
October 27 and the Eta Aquarids 
(around May 4), is whether or not a 
particular activity was connected with 
the latest approach of this famous 
cornet to the terrestrial orbit in 
1985- 1987. 

Meteoric aerosol which enters into the 
Earth's atmosphere can be detected by 
the method of twilight sounding; this has 
been done many times In the past, see 
e.g. Fehrenbach et al. (1972); Divari and 
Mateshvili (1 973), Mateshvili (1 974), Link 
(1975) and Mateshvili and Mateshvili 
(1989). 

The twitight phenomenon is explained 
by the fact that when the Sun sets below 
the horizon, its rays continue to illumi- 
nate the higher layers of the atrno- 
sphere. To begin with, these rays reach 
all layers, but as the Sun sinks, progres- 
sively higher layers come into the 
Earth's shadow and cease to be in the 
sunlight. The scattered light from the 
sky comes increasing1 y from the highest 
layers, but since the scattering dficien- 
cy falls off with the altitude (i.e. with the 
density) rather rapidly, we receive at any 
time mostly the scattered Ilght from a 
rather narrow, sunlit atmospheric layer. 

A simplified scheme of the twilight 
phenomenon is shown in figure I. 
The intensity of scattered light from 
point A is given by the relation: 

where I,&) is the extra-atmospheric so- 
lar brightness, w, is the sire of the solar 
disk, m is the air mass, P is the vertical 
transrnlttance of the atmosphere, R(l) is 
the instantaneous altitude of the Earth's 
shadow, r is the optical thickness which 
is given by the expression: 

where a(R) is the volumetric scattering 
coefficient (Rosenbrg 1963). So, I@) is 
therefore proportional to scattering 
coefficient a(A) and N,, the aerosol or 
particle content per unit of volume. 

In Abasturnani, we use for our twilight 
observations a photoelectric photome- 
ter with an interference filter that is 
centred at 1610 nm. During the evening 
twilight phase we then register the d e  
creasing total intensity from a sky area 

Figure 2: Intensity ratios as a function d 
afiitude, as observed wr October 24 8nd 25, 
1986, relative to October 15, 1986, Le. before 
fhe Orionid pwiod. The ratios are much larger 
than uni& and the scattering is tfmrefm 
much larger at and after the maxlmurn of the 
stream, than befare. This show the Injection 
into the atmosphere d dust partkles. 
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Figure 3: As Fiure 2, but far three dates in 
f9BZ Now the Intensity rat;# are closer to 
unity than in 1986. 

defined by the opttcs of our instrument 
and in the morning twilight, we obtain a 
similar Intensity curve in the reverse 
sense. 

If there exists at a certain time in the 
atmosphere a layer with a higher scat- 
tering power and If it has a great hod- 
zontal extent, it wllI beoorne apparent In 
our curve as an intensity excess at the 
same value of ?I in dlffmnt sighting 
directions and therefore, at different val- 
ues of (the solar depression angle) and 
at different moments. 

Our observations are usually carried 
out in two points of the sky on the solar 
vertical (the great circle through the Sun 
and the mlth); the zenith angles of 
these points are f BDO, that is, one 
point is h the general direction of the 
Sun and the other is in the opposite 
direction. The intensity is continuously 
recorded in each direction during on_e 
minute, then the system Is switched to 
the other direction. A calibration stan- 
dard is always recorded before and after 
the observations. This relative observing 
method to a large extent elirnlnates in- 
strumental sensitivity drifts, etc. 

Observations at the Time 
of Orionid Meteor Shower 
-w 

The observation dates in the Orionid 
periods of 1984, 1986 and 1487 are 
given in Table 1. 

In Figure 2, we show the ratio of the 
sky Intensity, as observed on October 
24 and 25,1888, respectively, to that on 
October 15, 1986, i.e. at a time when 
there should be no effect of the Orionid 
meteor shower. In comparison, the 1987 
intensity ratios before and after the max- 
imum of the stream (Fig. 3) are much 
closer to unity and reveat no signficant 
increase. Thus, in 1986, after the max- 
imum of the stream had been passed, 
the intensity of scattered Ilght increased 
throughout the Earth's atmosphere. This 
Implies that some matter was deposited 
Into it, consisting of different fractions 
that moved downwards (precipitated) at 
different rates. When calculating the 
ratio of the intensities obtained in 1986 
to those of 1984, i.e. before and after the 
passage of Comet Halley (Rg. 4), we 
find that the Intensity of scattered light, 
depending on the MRude, increased 
from 4 to 14 times. 

Obsetvations at the Time 
of the Eta Aquarld Meteor 
Shower Activity 

During the Eta Aquarid period in April/ 
May 198X we were only able to to com- 
pare the intensity I@) with that obtained 
on the day preceding the onset of the 
activity of this meteor shower. The ob- 
sewations were carried out in the mom- 
Ing @ times) and evening twilight (10 
tlmes), beginning on April 27 and ending 
on May 17, 1087. 

The evening twilight observation on 
April 27 was chosen as the reference. 
When we plot the Intensity ratios for the 
various series of obmations, It is obvi- 
ous that also during this period, the dust 
content in the upper atmospheric layers 
Increased. 
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Figure 4: A e o m p a m  d the dust contml In 
the atmosphere on dates soon after the 
Orionid maxima in 1988 and I#Z The inten- 
sity fatias far the same dates in the two years 
are much lacger than un& ie. them was 
much more dust in the atmosphm in 1986 
than In 19BZ 

How Big Are These Particles? 
It would of course be very interesting 

to know the sizee of the particles which 
cause the increased scattering. We nor- 
mally calculate thls by three different 
methods: 

1. The mean sizes are determined 
from the sedimentation velocities of the 
observed aerosol layers. The particle 
sedimentation velocity was determined 
using the Stokes-Cunningham law with 
the Cunningham correction 

where q is the air viscosity, Q~ Is the 
density of particles, e is the air density 
for the appropriate aItRude, I is the mean 
free path of a motecde, and B is a factor 
which for Vgr lO equals 1.65. 

2. The slze of the particles can also be 
calculated from the relation 

26 30 4 8 12 16 
April May 

Figure 5: Acthity of the Eta AquaM shower as a function of date in 198Z (a) Me8n hourly echo rate o w  8-hwr Intervals, centred on the time of 
radianf trandt on that date pmm Poole 1988); (b) the visual rate as a function of solar longitude (after Hajduk and Buhagiar 1982): (c) the infensity 
of twllight scattering at altitude 100 km In 11887 as measud in the mornlng and evening Iwillght from Ab8stumani (normalired to the level 
outside the shower penid). 



Table 1. W a t i d n  &tes at the time of the OnbnId shower (na: Mming (dawn) obsewatfons; 
E: Evening (twflight) o&wwaihs] 

where L is the thickness of the aero- 
sol layer, k Is the Boltzmann constant, 
T is the absolute temperature, g is 
awletation due to gravity and 
v = 2 . 2 . 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ A ) h - ' ,  an empirical da-  
tion, where a(R) is the volumetric scat- 
bring coeff iclent. 
3. Finally, the size of the pmlicles may 

also be obtained by comparlson of ex- 
perimental sedimentation velocities with 
theoretical ones, calculated for dIfFerent 
particle size and density (lvtev 1982). 

For the Orionids in 1884, the mean 
particle sedimentation velmlty on OC- 
tober 22-27 and at altitudes 70-80 km, 
was 5.747 cm sm-'. The estimated par- 
ticle radii were -0.08 pm. In 1986, the 
mean p d c b  radius was about the 
same, - 0.085 p. A great amount of 
cosmic matter consisflng of particles 
with a wide range of sizes was inj&ed 
Into the atmosphere during the 1987 Eta 

Aquarid actlvlty period. Wry small par- 
ttcles with radlt of the order of 0.0005 to 
0.005 pn accumulated at an altitude of 
100 to 120 km and those with r-0.5 mm 
at A-60 to H-80 km. Moreover, the 
background aerosol content increased 
at all altitudes. 

Time variations of the intensities at 
different altitudes refIeet tha Intrusion of 
the particIes ( b 7 0  krn) and their subse- 
quent m ~ e m m t  in the atmosphere 
(Rc70 km). The time variation of IN/I' 
coincide with those of meteor hourly 
rates from the radar (hole 1988) and 
visual (Hajduk and Buhaglar 1982) oh- 
sewations (Fig. 5). 

Conclusions 

Thus, it is clear that twilight o b w a -  
tions of the type described here may be 
used to reveal structures of meteor 

showers. W plan to continue this work 
and hope eventually to accumulate 
enough material to be able to make 
more explicit statements about thls. 

The apparent increase in the aerosol 
content of the upper atmosphere when 
the Earth passed through the two 
meteor streams associated with P/ 
Haltey for the first time after the recent 
passage of this comet, is indeed very 
intriguing. We can offer no easy expla- 
nation to this at this mommt. 
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Visiting Astronomers 
(April 1 - October 1,1993) 

Observing time has now been allocated far 
Period 5t (April 1 - October 1. 1803). The 
demand for Wescope tlme was again much 
greater than the time actually available. 

The folbwlng list gives the names of the 
vlsiing astronomers, by telescope and in 
chronotoglcal order. The complete list, with 
dates, equipment and programme tltles, is 
available from ESO-Garchlng. 

Z.6-rn Telescope 

ApfiI 1893: De G m u w  et at. (9-003-4910, 
Dan&sr/Bouch~Gouiffes/LucyIFran$~od 
MaualYDella Valle, mhringer a al. (1-023- 
49K), ShaverPNalVKellermann, Jablonkd 
t3icdAlloin, Turatto et al. (4-004-45K), Dan- 
uger/BwrchetlGouH~a/tucy/F~~n580n/Mar- 
4iDel la Valle, De Graauw et 1. (9-W3-49K). 

May 7QH: Da Graauw et al. (9-Wl3-49K), 
van der HuehtlW[lliamsNudlawati AnggmenV 
Bouchet, H e b i  et al. r/-008-51K), Darrri- 
ger/80uchetlGouiffeaRucy/Frans~~1nlM~z- 
zalVDwlla Valb, KudrikkiiakulVMBnder/ 
Conti/Gabler/Motch, DanzlgerBoucheV 
Gouines/Lucy/F~8~onlMaaa1UDella Valle, 
M~idMartlrdReImb, Maechetto/Spatb, 
M g e r / B o u c h e V G w l f f ~ ~ / F ~ o n t  
U d i l D e l l a  We,  Amram/BalkowskU 
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SoulestslwLe Com/MarcalinlCayattelSulli- 
van, ~aga/CabriVAndWPantlnKllofssonl 
Nordh. 

June T 993: Lagage/CabriVAnddPantln/ 
Olofsson/Nwd, kgagdpantin, Missedhrn- 
beWSmlth, LernoinemdeWidal-Madjar/ 
Emdch, Baada/Kjeldsen, teone/Pasquinl, 
Mermilllod/RaboudlLevato, Barbuy/RenzinV 
OrtolanWBiea, Lagrange-HenrVCorporonI 
Bouvler. 

July I&#: Rouan/HofmandNormandlAl- 
loin/CubyTTacconCGarman/Gallals, BeuzW 
Lagranp+Henrirressiw/Vidal-Madjwmrletl 
BeusVHubjn, DougadoslRousnlLopeU 
Caudb du ForestdFoweille, M&nardRBnal 
MalbatlDwgadodMon~nlSehwt~~, Rigautl 
LBndGehting/Hofmann/Cuby, Della WIe/ 
B l a n c h l n U D u e ~ ~ ~ l m a n K l r i o ,  BM- 
kowsk~svetanwlHaningion, Danziger/Gil- 
monIlZlmmermannlH&lng~/Ma~illiway, 
Tadhuntet/lJlwga~uryIDanZiger/Shaw, 
Tnney/Mould~Reld, Molaro/PasquinUC#- 
telli/Bonifacio. 

August 19Q3: MolaroPmqulnUCastelIW 
Bonifaeio, ~ggi~paccIoli/Piott&tiav~llt, 
BeddinglB~rs/von der LiihwWelgeWr- 
ban/Beckmaffirieger/Kohl/uan Elst, Danzi- 
ger/BwrchatlGouiffes/tucy/FvamnlMax- 
ralVDell6 Valle, BarbodNobnVRadwlcW 
Ramelll/Schulz, VBron, PJHawkim, Semer/ 
Spi&emran~SchOcker/Bohrin~erRIartner/ 

Crud-, FosburyIVIllar/Blnelte, Danziger/ 
BoucheVGouiffWWcyffransson/Mazza1U 
Della Valle, SchulzMtjcke, Molaro/Primas/ 
CastellUBmifacto. 

Septembsr 1fS93: Saint-PBICombee, M./ 
RlgautmphBnelDemalIIyK~econi-(3man~ 
Cambes, MJSalnt-P#Tomaska/Demal1ly/ 
Fauchwe, Vettdanl et a!. (1-019-4710, Ma- 
2udRhee et al. (i-014fl05-43K), Hainautl 
West R.M., MsllwWanen, KnewAender/ 
Krautter, Danziger~ucheVGouiffes/Lucy/ 
Franawn/MaualVDella Valle, Hablng at al. 
(7-008-51 Kj. 

3.5m N7T 

April G :  Moorww~ l l vdOr lg I l d  
Kotll Jnen, OllralMarconVSahratVMo[1~~0od, 
Mlleyhan Ojlk/R8ttgerln~o~pwocd, Ollvd 
Marconi/Salvati/Moo~r~od, Miley et al. 
(2-001-43W, Turetto et al. (4-004-45W, 
Tammann et al, (1-022-47K)+ Thornsen/ 
Sodemann, Hdd/Renrlnl/Cappl. 

May I :  GredeVZlnngcker, Gryl 
BaluteaulCoxlArmandlEmery, LuWGenzeV 
DmpatzlCamemnlH~sMaJ&HHlledKu- 
dritrkl, Bertola/Aml~ellinger, Motctd 
PakulllPietseh, DandgerlMBndezlKudrlkkV 
Manall~/ClardulldJacxrby~oth, Tam- 
mann et ai, (1-022-47Q, WtMainautlMars- 



More 1910 Halley Memorabilia i 
In addition to observing the meteoritic dust from comet P/ 

Halley, Giull and Yura Mateshvili recently found among their 
famlly belongings some memorabilia from the 1910 passage 
of this comet. 

On these pictures are shown a cigarette box with the name 
"Halley" in cyrilljc letters and two postcards, which were sent 
from Geneva to Lausanne in Switzerland at the time when P/ 
Halley approached the Earth in April 1910. Of particular 
interest is the French text, which clearly shows the concerns 
of the sender about what would happen when the Earth 
passed through the tail of the cornet - . . . humanity, which 
maybe perlshes this night.. . (above), and, . . . it 
approaches, oufl (below). 

There Is nothing new under the sky, or is there? 

den/Smette, Wla Valle/Dan&er/Lucy/Maz- 
~ t ,  ~randnerm-W. 

June I=: OrtgllaK)livalMoorwood, WfV 
Arhger /aorWHm~Iedemmn,  Onola- 
nURendnVRl&, OrtdanVBarbuy/Blca CI- 
mWdi Serego AlighhWo&ury, Heblrtg et 
al. (5-007-45K), CaraWBlgnamVMere- 
ghettVm#o. 

July 19M: Wampkr, WbWBarcondCam 
w e l b m e ~ t e r ,  PiottdCaaci- 
Fusl PemDjo~ovski, Fort et al. (146-45K), 
Sauca(VFort/MelrWr/RQutd, AldndLltlerl 
AlvaraMWnderoth, MoehlerRtebw/de 
Boer/Ruppreeht, EckWGmeiA-hfrnannl 
DrapatzlSamOaccon I-Gamran, Sams/Eek- 
swMfmannlTacconCGwman. 

August lgM: AgmrgedMonInMnad 
EckarVDrapatz, L e l n ~ ~ e V E c M ,  von 
der tllh&&dInglEckarVGehrlng, UllsrFos- 

bury/CouctwEawer/Smai~Ies, S W  et 
al., M e y ~ ~ r g w s k ~ p 9 o n ,  Bonder et 
al. (1-0044Kj, MwchetWGlavafisco/ 
Sparks, K o t i b l n d M m .  
&p&& I%@: D'Worlco et a[. p a s -  

4910, De Lapp& & ai. (l-M13-43W, Ku- 
~ o t h / M B n d a r / C i a r d u l I d ~ ~ ~ ~ b y ,  W- 
gmnlQullhln,HeydwCM&yeri, Dmlgef/ 
B o u c h e V G o u l f f ~ c y ~ ~ n / M ~ V  
Wla Wla 

7983: MPI Tlme, Hablng et al. (7-008- 
51 m. 

May 19a: Habing et al. 11:008-51K), van 
d w  HuchtTWillWdlawati Angg~mi, 
RustYWhRtetlChlsr/Smh, Prus W h l t t d  

Chta~/Smkh, H u t s e ~ a n  Drom, Gms- 
bVPatsis, Tinney, hbhdtRammann, Qm- 
wm, WefSelVAppentelkWnerI 
HnneckwffieggewiW6&man~ohVv%n 
UstlGrfegwNhn, CarolldDanziger. 
June 1983: CamlWDamiw, MhbdDuc, 

o l l m e ~ o n d w r l g l i ~ ~ ~ l o d ,  Aspid 
wpurth, ~ e j l V J s ~ ~ J i m e n e z ,  
B I w C a m e r o n / D r E l p v  
K-.d. (IC(Btf, K d m H d a r K t ' & -  
W G e b a l l t t ,  Mlley et al. @-001-43K), 
Megeat-, GuamierVMoneWFenaro/ 
Fusi ~ ~ r t o l a n i .  

July I-: G u a m W M o n e w  
P a c a ~ o l a n l ,  van dw KlidAqus- 
tel jn<uulkm P d i j s ,  SlrnledMamod 
HBraudeau, QrebByRtcMl~~, FmnolFatomo, 
~ s m a h l ~ l l l I ~  IJFimirnmm, 
Tlnney, MPI Time. 



August 1993: MPI Time, BergMJVt)stlin/ 
Wnnb.ack, CauleVMcGaughrea~Un. 

September I=: T s v e t a n o v ~ o r d /  
FWury/Kotllainen, Koti!aineniWard/t(ughes, 
Tlnney, ~ n l O r u p w T h o m a d R e i n s c W  
Flnk, Held/Piotto, Earbled et al. (2-007-4310, 
Habrng et at. (i-00&51 K). 

1.5-m Spedmgraphk Telescope 

Apfil 1W: Gerbaldl et al. (5-004-43K), 
PrieMdlinger, BantocVDotto, J 0 e n W  
~ r g a a M r a n x ,  Uu/Danziger, Ougllelmo/ 
EpcMein, Hensbrge et al. (5-005-47W. 

M y  1995: Henskge et al. (5-005-47t0, 
StefVBaaddCuypars, Couwolsier/Bwche~ 
Bkha, Ram JlddaCosta/FocardUGetIw/ 
N o n i ~ l t ~ u d u t y ,  K u d W  
PakulVMBnM&MGabkrIMoteh, CalvanW 
SuleatldMarnlani, Pottasch S.Rlvan de 
StwndSahu K.C., KrautterlWIchmnd- 
cals/SehmrmMundtmnn~~ker. 

June 1995: KrautterMchmann/AlcaIs/ 
$chmiWMundttZlnnseker, h m  R./Drech- 
sellMayer, KunkebZinneckr/SchmItt, Ackw/ 
Cuidnler/K&~~erJRo1lalStasi~1~~est0~, 

c h ~ ~ e r n n e ~ r a  
Jdy 1993: AlWKrautter/Cwino/F~n- 

chlnlf lmegm, Covlno/Pa~n~Wastori, 
Greve/McKekh, Gustaf88on/AsptundlEriks- 
swXltofsan, Trevea/Ahamowicz/FatOmD/ 
Pesc~, Cwrvolder/Bouchet/Bkdw, Kar- 
koschka, Hubr@Mdhya/Hubeny. 

August I HubriglMathydiubeny, 
CaociarVBragqlisi PeccVCarretta Sam- 
mer-LarsenlChrlstensdBeers/Flynn. 

S q t e  1999.' Gerbaldi el al. (5-004- 
43Q, BarMerl et al. (2-007*, Whinger et 
at. (1 -028-49K), CayreVMissdBeeWSpL 
M JSpIte FJAndersanMordstro~uy, 
Wlelebins~ribalskVBaj4a/t]umb. 

1.4-m CAT 
April 19619: Neufor@dagain/&aW 

Noels, ArtWGwrzalwImz, Baudtusl 
Schmldt-KalerHan~lkR1umme~ohe, 
tlanuschjk/Humrnel, van der BlieklGustafs- 
m, van W l n e k e W ~ h r s ,  Mathyd 
~dsireetllanzmnanfroldMubrJg MagtrirV 
Zhm, K U r s t e r l H ~ o c h d m n d  
Wbereinsr. 
May 1989: Ursterl-en- 

mrUD6bereiner, StefUCuyp~iratWKam- 
be, StefVBaaddCuypam, van W i n c k e W -  
kensK)udmaijer, Cayret de Strobel, Mathyd 
Landsh&hdMmMd/Hubrig, Sehmutz, 
PerlnattdCmd. J & W ~ / N w t h .  

June 19513: M~o~irCrandAt Io l inV 
W=l, Ac!#r/Geslckl/Sz&dTylendal 
Stenholm/Cuisinjer, MathydbdstmW 
Lam/Manfroid/HubrQ, Gredel, NOW 
Glagotevgki], Lagtange-HenriKwpwod 
Bowk. 

July 1985: hgmnge-Heniy/Corpomnl 
Bouvier, UjW&Va1ah, KOraterWatzesl 
CochmVDennerYDiibeWner, Qosset, Th& 
W G r a d y ,  van WlncksWaeikeWWatsm, 
FranqoidBamHe, BenuenutVPMaeddu. 

August 1993: CwinolPalaWRnpmsd 
m e r r m e g r a ,  D&nka/Penprase/ 
Cautet, GustafsSon/AndersenEdvardssod 
N i s m .  

I-m Photometric Telescope 
Ap?I 19M: Habing et al. 17-008-51W, 

CwrvoisierJBouchet/Blecha, Barueel/Dotto, 
Kohoutek, SchnelderMi&Kuschnlg. 
May SgS: Schneider/Weiaa/KuschnIg, 

lzqerkvist/MagnussonlErikson, FulchlgnonW 
BaruccVHarrls, CourvoKer/BoucheVBIecha. 

June 1#3: Hablng et al. (7408-51 K), 6al- 
vattlHuntlS~~a, RIchichi, MermilliodlClaria, 
Uller/AIQainolAl@~nderoth, Cour- 
voisier/f3wMBIecha, tagrange-Henril 
Cmpm&uvier, N g / ~ ~ m / H a b i n g /  
HrotVSchulthelslBtmmaert. 

July 1- NglKe&baum/HaMn@Hrd 
SchultheidBlomrnaert, Epcbin et al. 
&OW-49K). 

&#st I=: Epchtein et al. (9-002-4W). 
Septemtw 1M3: Barbid et 3 (2-007- 

4310, Oebehogne/Hahmi Martino/fappaI# 
WrkvistlMagnmsonIde CampWalongo, 
MdlnarUU~LwanzettII 

50-cm ESO Photometric TJescope 
April 19B: WdfAWandeWStahWfd 

Z i c k g d M m .  
May T S M :  ~ I f l M a n ~ W f e t t l  

Bckgraf/St&en. 
June 1m: Magnanlde h e r n y l  

Mennessler, Obl& et al, (7-MlD49K), Carras- 
co/Loyola, LomWDrechseVMayar, W e i d  
Paunm. 

July 1BE2  WssrPmnzen, Magnanlde 
LavemyiMenmkr, HainautlDetaWtatnaut- 
Rouel Wospiesxalska-SurdeySurdej, Car- 
rascg/lgrola. 

August 79S9; Magnadde Wemy/ 
Mennessler, Camscm'Loyola, Magnanlde 
Lavemy/MenmIer, Oblak et al. (i-000- 
49K). 

GPO 40-cm m m p h  

April 1983: Debehognedt4per-GarcIal 
Machada/Caldalra lVi&d~mkvlst l  
Mourao/Pmtltch-mnEsheklJavanshir. 

May 1#3: Debehognddw-GarcW 
MachadolCaldeiranrielraMetto, Lagerkrist, 
Mou1;8~tltch-BgnisheWhansh'r. 

June I=: Scardla. 
July 1993: M e t  et al. (9-004-51 Kj. 
August I#& Ferlet et al. (9-004-51 Q. 
S@ember ?W& Ferlet et al. (9-004-51 K). 

I s m  Danish Telescope 

April 1993: Ardebar@Undgren/Lundstr6m, 
NordstrGm 8. & Andersen J. et alJJmgensen 
H.E. et al./Jench H.Swensen. 

May 7SU:  WlkendMayw, J o r i w d  
MaywMorth, Ar&beFglUn&renlLundsMm, 
Rlchtler/Hllkw/Klssbr, Danzigw/BwcheV 
G w ~ ~ / F ~ r ~ s s o n / M ~ f f a I V D e l I ~  Valle, 
HairtauWest. CarollolDanziger, van der KlW 
Augusteijn/Kuulk&m ParadijsNaughan, 
Theill P. et al. 

Jwm I&%kThejll P. et at., Qrundaht Jenm 
F. :.& Nlssen P.E, NordsMm B. & Andmen J. 
et al., DuquennoylMayor. 

July 11993: DuquemyJMayor, Johnston/ 
hard ,  Tosi/MarconWusl PeccUFward 
BragaglldGreggio, MarllneVFrledlllBlechd 
PfennigerEWschi, . Fceudllng/Alon#/da 
-mi-, Heidt. 

SwWes 1993: Mayor et al. (5-001-4310. 

50-cm Danish Telescope 
&dl TO=: Gmia J.M. d al., Jmch-Soren- 

sen H. 
M y  1993: SteiWCuype&HlraMmbe, 

StefWBaadelCuypen, ArdebergRlndgrenl 
Lundstrh, Anderson J. & Mathleu R.D. 

June 1 a 3 :  Andmen J. & Mathieu R.D., 
Group for long Term PhotorneWy of W- 
lables. 

July 19B: Group for Long Tam Photome 
try of Vdables, Slnachopoulos/van Dessel. 

August IQ03:  Slnachopoulos/van bssel, 
Group for Long Term Photometry of Var- 
lablea. 

September 18&3: Saint-P#Cornbas MJ 
RIgautmphBn~mallly~acooni-Gam, 
PorettUBossVMantegazmZerbi, Sterkerd 
Paparo. 

W-cm DWh Telescope 

Apf/ fs89: SchwdCodi /van Winekel, 
Dutch Time. 

May 1995: Dutch nme, de Wlnterflld, 
Twatto et al. (4-004-45K), Augusteljnlvan Pa- 
dijs/van der Klis, Pottaseh SRAm de 
Wene/Sahu K.C., ReduaVRarnpd  
SulmtidWgniel, K ~ d d s W F ~ e ~ s -  
kum. 

June I=: KjddsenlFmW[skum, 
oblak et al. I7-009-49K), Turatto et al. 
(4-004-45K), BuwrannolPiersimml#mcato/ 
Stranlero, KunbVZinnrcker/S&mltt, Stella1 
BumoniTTavani/Mwegl-ietii. 

Jlrly 1g3:  StellalsurzontrravmVMere 
g W ,  Dutch Time. 

August iW3: van DeseWSlnachopoulos, 
Schuecker/Cunwv/Naumannlllngmhe, La- 
g & v i ~ l g M 1 l i a m S m t z s i r n m n s ,  
West M.JJSchombert, kgWMennickent, 
Oblak et al. (7-009-4910. 

septembev 1993: Oblak et al. 0-009-49K). 
AugMeijn/van ParadiNan dw Klii, Turatto 
et al. (4-W#K), Cetty-VBron, Beuermmrd 
BurwlWSchwope/lhomas. FerrarilBuecia- 
rellVMassonalKoomneeflLasker/le Poot3 
FostmanlSieilianQ/LattamVP~l. 

April Valtaoja, BMth et al. 
May I=: Arnahldi, Hdlou, Wild, 

Mauersberger. 
June im: Knee, Nyrnan, Gredet, Knee, 

Reipurth, Fuller, O l o m ,  Undqdst, Johans- 
son, Adto 3wgman, Winnberg, W o j a ,  
Johansson st 81. 

July I=: Mauersberger, Sleb~nmorgen, 
Cawoisbr, van Dlshmk, Slllanp% 
Hughes, Danriger, Gmdel, van Dish&, 
Rdpurth, Zinnecker, Omont, Israel. 

August 1fSEhB: Knee, Barsony, Vllhu, H ~ u ,  
Ujestr&m. Gondtaalekar, Olofsaon, Wiklhd, 
Rydbeck, Bergman, Nyman, Booth, Ryd- 
beck, Yaltaoja 

Septmhx 1M: Gal ta ,  Krirgel, Henkel, 
Danzlger. Ismme. Hmkel, Maumberger, 
Reipurth, Cox, Ornont, Mantmerle. 



The Recurrent Nova U Sco - a Touchstone of Nova 
Theories 
H. Vt! DUERBECK', R. DUEMMLER', KC. SE~TER', E.M. L E I B O W I Z ~ ~ ~ ~  M.M. SHARA3 
'Astronomical Institute, Munster Universih Germany 
2 ~ i s e  Observatory, Tel Aviv Univ%tsi& Israel 
3Space Telescope Science Institute, Baltimore, USA 

Almost 130 years ago, on May 21, 
1863, N. Pogson entered the following 
lines in his notebook: "[A variable star] 
discovered by me In a hazy sky at Ma- 
dras. Observed last night and again this 
night with a steel micrometer. Showed 
this - my fourteenth variable star - to 
U u y  about 10 pm before observing it: 
atso later to C. Ragoonatha Chary [the 
night assistant] to enable him ta make 
pretty sure of it on the meridian." The 
star was at that time of magnitude 9, 
and fading rapidly. The entry for May 27 
reads "Shown to Sir W. Denison and 
party. His Excellency could just dlscern 
it, but not so Lady Denison" (see Pog- 
son 1908). 

The star sank into oblivion, until 
n~ornas (1940) found two more rises in 
brightness on Harvard plates taken in 
1908 and 1936. Its large amplitude and 
long outburst Intervals indicated that 
U Sco belonged to the small, but very 
interesting group of recurrent novae. 
Webbink (1978) analysed Ragoonatha 
Chary's 1863 positional measurements 
and was able to identify the nova in Its 
minimum state as a star of 19th mag- 
nitude. Only two years later, another 
outburst was observed and followed 
closely by optical and UV spectroscopy 
(Barlow et al. 1981, Williams et al. 1981). 
First models for the outburst of recurrent 
novae were calculated. Quite unexpec- 
tedly, U Sco erupted again in 1987. 

A nova outburst is successfully mod- 
elled as a thermonuclear runaway VNR) 
in hydrogen-rich matter on the surface 
of a white dwarf of fairly high mass. The 
white dwarf is composed of carbon and 
oxygen, or oxygen, magnesium and 
neon, the hydrogen-rich matter is ac- 
creted from a close binary companion 
via an accretion disk, deposited on the 
surface of the white dwarf, and com- 
pressed to high densities. Dependlng on 
the mass of the white dwarf, the temper- 
ature in its upper layers, and the amount 
of mixing of heavy elements from the 
interior of the white dwarf into the hy- 
drogen-rich layer, nuclear reactions set 
in s m e r  or later. Since the accreted 
layers are degenerate, the rise of tem- 
perature caused by the reactions at first 
does not lead to expansion and cooling. 
Only after the temperature has risen to 
many million degrees, degeneracy is 
lifted, and the outer layers of the object 

expand violently: the object undergoes 
a nova outburst. 

To start this TNR, the density of the 
accreted matter in the towermost layer 
must reach a critical value. If too little 
matter is accreted, it takes a long time, 
perhaps millions of years, before an out- 
burst occurs. For exptoslons of recur- 
rent novae which occur with timescales 
of as little as ten years, a high mass 
transfer rate must be invoked. There is, 
however, a problem: If too much mass is 
accreted in too short a time, it cannot 
cool efficiently and does not become 
sufficiently degenerate, the nuclear 
reactions set in very mildly, and no nova 
explosion occurs. It has been shown in 
the theory of nova explosions that short 
intervals between outbursts are only 
possible for white dwarfs with high 
masses (about 1.38 Mg), close to the 
Chandrasekhar limit. Such white dwarfs 
have small radll, the accreted matter is 
highly compressed, and the explosion 
can take place after a short time of mass 
transfer from the secondary, when only 
some ID4 MQ have been accreted 
(Starrfield et al. 1985, Livio 1988, Kato 
1990). 

Are the theoretical concepts concern- 
ing recurrent novae correct? We can 
test them by measuring the mass of the 
white dwarf. Most recurrent novae, 

however, have giant companions, and 
the light of the white dwarf and the 
accretion disk are difficult to trace; fur- 
thermore, orbital periods are of the or- 
der of several hundred days. T Pyx, a 
recurrent nova with a dwarf companion, 
is seen at very low inclination angle, so 
that its orbital period, while short, 
cannot be measured with sufficient 
accuracy. 

In 1988, Bradley Schaefer found that 
U Sco and V394 CrA also have short 
perids of P = 1.2344 and P =. 0.7577 
days, respectively. U Sco shows deep 
eclipses, indicating that the orbital incli- 
nation is close to 90". If it is possible to 
measure the radial velocity curves of 
both, the white dwarf and the cool mass 
transferring component, the masses of 
the two components can be measured, 
and our theoretical concepts of the TNR 
can be checked. 

After Schaefer had published his re- 
sults in 1990, we immediately appli6d 
for obsewing time to test the TNR 
theory of recurrent novae by obsewing 
U Sco. Time for spectroscopic observa- 
tions was granted in 1992 and obsenra- 
tions were camed out with EFOSCI at 
the ESO 3.6-m telescope on July 1 and 
3. The nights were chosen in such a way 
that most phases of the radial velocity 
curve could be coverd by observa- 
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mure 1 : Averaged spectrum of U Sco. The emission lines. f m d  in the disk sumnding the 
white dwarf, are due to ionized helium. Hydrogen lines are probably absent. The Ca I1 H and K 
lines and a few additional weak features of the cool secondary component am also ssen. 



correction, to describe all existlng spec- 
trascopic obsewations, except two 
measurements d i i u d  below. The 

":improved period is P = 1234518 days. 
The reason why the Palomar astronom- 
em chose another pepid is due to two 
radial velocities {out of 1'7) which deviate 
to a large degree from the radial velocity 
curve when Schaefer's period is used. 
Since these values were derived from 
the poorest spectra of their sample, WB 
found It acceptable to exclude them 
from our period analysis. SchWer's 
period, slightly changed, then describes 
all remaining radial velocity obsewa- 
tions including the new ones, vw well. 
No satisfactory mutt can be obtained 

3 ,  

2 

5000 
with the periods suggested by Johnston 

4oOD 4500 and Kutkami. 
Wavelength The quality of our measurement8 is 

~gure  2: ~veraged spectrum of WM CrA  he ernlssion tines match those of u ~ c a  quite  we^, not better than those mads at Palmar - 
the absorption lines am 8omewht s-. both sets of data are quite poor, but one 

must keep in mind that we try to deter- 
mine radial velocities of a 19~-mag- 

tians. Dwpite the poor winter skies, the We do not know what happened in nltude object. The radial velocity curve 
first night was perfect and the second 1990 and 1991. M a y b  the nova was in derlved from our measurements is 
one acceptable, yielding at least a few a somewhat more cooperative state in shown in Hgure 3. The sine fit of wr 
spectra taken through gaps in the July 1992. In any case, our short time data has a scatter of 74 W s .  The am- 
cbuds. The mean spectrum of U Soo is base makes smdl umrtaintiee in Mw plitudes are Kw = t M f  33 km/s, kD = 
shown in Figure 1. Most of the lines are period unimportant, while a global solu- 116f 35 kmis. The derived masses are 
due to He It. The strongest ona is He I1  tion of all radial velocity data indicates 1.16~k0.69 Mg for the hot and 
468.8 nm, the athm belong to the Pick- that Schaefer's period is not so bad 1.64f 0.83 Ma for the cool component. 
wing series which is shown to high after all: it can be used with only a small The veldties of the whiie dwatf are 
series members, hydrogen is hardly via- 
ble. Features from the secondary star 
include the H and K lines of Ca II and a 
few weaker absorption lines. 

It sbutd be mentioned that the recur- 
rent nova V394 CrA was also monitored 
in the two nights of July W 2 .  Its 
minimum specbum, an almost identical 
twin of the U Soo spectrum, is shown in 
Figure 2. Only the secondary star 
appears sllghtly cooler, perhaps of type 
G, as indicated by Its comparatively 
strong absorption features. The radial 
velocities appear to be very erratic, 

While our obmations were made, a 

1 loci 

preprint anived at La Sllla showlng that 1 
U Sco had been observed with the Mt. 4 
Palomar 5-m telescope immediately af- 3 
ter Schaefer's findings In 1990 and 0 
1991. The authors. Johnston and Kuk 
kami (1992), found deviating propertie6 
of the system: Schaefer's period did not 
fit the radial velocity variations suffl- 

i 
ciently well, so that they assumed a 
somewhat different period (actually, 
they suggested two alternative periods). 
Even so the hot (- white dwarf) and cool 
(= red &a@ components showed radial 
velocity curves with considerable phase 
shilt. The amplitudes were pwrty de- 
termined (Km = 35f 17 km/s, KflD = -2QO 
156f 19 km/s) and the mass of the w h b  0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
dwarf, with a 30 upper limit of 0.9 solar Phase 
ma-, turned out to be small. this Hgure 3: Now &a/ velodty curve of U Sco, based an CCD spectre takm with E m f  at the 
the Waterloo of the TNR theory for re- a&rn G m  8150 was used, the exposum time of a single spectnrm was 
current novae? 30mlnutas. 
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derived from three He II emission lines, 
those of the eool star from the calcium K 
absorption line. 

The new ohsewations &re dearly 
compatible with the TNR theory which 
p d i c t s  the accreting star to bs near the 
Chandrasekhar limit. Nevertheless, the 
pecutlar emission line spectnrrn of the 
"hot componenv, formed in the awe-  
tion disk around the white dwarf, Is 
poorly understood. Does it indicate that 
the accretd matter Is helium-rich, or is 
It only the effect of high temperature? Is 
the secondary a norrnd main-sequence 
star of spectral type F, as indicated by 
its mass, its t s l e  impr6#ion on the 
total spectrum, and by the o r b i i  ale- 

ments? Can a sufftcbntly detalIed TNR 
modd be found which matches all the 
observsd properties, or does one have 
to go back to other models, 0.g. a m  
t im disk instabilities? These qusstbns 
have to be answered, and for WE, addi- 
tional obsmtions are highly desirable. 

R appears that theory and &sewation 
of recurrent nwae are coming of age. 
We wonder what the state of knowledge 
will be after another 130 years have 
elapsed and VLT time will have been 
granted fw nova research! 
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Rotation of T Tauri Stars from Multi-Site Photometric 
Monitoring 
J. BOU VIER, Laboratoire d 'Astrophysique, Observatoire de Grenoble, France 

1. Introduction 
The present-day Sun has a very low 

rotational vetocity: - kms-' at the 
equator. In this respect, the Sun is rep- 
resentative of all low-mass main-se- 
quence stars, whose rotational ve- 
Iocitles usually amount to less than 5 
kms-', These stars have not always 
been such slow rotators, however. In the 
mid-80% CQRAVEL measurements of 
the rotational velocities of pre-main se- 
quence solar-type stars, the so-called 
T Tauri stars with an age between 1 and 
10 million years, were performed at the 
1.5-m Danish telescope on La Silla and 
showed that thelr average rotation rate 
is about 15 kms", l.e., nearly .I0 tlmes 
larger than the billion-year-old Sun. 
Long before the rotation rates of young 
stars were measured, Schatzman (1962) 
hypothesized that low-mass stars are 
braked on the main sequence, loosing 
angular momentum to thelr magnetic 
stellar winds. As a result, all low-mass 
dwarfs that have evolved onto the main 
sequence have lost the memory of their 
initial rotation rate and exhibit uniforrne- 
ly slow rotation by the age of the Sun. 

Clues to the inltlal velocity distribution 
of solar-type stars can therefore only be 
obtained from the measurement of the 
rotation rates of very young stars, such 
as T Tauri stars. In turn, the rotational 
properties of these newly-fomed stars 
provide constraints on the star-forma- 
tlon process and on the very early stellar 
evolution. A point of particular interest is 
to Investigate how accretion of material 

from a circumstellar disk affects the ro- 
tational evolution of young stars. Ap- 
proximately half of the lTS, the so- 
called "classical" T Tauri stars, exhibit 
strong mass-loss and are betieved to 
simultaneously accrete material from a 
circumstellar dlsk at a high rate. The 
other half, designated as "weak-line" T 
Tauri stars because of their relatively 
weak emission-line spectrum, do not 
possess an accretion disk and have 
much weaker stellar winds (see the re- 
view on T Tauri stars by Bertwt 1989). 
Comparison between the rotation rates 
of classical and weak-line T Tauri stars 
thus provides a way to study the impact 
of dlsk accretion and mass-loss onto 
their rotational evolution. 

2. The "COYOTES" Campaign 
€xtensive measurements of spectro- 

scopb velocities, mini, of T Tauri stars 
using CORAVEL and other spectro- 
graphs have proved very powerful to 
derive the statistical rotational proper- 
ties of young stars (see a review by 
Bouvlep 1991). However. a major uncer- 
tainty arises from the unknown value of 
the geometric factor slni included in the 
spectroscopic velocity. A more direct, 
but much more demanding, measure- 
ment of rotation consists in monitoring 
the photometric variations of young 
stars. T Tauri stars exhibit brightness in- 
homogeneities at their surface ("spots'? 
which modulate the stellar flux as the 
star rotates. As a result, the light curve 

includes a quasi-sinusoidal component 
whose perlod Is a direct measure of the 
star's rotational perlod. Rotational 
periods thus derived are not affected by 
projection effects and are usually mea- 
sured with an accuracy of better than 
1040. 

In order to tackle the Issues outlined 
In the Introduction, we organized an in- 
ternational photometric monitoring 
campaign on T Tauri stars (lTS) which 
took place between November 1990 
and February 1991. This campaign was 
dubbed COYOTES, which stands for 
Coordinated Observations of Young 
ObjecTs from Earthbound Sltes. The 
COYOTES campalgn lasted three 
months. During this time the night-to- 
night variability of 23 lTS from the 
Taurus-Auriga stellar formation reglon 
was monitored In UBVRl photometry 
using eight telescopes in seven 
sites: ESO (S.Cabrit, Grenoble), Calar 
Alto (M. Fernandez, Madrid), La Pal- 
ma (E. Martln, Canarias), Las Campanas 
and CTlO (J. Matthews, UBC), Catania 
(E. Covino, Catanla), and Cananea 
(L. Terranegra, Mexico). Due to bad 
weather, no data could be collected at 
the last two sltes, The resulting Ilght 
curves span a time interval from typbat- 
ty 80 days, with unfortunate gaps due to 
non-photometric weather and/or instru- 
mental problems, and up to 90 nights for 
3 objects of the sample. 

Perlodic light variations were 
searched for in the light curves of the 23 
stars using Fourier techniques. Quite 
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Figura 1 : Phased Iight curves of 6 stars from the COYOTES sample In the V-band. 7he photometric periad is indieat& in each panel, F m  
bottom left to tap rlght: UrCa-19, RY Tau, ikCa-i: IW Tau, DE Tau, UCa-4. 

surprisingly, we found that all the 23 
stars exhibit periodic light variations 
with periods between 1.2 and 24 days. 
Previous monitoring studies, spanning a 
time period of typically two weeks, had 
a detection rate of about 30%. Our 
much higher success rate mainly results 
from the much longer time period (3 
months versus 2 weeks) over which we 
monitored the light curves of the pro- 
gramme stars. The phased light curves 
of 6 of the COYOTES stars are shown in 
Figure 1. 

3. Cool and Hot Spots on T Tauri 
Stars 

In 20 of the 23 programme stars, the 
photorrwtric period results from the 
modulation of the stellar luminosity by 
surface spots, which directly yields the 
star's rotational period. The periodic 
light variations of the 3 remaining stars 
probably result from orbiil motion in a 
binary system. The temperature and 
size of the spots responsible for the 
modulation of the stellar flux can be 
estimated from a model that reproduces 
the variation of the amplltuda of rnodu- 
lation with wavelength from the U to 
I-band. Application of the spot model to 
the light curves of the programme stars 

indicates that cool spots, l.e., spots that 
are cooler than the stellar photosphere 
by about IOODK, are responsible for the 
variability of weak-tine lTS. These cool 
spots are stellar analogues of sunspots, 
albeit on a much larger scale since they 
cover typfcally 15 % of the stellar sur- 
face compared to 0.01 % for sunspots. 
The detection of such extended cool 
spots provides one of the strongest indl- 
mct evidences for the existence of 
kllogauss magnetlc fields at the surface 
of T Tauri slam. 

While only cool spots seem to be 
present at the surkce of weak-line TTS, 
both cool a d  hot (Tsm - Td = 1000 K) 
spots are responsible for the flux modu- 
lation of classical TTS. The modelling of 
the Ilght curves Indicates that hot spots 
usually cover a much smaller fraction of 
the stellar surface than cool spots, typl- 
cally a few per cent That hot spots are 
exclusively found at the surface of stars 
which a n  surrounded by an accretion 
dlsk suggests that they trace the accre- 
tion shock at the stellar surface. The 
detectton of rotational modulation by 
small hot spots then implies that the 
accretion flow Is not uniformly distrib- 
uted along the stellar equator, as could 
be expected from an axisymmetrlc 
accretion disk, but is strongly asymmet- 

ric. A possible explanation is that the 
accretion flow is channelled along the 
lines of the strong stellar magnetic field 
close to the stellar surface, thus resdt- 
ing in localized hot accretion spots at 
the stellar surface. 

A The Rotationa t Properties of 
T Tauri Stars 

Another clue for the interaction be- 
tween the accretion disk and the star's 
magnetic field comes from the compari- 
son between the rotational periods of 
weak-line (WITS) and classical (ClTS) T 
Tauri stars. Histograms of the rotational 
periods of WrrS and ClTS are shown 
in Figure 2. These histograms include 
the rotational periods of 14 K7-MI TTS 
from the COYOTES campaign as well as 
those published for 12 other K7-M1 TTS 
d the Taurus-Auriga cloud. Only stars 
with a spectral type between K7 and MI 
are shown In order to deal with a 
homogeneous sample of 0.8-1.0 Mg 
stars. The histograms show a statistical- 
ly very signmcant difference between 
the rotational period dlsiributions of 
wrrs and CTTS: 9 out of 1 I wrrs hava 
periods ranging from 1.2 to 8 days, 
while 13 out of 15 ClTS have pedods 
between 6 and 12 days. The mean rota- 



interpretation of lithium abundances of 
pre-main-sequence stars is somewhat 
uncertain due to the poor knowledge we 
have of the lhhium depletion tlmescale 

tlonal perlod is 4.1 * 1.7 d for WTTS, ,- 

at this stage of stell& evolution. Both 
WITS and CTE are contracting onto 
their pre-main-sequence evoluffonaty 
Wcka toward the ZAMS. Themfore, if 
we assume that WITS are slightly older 
than C7TS, their faster rotatIan rate 
would naturally result from their smaller 
radii (assuming no angular momentum 
loss). The observed difference of a fac- 
tor of 2 between the rotation of WITS 
and ClTS would then imply an age 
difference of a few 10' yrs, much smaller 
than the contraction timescale to the 
main sequence (a few lo7 yrs). Thls hy- 
pothesis, however, is unlikely. If corrwt, 
it would imply that pw-main-sequence 
stars am continuously acceleratd as 
they contract towards the main se- 
quence, thus reaching the ZAMS with a 
rotational velocity In the range from 
about 40 to 150 km 5-'. While approxl- 
mately half of ZAMS solar-mass stars 
do have velocities in this range (Stauffer 
1991 and references therein), the other 
half have velocities tess man 10-20 
krn a-', which cannot be explained In the 
framework of this hypothesis. Therefore, 

material is not a new Idea. It was arlgi- 
nally proposed by Ghosh and Lamb in 
1979 to explain why some strongly 
magnetized, compact objects spin 
down while accreting material from a 
nearby companion. The deceleratbn of 
the accretlng object is described as re- 
sulting from the inWaction of the amre- 
tion flow with the strong star's magnetic 
field, which leads to a, transfer af angular 
momentum from the star to the -re- 
tion disk. lTS are not pulsars; their 
magnetb fidd is much weaker than that 
of white dwarfs and neutron stars. Still, 
kilogauss fields appear to be sufficient 
to disrupt the inner regions of their 
accretion disk up to a dlstance of sever- 
al radii from the star, thus chmnelllng 
the accretion flow along the field lines 
and, incidentally, producing the hot 
accretion spots revealed by photometric 
monitoring. Models analogous to the 
Ghosh and tamb model for compact 
objects have! started to be developed for 
T Tauri stars (e.g., Kanigl 1991) and 
show that the dkk may indeed be dis- 
rupted up to a large enough distance 
from the star (beyond the disk's co- 
rotation radius) so that angular mornen- 
turn flows from the star to the disk, thus 
effectively braking the central star. By 

and Z6k2.1 d for CITS. Hence, WrrS 
rotate faster than CrrS by nearly a fac- 
tor of 2 on average. 

Thls is a surprising result on several 
grounds. First, extensive measurements 

5. Towards an Understanding of 
the Rotational Evolution of 
Young Stars 

of the spe&oscopic rotational veloc- 
ities, wlni, of many T Tauri stars per- 
formed In the 80's failed to reveal any 
significant difference between the rofa- 
t im rates of WITS and CTTS. Pmum- 
ably, both measurement uncertainties 
and the unknown value af siniconspired 
to hide the relatively subtle difference 
revealed by the COYOTES campaign. 
Second, while photometric monitoring 
demonstrates that ClTS rotate more 
dowly than WTTS, one woutd naively 
expect the opposite on theoretical 
grounds since C T S  accrete material 
from their rapidly rotating circumstellar 
disk, which ought to spin the star up, 
whlle WITS do not possess accretion 
disks. Figure 2: H&togmms of the rota t in /  periods of waek-line @wv) and &=id (WhIb) T Taud 

A possible explanatjon for the faster S t a  A K o l ~ v - S m I m ~ v  fmt shows that the 2 dSfrlbUI'fon8 # diffemt the 99.9 % 

rzrw of m s  compared to l e d ,  indicating that WrrS mtate faster than CTTS. 

ClTS is that the former are slightly older 
than the lattw, though the two stetlar 
groups are commonly believed to have the results of the COYOTES campaign demonstrating that CrrS do rotate 
similar ages. This belief mainly rests on provide independent support to the more slowly than WITS, the results of 
their similar location in the H-R diagram coevalii of ClTS and WITS. the COYOTES campaign provlde one of 
and their similar lithium abundancm. What is then the origin of the d b r m t  the strongest evidences for the interac- 
Still, these arguments are more sugges- rotation rates b w n  WlTS and tion of the accretion flow with the stellar 
tive than conclusive. On the one hand, it CTTS7 A paradoxical possibility is that magnetic field and lend support to the 
is not easy to locate classical T Tauri accretion of clrcurnstellar material leads recently developed models that de- 
stars In the HR diagram due to the to the braking of the central star rather scribe the mqnetospherlc coupling be- 
strong non-photospheric UV and IR ex- than to its acceleration. Rotationat brak- tween the central star and the disk. 
cesses they exhiblt. On the other hand, ing due to accretion of circumsteltar 

4 /  
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The hypothesis that young stars are 
braked by their accretion disks opens 
new perspectives to understand their 
subsequent rotational evolution to the 
zero-age main sequence (ZAMS). The 
obwnration that approximately half of 
the solar-type ZAMS stars have rota- 
tional velocities less than 20 km s-' 
while the other half have velocities in the 
range from 40 to 150 km s-' has w- 
m a i d  a challenge to theoretical m d -  
els for the last few ysats. The m4or 
difficulty was to understand how the 
relatively small dispersion of rotation 
rates obsesved among solar-mass T 
Tauri stars (from = 5 to 30 km s"') could 
result in such a wide range of velocities 
at the ZAMS (from = 5 to 150 km s-'), 
3 10' yrs later. The proposed Interpreta- 
tion of the COYOTES results may con- 
siderably alleviate this difficulty. In the 
framewok of our hypothwls, W S  do 
not possess accretion disks and are 
therefore continuously accelerated as 
they contract towards the main se- 
quence. According to pre-main se- 
quence evolution modds, they will then 

. 
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8 km s-I. Since we are deallng with an 
eclipsing binary system, this means that 
the true rotational velocjty of this B7 star 
is close to this value: hut such a value 
does not M with the rotational velocity 
expected for a 3 & object, if the rota- 
tional and 2.9-day orbital motions are 
synchronized (55 krn a+'). 

Another posslbili is that the narrow 
lines originate In a circurnstellar shell 
(CS) that surrounds the primary compo- 
nent. In fact, these narrow lines are very 

Flgure 1 : Examples of high-resdution spectr;l d 7Y CrA with /in& of 
Ha, CaN K, 01, Nal. N8mw a&swptlon lines are obmmd, and them 
Is a n m w  m-8 at the bottom of the Ha line; see the taxt. They are all 
variable In vetocity except those of IS orlgh {mdicated w'th en arrow). 
Note me namw abswption fe~hrre and the Wader  rlbsolptlwr In the 

2 line* 

similar to the ones obsewed for the 
A-type main-sequence star PPictoris, 
which are clearly due to CS gas. lY 
CrA's spectrum is more slrnllar to that of 
BPictoris than to those of usual Herbig 
stars. This may indicate that this star is 
m e  evolved than the latter objects, 
perhap very near the end of its pre- 
Main-Sequence evolution. Further o b  
servations are needed to pursue the in- 
vestigation of this possibility. 
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Atomic Processes and Excitation in Planetary Nebulae 
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Introduction 
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Owing to their relatively simple geom- 
etry and physical conditions, Planetary 
Nebulae (PNe) are potentially an ideal 
laboratory to study various atomic pra- 
cesses important in gaseous nebulae. 
0 111 Bowen fluorescence lines, excited 
by the ultraviolet pumping of the 2p2 

W/lO/S4 

3P2-2p3d 3b line of 0111 at 303.799 8( 
by the Hell Lya line at 303.780 A (Bow- 
en 1934,1935), are obsewed in a variety 
of astrophysical sources, as diverse as 
PNe, Seyfert galaxies, the Sun, and X- 
ray binary and burster sources (Schach- 
ter et al. 1989, 1980, 1991; Sternberg et 
al. 1888 and the references therein). 

These lines are Interesting because they 
provide a powerful diagnostic probe of 
the physical environment in which they 
appear. Charge transfer (CT hereafter) 
of 03' ions in collisions with hydrogen 
atoms, 03+ + HO + @', + H* populates 
excited states of 02' (Dalgarno, Heil and 
Butler 3981, DHB hereafter), and con- 
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Figure 1 : kW show the energy IeveI diagmms for 
mi of ft18 &wnt transltlons in the opiiml 
M n  arising from Bowen dumsmnce and 
cham exchange meehanlsms. 

tributes signiflcantiy to the Bowen cas- 
cade from the 'D D t e  in some planat- 
ary nebulae. CT also populates the sin- 
glet state 2p3p 'P whichgmYides an 
allowed transition at 5592 (DHB; Oaf- 
garno and S ~ ~ I ~ W Q  1982). Figure 1 
provides an abbreviated desedptim of 
the relevant energy levels. Charge trans- 
fm is an important process in detemiw 
ing ttw ionlaation equilibrium and now is 
a standard ingredient in models of gas& 
ous nebulae. 

Since 1986, we have systematlcdly 
observed the 0111 Bowen fluorescence 
and CT tines in a number of high-excita- 
tion PNe. Sarnpb spectra of NGC 3242 
are plotted in Figure 2. From these data 
we have obtained a number of interest- 
ing results which are summarired be- 
low. tn addition, we will a d d r e  the 
lmpwtant problem of electron tempem- 
ture fluctuations In PNe. Details of these 
results have been given elsewhere (Liu 
and Danrlger 1993a, b; Uu, Danziger 
and Murdin 1493). Interested readers 
am referred to those papers. 

The Bowen Fluorescence Line 
R d o s  and Evidence for 
Departure from Pure LS Coupling 

The relative Intensities of the Bowen 
fluorescence lines depend only on the 
radiative transition probabllhies, and 
measurements of these lines give a dt- 
rect verifieatlon of these quantities. The 
radiative transition probabl tities of O 111 
have been calculated by Saraph and 
Seaton (IQ80, hereafter SS) and by Luo 
et al. (1989, hereafter LPSSY). In these 
approaches LS coupling is assumed. 
Calculations of 0111 transition prob- 
abilities withln the scheme of intermdl- 
ate coupling are presented by Kastner, 

Behring and Bhatia (1983, hereafter 
KBB) and by W n e r  and Bhatia (1990, 
hereafter KB). 

Our measuments In the 'hh3100- 
4000 wavelength region at resolutions 
and S/N greater than previously used 
show: 
(I) The observgd ratios W 2 8 / W 4 4 ,  

X3299/h3341, h3312/k3341, A3791 / 
A3755 and A3774/U757, where each of 
these pairs of lines in the ratio decay 
from the same upper levd and below to 
the same muRlplet; thus their ratios de- 
pend only on the assumed coupling 
scheme, and deviate from the predic- 
tlons of pure LS coupling and are in 
MET agreement with those using inter- 
mediate coupling calculated by KBB 
and KB. Ejchelle obsmations of NGC 
7009 between M3750-3800 with a 
resolving power as high as 40,000 
strengthen the conclusion that the dl% 
wepancies are not due to blending 
effects from unident'w lines. 

(2) The o m d d  ratio l(?.3133)/ 
l ( M 4 4  + h3428) is M reproduced 
using the transition probabllltles from 
LFSSY and is in disagreement with that 
predicted by KB. Atthough the three 
lines decay from the same upper level, 
the h3133 belongs to a rnultiplet other 
than that of the A3444 and A3428. 
Therefore, this ratio depends not only 
on the coupling scheme but atso on 
transition probabilities for #ua multi- 
plet. Similarly, the observed ratio 
l&3289 + h3312 + U341)/l (l3133), af- 
ter the contribution from CT to the 
h3299, A3312 and h3341 has heen 
corrected, is in best agreement with that 
predicted by LPSSY. However, there is 
weak evidence that even in the calcula- 
tions of LPSSY, the role of depopulation 
of the 2p3p 's, levels by cascades 

has been averestimated by about 
5 - 10 %. It a p p m  that the results giv- 
en by LPSSY represent the best avail- 
able calculations of 0111 transition prob- 
abilities for these permitted lines. 

The IEfflclency of the Bowen 
Fluorescence Mechanism 
The fraction of Hell photons that are 

absorbed by the OZt ions and converted 
to the Bowen fluorsaoence lines may 
depend on a number of characteristics 
of the nebula, including the optical 
depth of the Hell Lya, the geometry and 
the thermal and lonirational structure of 
Ule nebulae. Photoionkatlon of the re- 
sidual Ho and He0 In the H$+ zone as 
well as dust &sorption a n  also destroy 
the Hell Lyu photons. 

The efficiency, R, of the Bowen 
fluorescence mechanism (BFM hereaf- 
ter) quantifies the fraction of all those 
Hell Lya photons created following re- 
mrnbination of H& Ions and electrofis 
which are converted to Bowen fluores- 
cence Ilnes. The value of R can be de- 
rived by comparing a Bowen ftuom- 
cenw Ilne (sag. 0111~133) and a Hell 
recombination line (e.g. Hellh4686). The 
efficiency of the BFM is an important 
quantity because it providdes a unique 
probe to study the radlatlve transfer 
problem of the (extremely optically 
thick) Hell Lya line. Calculations of R h 
model PNe and Ssyfert galaxies W y -  
mann and Williams 1969, Harrlngton 
1972, Kallman and McCray 1880) &ow 
that R = 0.5, and is Insensitive to the 
input parameters, such as temperature, 
ionizlng source and the resulting ioniz- 
ing structum. 

Memurwnents of R in PNe are pm- 
sented by Barker (1978) and Ukkel and 
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Aller (1966, hereafter t4), From our new 
high quality observations, we have de- 
rived accurate values of R in 14 PNe, 
and a wide range is apparent. These 
new measurements are analysed to- 
gethr with those presented by Barker 
(1978) and LA. Some new understand- 
ing of the Bowen fluorescence efficien- 
cies has been achleved through the 
correlation of accurately determined 
Mciencies with other chamcterlstic pa- 
rameters of the nebulae. It Is found that 
w t m  the expansion velocity of @* ex- 
ceeds 28 km/s, the efflcienq drops ab- 
ruptly, a result supported by quantitative 
consMerations. We show that there Is a 
Q O O ~  Inear positive correlation between 
the Bowen eilciencles and the fraction- 
al abundanm of singly Ionized hellurn 
and doubly Ionized oxygen, as well as a 
remarkable anticorrelation between the 
&wen eMciencb and the electron 
temperature as first noted by LA. The 
difference In R between PNe w M  differ- 
ent morphology types or exclted by 
stars with dMrent spectral characteris- 
tics as suggested by LA is however not 
observed. 

Obviously, the observations agree 

only marginally wlth modelling caIcula- 
tions and them are a number of resub 
not accommodated by the currently 
available theoretical predlctlons. To In- 
terpret these results, calculatlm of the 
efficiency d Bowen conversion based 
on detailed madelling, taking Into 
account both the thermal and Ionktion 
structure of individual nebulae are 
necessaty. 

Rate Coefficients for CT Reaction 
~~++HO- ,@++H*  

As described in section 1, the CT 
reaction between @ and HO is a signifi- 
cant source of the excitation of the 0111 
muhiplet A3760 ernitfed from the 'D 
state. Rate mcients of this prooess 
have been calculated by DHB, Gargaud 
et al. (1989, GMO hemafter) and by 
Roueff and Dalgamo (1988, RD hereaf- 
ter). In the calculations of DHB and 
GMO neither the fine-structure levels of 
the ground term of 0 IV 2p 2Plt2J/P nor 
those of the product O 111 are taken Into 
account. Oalgarno and Sternberg (1982) 
suggest that the CT excitation of the 0111 
2p3p "j(~ = 1,2,3) l ~ d s  tends to 

equalhe the finestructum populations 
and they assume that the rats coeffi- 
cients Into the indMdual flnastructure 
levels of D are equal. This suggeetlon is 
not supported by the calculations of RD 
where the individual Rne-structure levels 
of both the Initial @* ion and the pro- 
duct @+ have been taken into account. 
They find that the cross-sections In- 
crease approximately wlth the statistical 
weights of the flne-structure levels, 1.e. 
2J + 1. 

By okrvlng the tines exclted only by 
the BF M and the pure CT tine k5592, we 
am able to demuple these two pro- 
cesses, which In turn enables for the 
first tlme accurate mwurement of the 
relatlvs CT rate coefficient k(2p3p DJ)/ 
k(2p3p ' P) {J = I, 2 and 3). 

Lines of the multiplets containing 
A3760 as well as the A5592 are generally 
quite weak and may be contaminated 
by excitation from processw other than 
the BFM and CT. One of the possible 
mechanisms is exchation by dielgc- 
trontc and radiative recombination, To 
estimate the contribution from this pro- 
cess, we m& use of the OII1A3261, 
U265 and A3267 lines of multipl~t 



2p3p 3D3- 2p3d '~"4. This rnultiplet 
has been identified for the first time and 
measured in most objects studied here. 
Due to the large orbital angular momen- 
tum of the upper levels, these lines are 
very Ikely excited only by radiative and 
didectronic recombination. This is con- 
firmed by the close agreement found 
between the ionic abundances of 03* 
derived from this muhiplet with those 
from the UV colllsionally excited lines 
OIVjU1403, 1409 in objects for which 
measurements of both the UV and the 
optical lines am available. Another pos- 
sible mechanism which might excite the 
lines studied here is fluommnt absorp- 
tion of stellar UV radiation. However, we 
show that this process is cornpktely 
negligible for lines we are Interested in. 

The derived values of k(2p9p 3 ~ J ) l  
k(2p3p 'P) am found to be sensitive to 
the adopted transition probabilities. Thls 
is partlcdarly true for the 'D3 level mdn- 
ly excited by the BFM and in objects of 
wiatlvely low excitation. CT is found to 
be more efficient In objects of higher 
excitation class. When the transition 
probabilities from LPSSY are adopted, 
the values of the above ratio found from 
measurements of dbrent objects have 
the smallest scatter, giving k (2p3p 'DJ) / 
k(2p3p 'P) = 1.44k0.17, 1.10f 0,13 and 
1.03f 0.32 for J = 1, 2 and 3, respec- 
tively. These values lie somewhere be- 
tween the predictions of 1.40 and 0.98, 
independent of J, by DHB and by GMO, 
respectively, and support the sugges- 
tion by Dalgamo and Sternberg (1982) 
that the charge transfer reaction tends 
to equ~tlize the fine-stntcture popula- 
tlons, givlng an equal rate coefficient for 
the three fine-structure levels of 2p3p 
'0. They are certainly inconsistent with 
the the~retlcal predlctlons of RD who 
find k(2p3p 3DJ)o 1.4, 2.2 and 3.1 for 
J = 1, 2 and 3, respectively, i.6. k(2p3p 
'DJ) increases approxtmately with 
2J + 1. It seems to us that k(2p3p 3 ~ ~ /  
k(2p3p 'P)= 1.20, indepmdent of J, 
would be a good value to adopt for the 
moment and should be accurate to 
about 30 %. 

Stronger conclusions on the CT rate 
coefrlclents than those reached in this 
work are frustrated by the uncertainties 
In the available atomic data. Again, 
more accurate catculatlons of 02' Wan- 
sltlon probabilltles, espclally taking into 
account the deviation from pure LS 
coupling are highly desirable. 

Nebular Continuum Emission 
and Evldence for Temperature 
Fluctuations 

As a by-product of the obsewations 
carried out abwe, we have obtained 
accurate measurements of the Balmer 
discontinuity of nebular continuum 

3500 4000 4500 
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Figure 3: IntegmW spectrum of NGC 3242 showing the Wmer discontinuity at 63645. 'The 
obsevvatfon was wniad wt in February IN1 using ESQIMPI 2.2-m + B& C = CCD. lRe thick 
line overploi?& is a spline fir to the 8sfimted contlnuum (mbuW plus sieltatj. 

emission. A spectrum showing the 
Balmer discontinuity in NGC 3242 is 
given In Figure 3. The most important 
application of measured Balmer discon- 
tinuities is that they provide information 
on the electron temperature. Using this 
method, Peimbwt (1971) derived elec- 
tron temperatures in three planetary 
nebulae and for several regions in the 
Orion nebula and found that the temper- 
ature derived in this way were sys- 
bmatidly lower than those found from 
fotbldden lines. He attributee this dier- 
en- to temperature fluctuations in the 
nebulae and uses their difference to 
make Arst-order cormctlons for t b  
effect of temperature fluctuations on 
abundance determinations. The phys- 
ical idea is that the nebular continuum 
emlssion orlglnates from recombination 
processes and weights preferentially 
low-temperature regions whereas the 
forbidden lines are excited by electron 
collisions and weight preferentially high- 
temperature regions. Thus if there are 
temperature fluctuations, the electron 
temperature derived from the Balrner 
discontinuity, T,(Bal), will be lower than 
that derived from the [OIII] nebular to 
auroral line ratio I(A4959 + h5W7)/ 
1 (A4363), T,([O Ill] na). On the other hand, 
Barker (1978, 1979) derived electron 
temperatures from obsenrations of the 
Balrner discontinuity far a number of 
PH's but found general agrwrnmt with 
those parameters from forbidden lines. 

From the new measurements of the 
Balrner discontinuity, we have derived 
T,@ar) in fourteen PNe. These, together 
with those presented by Peimbert (1971) 
and by Barker (1978) are compared to 

T,([O llll na). In total there are 34 objects, 
coming a wide range of excitation 
class and electron kmperature. The 
data clearly show that T,(Bal) tends to 
be lower than T,([Ollljna) for the same 
objects, with the former on the average 
about 1500 K lower than the latter, 
which corresponds to a tempemture 
fluctuation parametep 6 = 0.029 as de- 
fined by Peimbert (1967). There are 
however, a few objects for which T,(Bal) 
is considerably lower than T,([O Ill] na), 
leading to values of f- as large as 0.10. 
Excluding these extreme cases, we re- 
commend that t2 = 0.030 may be used 
as a representative value for most PNe. 
This value has the effect that composi- 
tion detmlnations of PNe assuming a 
homogeneous temperature may under- 
estimate the metal abundance by about 
0.1 dex. 

The obsenred large temperature fluc- 
tuations cannot be reconciled with the 
current models of PNe (cf. Ham'ngton et 
al., 1982) and some additional mechan- 
isms are required to explain the obser- 
vations, At the moment, two possibilities 
can be envisaged. One is that there is an 
additional swm of energy input to the 
nebulae other than the photdonization, 
e.g. shock waves produead by stellar 
winds (Paimbert et at., 1991). Large tem- 
perature fluctuations can also be pro- 
duced if the PNe are very inhomogene- 
ws in chemical composition, such as 
suggested by the models of NGC 4361 
constructed by Torres-Peimbert et al. 
(1 990). Further evidence for an addition- 
al heating mechanism other than the 
photoionization in at least some planet- 
ary nebulae k provided by new obsewa- 



tions in X-ray c m i d  out With ROSAT 
Kreysing et al. (1092) report detection of 
extended X-ray mission from six 
planetary nebulae. # appeas that these 
objects tend to have exceptional large 
temperature fluctuation and belong to a 
special group in which some unknown 
process (e.g. shock W ing )  is playing 
an important role. This category in- 
cludes objects such as NGC 2392, NGC 
4361, NGC 6543 and J320. Further in- 
vestigation is muired to clarify the 
problem. R is worth notlng that the type 
of work described above can be accom- 
plish& m modest sized telescopes 
provided there is adequate W through- 
put of the system. 
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Two New Catalogues of Small Magellanic Cloud 
Members Coming Soon 
M. AZZOPARDI, €SO and Observatoire de Marseille, France 

Within the framework of our studies of 
the stellar populations of the Small 
Magellanic Cloud (SMC) two extensive 
surveys - one for carbon stars and one 
for point-source Ha emission-line ob- 
jects - were undertaken in the early 
eighties. For these surveys we intro- 
duced an observing technique which 
turned out to be very efficient for the 
detection of the SMC 00 and blue 
supergiant stars (Anopardi and Vigneau 
19751, as well as far the identification of 
the Magellanic Cloud Wolf-Rayet stars 
(Auapardi and Breysacher 1979, 1980). 
Briefly, the surveys combined a 113-0 
emulsion with a suitable Interference fil- 
ter in order to restrict the instrumental 
spectral range to a selected useful 
spectral domain, according to the type 
of object to be detected. By reducing 
the sky background, the interference fil- 
ter altowed longer exposures hence 
reaching fainter stars. Furthermore, 
since the resulting spectra on the plates 
were very short, the number of overlaps 
was kept low enough to make the sur- 
vey of very crowded SMC regions pos- 
sible. 

Due to the relative faintness of the 
objects we have detected, which are 
generally located in very crowded fields, 
accurate positions and clear finding 
charts are absolutely necessary to facili- 

tate further observations. For this pur- 
pose, the equatorial coordinates 
(equinox 2000.0) of the objects of inter- 
est, in both surveys, were inferred from 
those of several secondary astrometric 
reference stars. The positions of these 
stars were themselves computed with 
reference to the right ascension and the 
declination of the stars listed in the 
Perth catalogue and appearing on the 
ESO Schmidt telescope plate No. 6266. 
The transformation of very accurate x-, 
y-coordinates into equatorial coor- 
dinates, for all the stars, was done using 
special astrometry routines written at 
ESO by R. West. The objects listed in 
both catalogues were identified on indi- 
vidual finding charts of 2.25 aremin 
square. These have been extracted from 
scans of a glass eopy of the Schmidt red 
plate No. 6266, processed at the €SO 
Sky Atlas Laboratory by B. Dumoutin 
using an improved unsharp masking 
technique in order to reduce the density 
range of the deep original plate while 
keeplng the fine details of the image. 
The plate has been scanned by J. Marc- 
ha1 at Nice Obsenratory with a PDS 
1010A rnicrodensltometer Ilnked to a 
VAX 785 computer. Extensive photo- 
graphic work has been done by M. Ger- 
bal and H.H. Heyer when preparing 
each set of finding charts. 

SMC Carbon Star Survey 
Earlier detections of carbon stars in 

the Magellanic Clouds were carried out 
by Blanco, McCarthy and Blanco (1980) 
and Blanco and McCarthy (1983). Their 
survey, in the near infrared spectral do- 
main, of 37 SMC sample regions with 
the Cem Tololo Inter-American Obser- 
vatory (CTIQ) 4-rn telescope equipped 
with low-dispersion transmission grat- 
ings (grisms) resulted in the identifica- 
tion of 860 carbon stars in the Small 
Cloud. From the carbon star-count iso- 
pleths, based on the sample region sur- 
face densities found for these stars, 
Blanco and McCarthy (1983) estimated 
the total number of the SMC carbon 
stars to be 2900. 

In the mean time, during the 1981, 
1983 and 1984 Magellanic Cloud ob- 
serving periods, an extensive spectral 
survey for field carbon stars in the SMC 
was carried out by B.E. Westerlund, J. 
Breysacher and the author, in order to 
get the best possible picture of the dis- 
tribution of these stars. Adopting the 
Sandulesk and Phllip I1977) survey 
technique in searching for carbon stars 
(identification of their pronounced Cp 
Swan bands at 4735 8( and especially at 
5165 A), we used the ESQ 3.6-rn tele- 
scope equipped with the large-field trip- 
let adaptor (0.78 degree circular field) 



Flgure 1 : Crowded &Id in the southern region of the SMC bar. Small part of a I-hour exposua 
ESO grisrn plate obtained an IllaJ emulsion thrwgh a Schott G#35 filter. The w t r i l  of 
some newly IdentHied carbon stars are marked with circles. 

and a Hoag grism yielding a dispersion 
of 2200 kmm. The restricted useful 
range (4350-5300 &) was obtained, in 
that case, by combining a llla-J emul- 
sion with a Schott GG435 filter (for mare 
information see the paper by Brey- 
sacher and Lequeux 1983). 28 plates for 
13 parblally overlapping fields, which to- 
gether cover the main body of the SMC, 
were secured during three observing 
nms, by J. Breysacher from the outset 
of the project, and then by myself. 

Both 60-min- and dmin-exposure 
grism plates were systematically sur- 
veyed with a binocular microscope: 
three fields were first searched for car- 
bon stars by B.E. Westerlund and the 
autllor to work out the plate survey pro- 
cedure and determine the specific spec- 
tral features to be measured (Wester- 
lund, Auopardl and Breysacher 1986), 
then all plate material was carefully 
scrutinized and processed by E. Re- 
beirot at the Marseille Observatory. The 
spectra of the identified carbon stars 
were scanned individually, in the density 
mode, on our deepest exposure plates, 
using the rnicrodensitometer PDS 
1010A of the Laboratoire d'Astronomie 
Spatiale (LAS) de Marseille; density to 
intensity transformation, image pro- 
cessing and data reduction were per- 

formed as explained by Westerlund et 
al. (1986). Thls provided a magnitude, a 
colour equivalent and two measure- 
ments of the strength (equivalent width 
and depth) of the C2 band at 5165 A. 

This survey resulted in the identifica- 
tion of 1707 field carbon stars found in 
the main body of the SMC. A comparl- 
son of the near-infrared carbon star sur- 
vey by Blanw and associates with our 
survey work, for the fields in common, 
leads to the conclusion that the detec- 
tion of those objects in the SlWC is 
reasonably complete. At present, the 
degree of completeness achieved In the 
recognition of field carbon stars in the 
Small Cloud makes possible the study 
of its large-scale structure and kinema- 
tics, as shown, for instance, by the 
works of Hardy, Suntzeff and Aaopardi 
(1989), and Auopardi and Rebeirot 
(1991). An important result inferred from 
those studies is that the SMC carbon 
stars, like the planetaty nebulae, form an 
intermediate-age or old stellar popula- 
tion on the average, lying in an almost 
elliptical system with no concentration, 
more especially In the so-called SMC 
wing (region of the young clusters 
NGC456, 460 and 465). Consequently, 
the overall carbon star surface distribu- 
tion, that resembles the distribution of 

the red light (de Vaucouleurs and Free- 
man 1973), is markedly different from 
that of Population I objects. In addition, 
subsequent medium resolution spec- 
troscopy of some carbon stars listed in 
our catalogue, remarkable for their mag- 
nitudes and/or colours, led to the dis- 
crimination of naturat groups of stars, 
and among other things, to the discov- 
ery of a sample of vary faint carbon stars 
(-3.0 < Mw 5 -1.7), which are the faint- 
est ever found in a galaxy (Wesierlund, 
Azzopardi, Breysacher and Rebeirot 
1991, 1992), except for the galactic 
bulge (Westerlund, Lequeux, Anopardi 
and Rebeirot, 1991). 

In order to facilitate further studies, a 
paper by Rebeirot, Azzopardi and Wes- 
terlund (1993) entitled "Carbon Stars in 
the Small Magellanic Cloud - It. Cata- 
logue of 1707 Objects with Identifica- 
tions and Spectrophotometry" will 
appear in the next bbruary issue WI. 
97, No. 3) of Astronomy and Astrophy- 
sics Supplement Series. In this paper 
accurate positions and finding charts for 
all the carbon stars we have detected on 
our grim plates are provided. Also 
magnitudes, colours, and carbon abun- 
dance measurements are given for most 
of them, as well as cross identifications 
for all stars previously Identified by other 
authors. 

SMC Ha Emission-Line Object 
su wey 

Ha emission-line objects in the SMC 
have been identified mainly by Henize 
(1956) and Lindsay (1961). Since no 
more recent systematic detection for 
point-source Ha emission-line objects 
existed, a new extensive objective- 
prism survey for this kind of object was 
undertaken by the author In 1982. 

This survey for Ha emission-line ob- 
jects in the SMC was performed with the 
CTlO Curtis Schmidt telescope when 
the author was a CNRS/NSF scholar- 
ship visitor in the Department of As- 
tronomy of the University of Texas at 
Austin (Anopardi and Meyssonnier 
1988). Observations were carried out 
using the 10-degree objective-prism 
(420 hrnm dispersion at Ha) in cornbl- 
nation with a 110-A bandwidth interfer- 
ence filter centred at 0565 A. Exposures 
of 30 min, 1, 2 and 4 hours on hyper- 
sensitized Illa-F plates allowed us to 
Identify objects M 6548-6583 IN Ill 
Ilnes up to a limiting magnitude m,-18 
(for stellar conthuum), some 2 to 3 mag- 
nltudes fainter than those from previous 
detections. 

Ha emission-llne objects have been 
searched for by N. Meyssonnier at the 
Marseille Observatory, who carefully 
surveyed all the plates with a binocular 
microscope; slitless spectra of the ob- 
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EFOSC CCD camem is restricted to a 
few (-20) square arcminutes, this sur- 
vey technique Is very efficient to identify 
objects showlng up strongly through 
dther their emission-llnes or molmular 
bands. Concurrently, a seml-automatic 
procedure has been worked out by G. 
Muratorlo in 'the MIDAS environment 
(Muratorio and Azzopardl 1993) to 
select #rough an Impersonal mode, and 
more rapidly than by visual examination, 
the objects of interest. 
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1. Introduction 
Superclusters (SC's) are the largest 

physical structures we know of today, 
and they constitute a very powerful 
probe for cosmology and extragalactic 
research. Indeed, some of the important 
questions which may be answered by 
studying superclusters concern the for- 
mation of galaxies and of galaxy clus- 
ters and retated astrophysical problems. 
For example, biasing processes and 
efficiency of galaxy formation, the large- 
scale dynamics, power spectra of 
primordial density fluctuations, trends of 
MIL wlth slze, and interactions and 
feedbacks on galaxies from a rich envl- 
ronment can all be Investigated through 
the study of superclusters. 

Superclusters are relatively rare ob- 
jects and therefore are, on average, at 
large dfstance from us. Thls fact makes 
it difficult to collect the amount of differ- 
ent data which is necessary to perform a 
detailed analysis of their intrinsic prop- 
erties. Therefore, a great opportunity is 

given if one is able to study a not too far 
but very rich SC. Fortunately, these are 
the characteristics of the SC discovered 
by Searamella et al. (1989), which com- 
prises about 25 rich Abell clusters over 
= 300 square degrees, located at a dis- 
tance of - 140 h-' Mpc in the Centaurus 
region. The extreme richness of this SC 
in terms of galaxies brighter than 17" 
magnitude is such that its core was al- 
ready noted In 1930 by Shapley, who 
reported an excess of counts over - 2.2 
square degrees. Hence the name of 
Shapley Supercluster (or Concentration, 
hereafter SSC). 

The SSC is by far the richest (Vettolani 
et a]., 1990) and most interesting SC 
within 0.1 c from us (Zucca et al., 1993). 
In fact, this concentration appears ex- 
ceptional also by studying the surface 
distribution of optical galaxies 
(Raychaudhury, 1989; Raychaudhury et 
al., 1991) and by analysing the spatial 
distribution of IRAS galaxies (Allen et al., 
1990). The SSC is also prominent in the 

X-ray band (Lahav et d., 1989). Indeed, 
this region contains 6 of the 46 X-ray 
brightest clusters of the sky at lb"1>20" 
(Edge et al., I990), i.e. 13 40 of the X-ray 
brightest clusters reside in only 1.4 YO of 
the sky. 

The SSC Is also likely to be an Impor- 
tant player in explaining the peculiar 
motion of the Local Group with respect 
to the Cosmic Microwave Background 
frame. In fact, Scaramella et al. (1989, 
1991) pointed out that the SSC may be 
responsible for a significant fraction 
(530 %) of the Local Group peculiar 
motion, adding its dynamical pull on the 
LG to that from a closer overdensity of 
galaxies at -40 h-' Mpc. The latter over- 
density of galaxies, dubbed "Great At- 
tractor", was suggested to be the 
source of the Local Group acceleration 
(Lynden-Bell et al., 1988: Lynden-Bell 
et a!., 1989; Faber&Burstein, 1988; 
Dressier, 1988). The suggestions of 
Scaramella et al. (1989, 1991), on the 
contrary, implied a significantty larger 



Right Ascension 

Figure 1: 4 i w t y  contours of the caw of the SSC in an a m  of -3?5xZ0. The 
tefers fo galaxies with 4 s 19.5 and blnned in 1 arrmin x I arcmln bins the data haw been 
smoofhed wHh e &u&9n with a WIW of 6 m i n .  For the W AbeN clustws of the rn 
cirdes of one AbelI mdius have bean drawn (dashed m); the pow cluster SC 1329-314 is 
the peak between the clusters ,43558 and ,43562. 8) The same as Figurn la, w M  supm'm 
po&3d the nine OPTOPUS fields a b m W  in March 1991. 

2. Analysis of the Bi-Dimensional 
Distribution of Galaxies 

The photometric data used in our 
anahgis derive from me COSMOS/ 

by the COSMOS machine. Our sample 
consists of all galaxles brfghter than bJ - 
20 In seven plates (382,383,443,444, 
445, 509 and 510), for whlch the cata- 
logue lists accurate coordinates (a and 
a), bJ magnitudes, major diameters, 
ellipticities and position angles. 

The core of the SSC, formed by 
A3556, A3558, A3562 and SC 1329- 
314, is entirely contajned in the plate 
444. Figure l a  shows the isodensity 
contour map of the galaxies in this r e  
glm. The radii of the dashed circles 
superimpneed on the three Abell clus- 
ters conspond to 1.5 h-' Mpc be. one 
Abell radius). The centre of the ctuster 
SC 1329-314 coincides with the derssi- 
ty enhancement between A3562 and 
A3558. This figure, in which the wn- 
tours of each cluster smoothly join wlth 
those of the adjacent clusters, suggests 
the possibility that all these clusters may 
be interacting and may be part of a 
single dynamid structure. In order to 
better assess the dynamlcal status of 
this complex we need informath abwt 
the threedimensional distribution of 
galaxies in this region. 

3. Analysis of the Three-Dfmen- 
slonal Distribution of Galaxies 
In order to a h i n  th~88.dlrnensional 

information for the core of the SSC, we 
have covered it with a number of fields 
(shown In Figure 1 b) observed with the 

coherence scale for the peculiar velocity 
flow, a fact which seems to be 
supported by recant findings (Willick, 
1990; Mathewson et al., 1982). Also, 
Tlrlly et al. (1992) suggested that these 
two u~thctors" could be part of a single 
dongated planar structure, extending 
for -450h-'Mpc. 

The astronomical interest of the SSC 
is therefore evident. and we are canying -2 fiW 
on a long-term study of the SSC in order 3 
to descrlbe its dynamical state and to (d 

deterrnlne Its mass and its luminosity. 
Our project consists of redshift detemni- 3 
nations (wRh the ESO telescopgs at La 
Sla) for galaxies k t h  in the clusters o 
and in the intracluster fidd of the SSC, a 
and of X-ray obwaflons (ROSA3 of 5 So the hot g8s in some of Its clusters. Z 

In thii paper we report the cumnt 
status of this project and our future 
plans. 

U& galaxy catalogue of the southm Velacity (km/s) 
sky (Yentis et al., 1992) obtained from 
automated scans of the UKST-J plates Flgura 2: W i t y  histstogram of 446 galaxies h the region of the m e  of the SSC, 



R.A, snce of a void of about 4,000 krnls, just 
behind the peak. No galaxy is seen in 
the velocity range 18,000-22,000 kmls, 

22 where - 10 galaxies would be expected 
on the basis of a uniform distribution. 
This number faas h e n  computed by in- 
tegrating the galaxy luminosity function 
with the magnitude limit corresponding 
to our data 

Figure 3 is a wedge diagram of this 
sample, in the velocity range 
10,000-24,000 km/s. The "holeu on the 
left of the diagram is due to the ab-nce 
of data in fidd #l , correspond tng to the 
core of A3562+ From thls figure R C clear 
that the clusters and the galaxis be- 
tween #em form a single structure, as 
already indicated by the contour map in 
Rgure 1 a. 

We have determined the mean and 
the dispersion of the velocitlm for the 
clusters in this region. However, the in- 
terpretation of these data is not straight- 
fornard because of the prersence, out- 
side the core of A3558, of a number of 

Rgure 3: W g e  dlagrerm of our smpte in the velocity mnge fU,0,000-24,000 kds, 73e sub-mdensations, of which are 
~i~ m g a  is 1 3 % ~  c a < 1sh3Bm and -32'35' c (S c -3035'. clearly visible in Figure 3. A quantitative 

OPTOPUS multlflber spectrogmph 
(Lund, 1486) at the 3.6-m ESO tele- 
scope at La Silla. Two different observa- 
tions were planned for three of these 
fields (#I, 4 and 5), because of their 
high denslty of galaxies. These observa- 
tions were performed in March 1991; 
unfortunately fidd #1 could not be ob- 
sewed because of bad weather. For the 
same reaswl, the next observing run 
was completely lost atso (April 1992), 
during which we had planned to extend 
the coverage of thls area and to observe 
the concentration A3528-A3530-143532, 
which is also part of the SSC. 

We used the €SO grating #I5 
(300 linedmm and biam angle of 4"18') 
which gives a dispersion of 174 k m m  in 
the wavelength range from 3700 to 6024 

The detector was the Teklmnix 
512x512 CCD with a pixel size of 27 prn 
corresponding to 4.5 A. Five out of the 
50 OPTOPUS fibers were dedicated to 
sky measurements, while the remaining 
45 fibers were dedicated to the galaxies. 
V\re have obtalned a total of 421 spectra: 
81 spectra (-19 %) were not useful for 
redshift detwrninatlon, whlle 29 object9 
(-7 %) turned out to be stars, leaving us 
with a sample of 311 new galaxy red- 
shifts. Tfvese data, added to the 135 
redshlfk already present In literature for 
A3558, lead to a three-dimensional 
sample of 446 galaxies. 

In Figure 2 we show the velocity his- 
tqramm of this sample: n o t h  that, in 
addition to the outstanding peak 
centred at v - 14,200 k d s  which corre- 
sponds to the core of the SSC, this 
histogram suggests the posslble pres- 

Rgure 4: a) X-my Image of the clusters A3553 obtain& with the PSPC camere of the ROSAT 
mtd//te. Image IS pfihIJY dh?W&& by the rlbs of th PSPC ca#M%. b) 738 same 
figure 4a wresented with isdphotes. 



analysis of these data will be presented 
elsewhere (Bardelli et d., in prepara- 
tion). On a qualitative basis, we can here 
conclude that Figures 1 and 3 suggest 
that the massive cluster A3558 could be 
accreting galaxies from its nearby clus- 
m; probably, this is the beginning of a 
merging process. Further redshift data 
abut these clusters will enable us to 
calculate t h ~  masses d A3558 and 
A3562, in order to estimate the time 
scale of this merging. 

4. Future Mbrk 
A3558 is the richest AOO cluster (the 

only one with richness class 4) and Is 
placed in the core of the SSC; more- 
over, it is probably attracting Its 
surrounding clusters. For this reason it 
is important to determine Its mass and 
Rs dynamical state. For this purpose. we 
have observed It in the X-ray wavelength 
with the ROSAT satellite. flgure 4 Is the 
image of this cluster obtained with the 
PSPC camera, in the range 0.1-2.4 
Key with an exposure time of - 30,000 
d s .  Similar observations for the 
cluster A3528 (the cenbal cluster of the 
concentration A3528-14353GA3532, 
see Zucca et al., 1893) are scheduled for 
the next ROSAT observing period 

In the context of further optical obser- 
vations, our next run at the 3.6-m €SO 
telescope will be In February 1993, In 
this run we will extend the coverage of 
the core of the SSC and we will observe 
the A352gA3530-A3532 structure, in 
addition to the observation of the field 
#I (A3562). These data will allow an 
estimate of the mass of these clusters. 

In order to study the mass distribution 
of the whole complex and to estimate 
the overdensity of galaxies outside clus- 
ters, we are also planning to map the 
whole SSC with a regular grid of MEFOS 
fietds, observing all galaxies wlth 
17< bj 4 8 .  
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HIGH-RESOLUTION IMAGING WITH THE NTT: 

The Starburst Galaxy NGC 1808 
B. KORIBALSKI, Max- Pianck-lnstitu t fur Radioastronomie, Bonn, Germany 
R. - J. DE~TMAR ', Radioastronomisches Institut der Universita t Bonn, Germany 

NGC 1808 is a beautiful spiral galaxy 
located in the southern sky at a distance 
of more than 10 Mpc. The peculiarity of 
its nudear region has first been men- 
tioned by Morgan (1958) who identified 
numerous, extremely brilliant, smaIl 
nuclei in the central region which he 
called "hot spots". A real-colwr image 
of this most interesting and unusual 
central region has been presented in 
The Messenger by VBron-Cetty & Vbron 
(1983). This image nicely demonstrates 
the presence of several very blue 'hot 
spots", corresponding to bright H I1 re- 
gions, and of 3 reddish nucleus which 
shows spectroscopic evidence for the 
presence of Seyfert activity (Vdron-Cet- 
ty & VBmn 1985). 

' Fresent addrem Space T&@wpe Sclence Insti- 
lute', Baltrrnwe, MD. USA ('afflllatd with ESA). 

An additional peculiarity of this com- 
plex central region was noted in 1968 by 
Burbidge & Burbidge. They found that 
NGC 1808 "contains an unuSwl amount 
of dust [in the disk] and some curious 
dust lanes which look almost radial h 
form". These prominent dust filaments 
which seem to emerge from the nuclear 
region are best seen on optical short 
exposures of NGC 1808, e.g., those giv- 
en by Laustsen et al. (1987) or Tarenghi 
(1990) In a previous issue of fhe 
Messenger. Whereas in 1970 Arp & Ber- 
tola already speculated 'Yhat these 
lanes represent the passage of compact 
bodies outwards from the nucleus", we 
now have observational evidence that 
tbey are indeed connected with the out- 
flow of neutral and ionized gas into the 
halo of NGC 1808 (Koribalski et at. 
1992a, Phillips 1992). Also new is the 
dlsmvery of a fast rotating torus of cold 

gas very near to the centre which has 
been revealed using HI absorption me&- 
surements against the extended radio 
continuum emission (Koribalski et al. 
1992b). 
7116 far-infrared (FIR) luminosity of 

NGC 1808 is with .= 2 101° Lg quite 
high, similar to NGC 253 and M 82. 

Here, we want to present high-resolu- 
tion Ha observations of NGC 1808 
which have h e n  klndly made available 
by Sandro D'Odorico from ESO (thanks 
a lotl). These new data may very well 
help answering the question how the 
various phenomena observed in NGC 
1808 are related to each other, 

Over the last couple of years the star- 
burst galaxy NGC 1808 has been ob- 
served in detail with the Vev Large 
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Array (VIA) in the radio continuum and 
HI X 21-em mission line (Koribalski et 
al. 1992a, b) In order to study the overall 
gas dynamics in the disk and a possible 
large-scale flow of matter from the disk 
Into the halo, as suggested by the struc- 
ture of tb dust filaments in the nuclear 
region of this galaxy. A vety valuable 
addition to these data sets were the 
abovementioned optical obsmations 
obtained whh the 3.5-m NlT during 
commissioning time for EMMI, the ESO 
Multi Mode Instrument, in October 1991 
(for a description of EMMl see T h  
M8ssenp 6l, p. 51). Both long-slit 
spectroscopy In the red near Ha and 
direct imaging (Ha- and I-filter) were 
carried out. The observing parametets 
are summarized in Table 1. The data 
reduction was carried out with the 
M 1 W  software package. 

In this prellminaty re* we wlll con- 
centrate on two peculiar features In t he 
distribution of Ha emission which might 
be of interest for understanding the rela- 
tion between sta&urst nuclel and the 
kinematics of the host galaxy on larger 
scales. The Ha-image obtained with 
EMMl shows 

(I) a 'mini-spiral" or nuclear ring de- 
scribing the distrlbutim of 'hot spots" in 
the central region of NGC 1808 and 

(2) a linear structure of bright Hlt re- 
gions on kpe scales. This is correlated 

with a ridge of neutral hydrogen (HI) gas 
and continuum emission In the disk. 

3.1. The 'Rot spot" region 

In Ftgure 1 we show the colour coded 
intensity distribution in the central re- 
gion for emission lines and stellar con- 
tinuum. Rgure l a  displays the llght dL- 
tribution of the Ha+[MIIl emission lines. 
The pure line emission has been ob- 
tahed by subtracting the scald I-band 
continuum image (Flg. lb) from the 
narrow-band Ha-image. One can distin- 
guish a number of bright components, 
the so-called "hot spots", which are dls- 
tributed over an area of about 1 kpc 
(20"). They seem to lie along a "mlni- 
spiral" or nuclear ring of radius 400 pc 
and inclination Mu (== the disk Inclina- 
tion). Its centre is slightly offset from the 
nucleus (= posltlon 0,O). The contlnuum 
image (Fig. I b) reveals a sllghtly differ- 
ent structure, with the nucleus being 
much more prominent (see also Fig. 2b, 
dotted line) than in the Ha Image. 

The most accurate position of the 
nucleus, which Is identical wlth the 
brightest component at several 
wavelengths, has been determined at 
h 6 cm with a, 8 (1950) = 05%Om58f56, 
-37'36'36Y3 (Salkia et al. 1990). The 
other compact radio components ob- 
served at h 6 cm do not correlate wlth 
any of the "hot spots" and are probably 
supernova remnants. 

With the Ha spectrum taken at a posl- 

tion angle of PA = 145" (roughly along 
the major axis) we are able to get some 
insight into the central gas kinematics. 
figure 2a displays the "hot spot" region 
as in Figure l a  but now the x-axis Is 
oriented along the slit (y .= 0). The other 
plots of Figure 2 show the fit parameters 
of the Ha tine along the slit: (b) the 
relative intensity profile, (c) the positlon- 
velocity diagram, and (d) the Ine width 
FWHM, not corrected for instrumental 
broadening. The dotted line in Figure 2b 
is just for comparison and shows the 
I-band emission on an enhanced scale. 

The rotation curve obtained from this 
spectrum (Fig. 2c; not m c t e d  for the 
inclination) reveals a systemic velocity 
of about u, = 985 km s-' at the location 
of the nucleus. tt is very symmetric in the 
inner f 4"6" where radial velocities of 
u,k 115 km s-' are measured. Further 
out we derive extrema of +130 km s-' 
and -180 km s-' at about 1 0  NW and 
12" SE from the nucleus, respectively. 
The two "hot spots" on the SE side of 
the continuum On Fig. 2b the two peaks 
to the left) cause an additional compo- 
nent which is responsible for the 
asymmetry of the rotation curve at this 
slit position. The rotation curves ob- 
tahed by Burbjdge & Burbidge (1968) 
and VBron-Cetty & V h n  (1985) do not 
resolve this inner region. 

The width of the Hu line (Fig. 2d) has 
an interesting radial dependence which 
is directly related to the rotation curve 
and the nuclear environment. In the 
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FIgure 2: (4 the 'hot spat" wion of NGC 1808 8s In F g m  fa but with the x-axis wlented along the SIN (FA = I@) whem the Ha spestrwn 
was obtatmd. Further diwlayed am 16) the wlatlve Intensity p l ik  of the Ha line misalon (sdid curve) and continuum emissbn (dotted cum), 
(c) the pwrrpwrrtion-wkdty diesgresm, and (4 the width ( W M )  of the Ha line. 

same range where the rotation cuwe is 
symmetric, the width of the Ha line 
starts to increase from 100 km s-I to 
unusually large values, reaching about 
180 krn s-I near the nucleus, and slightly 
lass at the nucleus -If. The enormous 
llne width at the positlon of the nucleus 
as well as Uw obmed asymmetric line 
profiies and increasing [NII]Ma ratios 
(which will be discussed elsewhem) are 
hinting at nuclear actkrily as had already 
been suggested by Vdron-Cetty & V&on 
(1985). 

3.2. 7he bar 

We wlll now concentrate on the disk 
of NGC 1808 which has an optical ex- 
tent of 7!224!1 dong PA - 133" h5, 
de VWCOUIM~ et el. ~ 7 8 ) .  me direct 
image of NGC 1808 obtained in Ute red 
channd of EMMI Is already displayed h 
the ESO Annual Report 1990 (p. 56-57). 
Our Figure 3 shows the Ha+[NII] line 
mission from the dislc of NGC 1808 
which is mainly confined to a thin 11na of 
numerous bright H ll regions and meals 
only a small amwnt of diffuse emission. 

The alignment of the HI1 reglons from 
-60" SE to +60" NW of the- nucleus and 
the correspondence of this linear struc- 
ture with a ridge in the HI distribution as 
wet1 as the dongatition of the radio con- 
tinuum distribution in the sams direction 
strongly suggests the presence of a 
b a ~  The linear dimension of the bar is 

= 6 kpc at a posltlon angle of PA = 
155' which Is about 20" offset from 
the PA of the dbk. The ratio of bar to 
disk length ts roughly = 0.3. 
Beyond f 3 kpc the H It regions bend h 
opposite dlmctions fdlowing the galac- 
tic rotation, whlch Is also observed In 
the distribution of neutral hydrogen gas. 

fable 1. C h w i n g  PamW 

T@kmpe 
Omrver 
Date 
Instrument 
'CLpe of CCD chip 
Obsewlng mode: 
lw L W i t  m s c o p y  
Sllt-length, sllt-wldth, PA 
Grating, dispersion 
~eso~ution 
Integration tlme 
IB) D k t  hwhhg 
Field dlmenslons 
Rlters (number, centre, width) 

Intmtlon time 

Reso1utlon 

3.5411 New Technology Telescope 
S. D'Worico (BO) 
1880, Octokr 23/24 
ESO MUM Mode Instrument 
1024' THX Thompson 

B', 12,146" 
a%. 28AImm 
iaA a 55 km s-I 
H a - s w m :  30 mtn 

7:5x7:5 (- 1 OT44pix 
#598 (Ha), 6570 A 72 1 
#%% (I), 0137 A, 194 A 
Ha-Image: 5 and i O  mln 
I-Image: 10 min 
= 3 pktels 
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lRAC2 Observations of the Spiral Galaxy NGC 2997 
D. Block ' p a ,  R GROSB~L ', A. MONETI~, F! PATS IS^ 
'Visiting Astronomer; European Southern Observatory; 'wit watersrand Univetsi& South Africa; 
'European Southern Observatory 

The galaxy NGC 2997 is one of the 
beautiful, grand-design, spiral gaIaxles 
in the southern sky. It is classified as 
Sc(s)l in the Revised Slaapley-Ames 
Catalog (Sandage and Tammann, 1981) 
and has a D, diameter of 8.3 arcmin. 
Blue images show vwy regular inner 
arms wlth clear dust lanes while the 
arms bifurcate (break up) in the outer 

parts (see Rg. 1). Its lnclfnation angle of 
=. 40' is well suited for both mor- 
phologlcal and dynamieal studies. With 
a linear scale of I" = 50 pc on the sky 
(H, = 80 W s h l p c ) ,  It Is possible to 
analyse not only general features but 
also the fher details such as the material 
lying between the spiral arms and the 
bulge. 

These characteristics make NGC 
2997 a perfect candidate for a detalbd 
study d gmd-design spiral structure in 
disk galaxies. Two important Ingredients 
In making dynamic models of galaxies 
are their rotation cuwe and accurate 
surface photometry maps. Wheras the 
rotation cuwe gives the overall potential 
or mass distribution, maps are required 



Fiun 1: A $&minute blue mposm {GG385#III&JI d W C  28Bf made by S. bustsen at the 
3.6-m prime fmm in 7971 

Flgure 3: Mosafc d NGC 2997 In K' consisting of 6 fields each wltr 
exposum taken at the 22-m wirh IRAC2. 

15 minutes 

to describe the detailed distribution of New large-format Infrared detectors Ilke 
matter In the disk such as spiral pertur- the 256 x 256 NICMOS3 array In the 
batlons. The llght distribution on images I W 2  instrument (Moorwood at a]., 
in the visual wavelength range is difficult 1992) provide an opportunity to observe 
to interpret as tracer of mass due to In the Kt band (2.1 p) where such effects 
signlflcant populatjon and dust effects. are much less important. Thls can give a 

Rgum 2: 2 minute hege h K' of a 

mmted.  No cleaning was appiled so that 
bad pkels and stam in the sky exposure can 
mad/& be seen. 

radical change in the morphology of the 
galaxy (Block and Walnscoat, 1991). 

A large mosaic in K' covering the maln 
spiral structure of NGC 2997 with six 
2' x 2' fields was observed In January 
1993. A single sky-corrected 3-minute 
exposure of a field just south of the 
centre Is given In flgure 2. The full 
mosaic was composed of five ex- 
posures of each field with Interleaved 
sky frames glving a total integration time 
of 15 minutes on the galaxy. The reduc- 
tion, stacking and composltlon of the 
mosaic was done with MIDAS. The final 
621 x 435 pixel map of NGC 2997 in K' 
is shown In Figure 3 wlth a scale of 0.5" 
per pixel. It reaches a surface brightness 
of 1Z1 mag/arcsec2 with a signal-to- 
noise ratio of 10. The slight offset be- 
tween some of the Individual flelds is 
caused by a change in sky brightness 
durlng the observations and can flrst be 
fully removed when a better model for 
the relative contributions from sky and 
telescope to the background is avall- 
able. 
NGC 2997 has a much smoother 

appearance in K' than in blue Ilght. The 
strong dust lanes In the Inner parts have 
disappeared and the Population I ob- 
jects In the arms are much less promi- 
nent. The azimuthal profile to the inner 
arms is still so sharp that it suggests a 
strong and posdbly non-linear density 
perturbation In the disk. The northern 
interarm region is significantly brighter 
than Its southern counterpart while the 
peak amplitude of the southern arm is 
stronger. Note also that the arms are 
much weaker in K' than in blue outside 
point where they bifurcate. These 
features will be compared wlth a de- 
tailed dynamlc model of the galaxy In- 
cluding a density wave perturbation of 
Its dlsk. 
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Prototype of the FORS Multiple-Object Spectroscopy 
Unit Under Test 
K.-H. DUENSING, R. HARKE, H. NICKLAS, H. RENZIEHAUSEN, 

Universitats-Stern watfe Gli ttingen, Germany 
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Two Focal Reducer and Spectro- 
graph Instruments (FORS) are foreseen 
for the Cassegrain foci of the VLT tele- 
scope units 1 and 3. The FORS instru- 
ments will provide imaging, spectros- 
copy, polarimetry and spectropolarime- 
try observing modes in the 330 to 
1lOO nm wavelength options. A detailed 
description of the FORS instruments is 
given by I. Appenzeller and G. Rup- 
precht in The Messenger No. 67, pp. 
18-21, 1992. 

The slit unit of the instrument is a 
crucial device for the quality of the spec- 
troscopic obsenrations with FORS. It is 
the instrument part located in the 
Cassegrain focus of the VLT in front of 
the optical train (collimator, grisms, fil- 
tars, camera) of the instrument. Besides 
a long-slit mask the FORS slit unit will 
contain the multiple-ubiect s~ectros- 

polarimetric observations with FORS, a 
prototype of the most critical parts of the 
MOS unit was manufactured in the 
course of the on-going final design work 
for the FORS contract between ESO and 
the VIC consortium (Landessternwar- 
te Heidelberg, UniversitSts-Sternwarte 
Gottingen, Universithts-Stemwarte Miln- 
chen). Coming from the mechanical 
workshops in Gtittingen the MOS pro- 
totype (Fig. 1) arrived In Munchen in 
December 1992 for the electronics in- 
stallation and for performance tests. 

The central part of the MOS prototype 
conslsts of 6 slitlets arranged in two 
opposite rows In the 208x208 mm wide 
focal area (Fig. 2). By adequate linear 
positioning of a pair of opposite slltlets, 
a slngle slit of a user-defined width can 

be formed and positioned at a suitable 
location in the focal area. The 12-mm 
length of the individual slits corresponds 
to 22.5 arcsec in the FORS field of view 
at the VLT The slitblade Itself is carried 
by a 250-mm-long support arm which is 
movable over the full length of the in- 
struments's field of view. On both sides 
of the focal area the guiding and drive 
system far the movable slitlets Is 
mounted to a very stiff rectangular plat- 
form of about 1 m length which provides 
a reference for measurements of the 
MOS prototype with micron range accu- 
racy (Fig. 1). In order to allow for the 
simulation of the different orientations of 
M R S  with respect to gravity 0.e. the 
telescope elevation and the rotation of 
the Cassegrain adaptor around the opti- 

copy unit (MOS) f i r  sirnuitaneo"~ spec- 
troscopy of up to 19 different objects in 
the telescope field of view. The MOS 
unit will also be used to generate a strip 
mask for the polarimetric Imaging mode. 
Consequently, the full-size MOS unit will 
consist of a row of 19 pairs of opposite 
stitlets. During multiple-object spectros- 
copy each pair of opposite slitlets will 
form a 22 arcsec long slit of adjustable 
width. The slits can be moved indepen- 
dently in one direction in the VLT 
Cassegrain focus surface. In order to 
match best an observer selected con- 
stellation of objects in the field of view 
by the MOS unit slit pattern, a combina- 
tion of linear positioning of the SIRS and 
instrument rotation around the optical 
axis wilt be used. When switching FORS 
to imaging mode, the slltlets will move 
to their park positions and clear up the 
Cassegrain focal plane. 

Since the mechanical properties and Figure 1: The MOS un/t p r o t o w  In its s u p w  stand. The MOS unit Is pointhg to a horizontal 
the accurate positioning of the slhlets position. The mck for the control e k t m i c s  stands on the desk on the left-hand side of the 
are very important issues for the multi- MOS prototype. The taste am operated by a HP tmhtatlon in the background of the 
pie-object spectroscopy and the labomtwy. (Photo by M. Pfeiffet USM.) 
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Figure 2: View of the focal area of the MOS 
unit prototype wlth its 6 slitlets. The upper 
slltlet pair is forming a namw sllt while the 
slltlets of the twa other pairs are in wide 
sepamtion. (Photo by M. Pfeiffer, USM.) 

unit by practical tests, to verify mechani- 
cal specifications and to identify 
necessary design modifications. The 
tests have already been started with I measurements of the mechanical bend- 
ing of the slitlet carrier arms and guiding 
system and of the accuracy of the slitlet 
positioning. In a second step a reliability I test will be performed which simulates 
10 years of MOS unit operations by a 

-- 

comparable number af reconfigurations 
of the slitlets in a one-month prototype 
test period (it is assumed that during 
spectroscopic observations with FORS 
the stilets will be reconfigured typically 

cal telescope axis), the prototype is totype is controlled by a VME based once every 30 minutes). Finally, tests 
attached to a support stand with two local control unit prototype with motor with collding slitlet pairs shall verify the 
rotation axes (Fig. 1). The control elee- test software running under VXWORKS. manufacturing quality and safety of the 
tronics of the prototype is installed in a The MOS prototype will be used to slitblades in the case of unfavourabte 
separate rack. During the tests the pro- check the design principles of the MOS malfunctions of the unit control. 

LITE: the Large Imaging Telescope 
L. VIGROUX', K DEMPPARENT~, Y. MELLIER~, J.  RICH^^ H.J. BREUER~, H. LOR EN^, 
S. MARX~ 
'DAPN~A, Service d 'Astrophysique, CEN Saclay, France; 'CNRS, lnstitut d 'Astrophysique de Paris, France; 
30bservatoire Midi-Pyr6n&s1 Toulouse, France; 4 ~ ~ P N I A l  Service de Physique des Psdicules, CEN Saclay, 
France; 5~onneberg Observatory, Germany; '~strophysical Institute Potsdam, Germany; 7Taufenburg Obsetvafory, 
Germany 

It was realized very early in the de- 
velopment of the ESO 16-metre equiva- 
lent Very Large Telescope (VLT) that 
wide-field imaging would be too compli- 
cated and costly to be implemented on 
the VLT Itself and should therefore be 
done with a smaller telescope. 

Accompanying imag lng observations 
are essential for the optimal use of the 
VLT. Let us take an example. For large- 
scale structure studies, the VLT allows 
to measure redshifts in a 30-arcmin field 
of view of galaxies of magnitude 23 or 
even falnter. They are too faht to be 
reliably detected on Schmidt plates, so 
the input obsenration catalogue must be 
obtained from deep CCD Imaging. In 
this example, outstanding image quality 
is needed to make a clear separation 
between faint galaxies and stam. The 
VLT will have in its imaging mode a 
7-arcrnin fietd and is not useable for 
obtaining such images. The best eom- 
promise is a middle-size telescope of 

about 2.5 rn diameter and equipped 
with a wide-field CCD camera. 

These considerations led the French 
astronomical community to propose the 
construction of such a special tele- 
scope. The definition of this project, 
now refemed to as the Large Imaging 
Telescope (LITE), started in spring 1992 
with the establishment of a consortium 
of several French laboratories, including 
Observatoire de Meudon, Institut d'As- 
trophysique de Paris, Observatoire 
Midi-PydnBes, Observatoire de Besan- 
qon, Observatoh de Marseille, and led 
by the Depattrnent of Astrophysics and 
Particle Physics in Saclay. At the same 
time, a German group from Sonneberg 
Observatory, Tautenburg Observatory 
and the Institute of Astrophysics in 
Potsdarn were working on a project of a 
secondgeneration Schmidt telescope 
to pursue the type of research which 
has long been done at these Institutes. 
Richard West and Ray Wilson of ESO, 

who were aware of both projects, acted 
as the go-betweens of the two groups 
who, in a meetlng held at the ESO 
headquarters in Garching In December 
1992, decided to join their efforts. The 
telescope is the responsibility of the 
German group, whereas the CCD carn- 
era and its acquisition system will be 
designed and constructd in France. 

While this project was originally de- 
signed for observations of mainly cos- 
mological interest, it has the technical 
capabilities to cover a much broader 
range of astrophysical problems. The 
consortium is now working on several 
programmes. 

Galactic structure study will take ad- 
vantage of the deep images obtained for 
extragalactic purposes, with the addi- 
tion of the observations of selected 
galactic fields, in particular in the thick 
disk region. The main emphasis is the 
study of the low-mass star luminosity 
function. On a 10-year time scale, we 



also can detect the proper motions of a 
large number of falnt stars and we ex- 
pet that the combined tnformatlon wlll 
tmprove our knowledge of the structure 
and evolution of our Galaxy. These 
fields will be monitored to detect and 
analyge the v&&le stars, and to obtain 
a catalogue falnter than was already ex- 
[sting. By-products of these an- 
will be a large-scale eHinction map and 
the study of Galactic Cirms at a scale 
smaller than the IRAS resolution. 

Programmes an nearby galaxles will 
Include the detennlnation of colwr gra- 
dients of early-type gddes, the analy- 
sis of whlch is now limited by the pmr 
statidic of t h ~  available samples. The 
UTE suwey wHI be an invalqable tool to 
study the relatlonshlp between the emrl- 
ronment and the galaxy morphology 
and luminosity distribution, a related 
topb being the search for very low sur- 
face bdghtnsss galarea. These do- 
mains are still open. For example our 
present knowledge of the morphology 
densky relation is based on the Dressler 
sample that contains oniy BOO0 galax- 
ies. With LITE, we may be able to study 
thls relation on a sampb larger by a 
factor of at teast 10. A systematic 
search for starburst galaxies Is also 
planned using slitless low-reaolutlon 
spectroscopy. It will allow to investigate 
thdr spatU distribution, their luminosity 
function, thelr evolutionary stage, and 
the significance of trlggwing mechm- 
Isms. ThTs suwey wlll also be a new 
opportunity for examining the existenoe 
of prlrnordial galaxlm at low redshift. 
UIZ will offer an efficient way of map- 

ping the large-scale galaxy distribution 
out to redshifts of 0.6-0-8. The existing 
faint catalogues over dgniflcant areas of 
the sky were obtained from dighi ion 
of photographic plates, yietding a Ilmit- 
Ing magnitude of me - 22. Howevw, the 
non-linearity and coarse spatial resolu- 
tion of the photographic emulsion call 
into question the raliabllfty of galaxy cat- 
alogues at the plate limit. LIT€ wll pro- 
vide the necessary galaxy catalogue 
for performing deep redshift surveys to 
me - 22-23 wet swml tens of square 
degrees of the sky using multi-fiber VLT 
instruments such as FUEGOS. These 
redshi suweys are needed for under- 
standing the nature of the intercepted 
over- and under-densities of galaxies in 
the existing narrow pencibbm probes, 
and for p a n g  reliable limits on the typi- 
cal and largest size for the large-scale 
structures. 

horn the galaxy catalogue, UTE will 
b able to detect clusters of gkls by 
owrelation analysis up to redshifts of 
1.0. Coupled with redshift measure- 
ments on the VLT (FUEQOS and MW, 
the cluster catalogue will provide a 
unique sample for studying duster dy- 
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namics, thdr evoluttonary stages, their 
content in dark matter, and their rela- 
tlonship with fhe large-scate structures. 
Moreover, UTE will be in operation st 
the same time as the new generation of 
X-ray satellites, AXAF and XMM. We can 
therefore for- large coordinated pro- 
grammes on distant clusters. 
From the large galaxy catalogue, we 

also plan an unprecedented search for 
gravitational distodons by large-scale 
structures. In analogy wlth the grav'h- 
tional lensing & k t  by dark matter halos 
in clusters of galaxies, dark matter dis- 
tributed over Iatger scales would lead to 
a significant number of distorted images 
of faint background galaxies. A statisti- 
cal detection of alignments of falnt 
galaxies could be obtained in spite of 
their intrinsic morphological variations 
thank to the large number of objects in 
the sample. Given the performances of 
UTE, the detection of large structures of 
dark matter will be optimal in the red- 
shift range 0.2-0.4 using source galax- 
ies in the 0.5-0,8 range. 

A w y  deep photometric suwey to 
ms - 26 is also planned for deriving new 
constraints on galaxy avolutlon over 
cosmological time scales. Multicoleur 
counts of objecls per magnitude Intern 
In a catalogue more then an order of 
magnitude larger than the existing sam- 
ples wlll put new constraints on the 
merglng processes m n i l y  suggested 
as a major clue to recent galaxy evolu- 
tion. The excellent resolution of the Im- 
ages obtaind with UTE wlll provide di- 
rect estimates of the rate of occurrence 
of close pairs and merging systems and 
its dependence on redshift: Along these 
Ilnes, tha galaxy redshift sunrey at 

brighter magnitud~ will put constraints 
on the influence of the environment on 
the evolution of galaxies, and wilt atlow 
to measure the slope of the galaxy 
luminosity at the faint end, a crucial pa- 
rameter in th evolutionary models. 

Low-resolution spectrosmpy of the 
large number of compact objects d a  
tected with UTE wlll yield a complete 
and homogeneous cahtogue of QSOs. 
The absence of the biases present in 
existing catalogues and resulting from 
the multi-colour selection procdure, 
will allow a new examination of the QSO 
luminosity function and the apparent 
redshift cut-off In their digtributlon (a 
- 3). The homogeneity of the catalogue 
will also greatly hnefit the understand- 
ing of the QSO-AGN connexion. Using 
the high quality image6 we will be able 
to study the envlronmmt of low redshi 
QSOs and their relationship to the I- 
scale galaxy distributIm. Acquisition of 
the spectra with the VLT (FUEGOS andl 
or FOR$) for the selected candidates 
will allow to probe the distrlbutbn and 
properties of known absorbers along 
the QSO's line of sight (galaxies 
surrounded by large envelopes, etc. . . .I. 
New t y p ~ ~  of absorbers may also be 
discowed (metat enriched intergalactic 
clouds for example). Combination of 
specftoscopy and high-quality imaging 
will provide for the first time a firm basis 
for a m d e l  desorfbing th fornation 
and evolution of halos around galaxies. 
New cases of lensed QSOs wltl dso be 
found, and monitoring the variablli  of 
the images wlll put constraints on the 
value of the Hubble constant. 

UTE will be used to detect distant 
supemovae. in 100 square degrees, we 



wlll be able to discover 40 supernovae 
up to a redshift of 0.6 each week. The 
advantage of LlTE for this search Is of 
course Its very good image quality and 
photometric performances which will 
haIp to detect supernovae as faint as 
my = 23 embedded in dlstsnl galaxies. 
The redshift determination will be done 
with the VLT 

Another domain will be the mntinua- 
tion of the brown dwarf mearch by 
microlensing M s  on stars in the 
Magellanic Clouds. The two existing ex- 
periments are based on a 40-cm teI4 
scope and a Gmillbn-pixel CCD cam- 
era for the French MACHO instrument at 
ESO. and a 1.20-171 telescope and a 
double 4-million-pixel CCD camera for 
the Australian-American instrument at 
Mont Stromlo. UTE will provide a gain 
by a factor 10 compared to these Instnr- 
ments. 

Three types of hrva t ion l  pro- 
grammes are considered: (1) a multi- 
cobur astrometric and photometric sur- 
vey In Individual fields selected accord- 
ing to Galactic structure and stellar pro- 
gramme, (2) a multicolour and slitless, 
low-tesolution spedmcopic suwey of 
typically 100 square degrees for cos- 
mological obsewations and supernova 
research, and (3) obmt iona in front of 
the Magellanic Clouds for detdon of 
brown dwarfs. All of these programmes 
require very good image quality. 

The scientific requirements c&ll for 
Ll lE being a telescope of 2.5 m diame- 
ter with a mean image quality, Including 
seeing, of 0.8 arcsec {or better) over a 
field of 1.5 degree (or more). This can 
only be achieved with good sampling of 
the image PSF by the CCDs. For a typC 
cal pixel pitch of 15 microns, 0.3 arc= 
pixels are achieved wlth 10 m focal 
Length: this corresponds to an f/4 aper- 
ture ratlo. We ftrd designed a quasl- 
Rihey Chretien system with a Gas- 
coigne corrector, but we finally adopted 
a new optical concept worked out at the 
Tautenburg Observatory, with the 

assistance of Ray Wilson from ESO. It is 
a modified version of the 3-mirror Paul- 
Baker telescope &ioh prtrvides a plane 
focal surface at the "prime focus" Im- 
tion, behind the secondary rnirmr. A 
preliminary design study has shown that 
for a telescope with 2.5 m diameter and 
focal ratio f/4, an image quallty of 0.4 
arcsec can be obtained at the edge of a 
2.5-degrea field, and significantly better 
towards the centre. Compared to the 
initial Cassegrain solution, this deslgn 
has two Important advantages, the ab- 
sence of chromatic ak~mtions, be- 
muse there are only reflecting mirrors, 
and a very easy bamlng system to sup- 
p m  straylight. 

As a baseline, the CCD camera will be 
organized around thin, backside illurnl- 
natd Thornson CCDs, each witb 
2048 x 2048 pixels and 15 micron 
length. These CCDs are being de- 
veloped for the VLT, and the thick ver- 
sion should become available in 1993 
and the thin one In 1994. The three-side 
buttability allows to make strlps of 2 
CCD widths. A 1-square degrae surface 
can be covered with 38 CCDs. Readout 
tims of the whole array wlll be as low as 
30 seconds, thmks to a parallel acquisl- 
tion system. Cryogenic tempemtures 
will be provided by a closed cycle cooler 
in order to simplify the operations. 

The natural site for this telescope is 
near the VLT, in the Paranal m a ,  where 
it may take advantage of the excellent 
seeing and the large number of photo- 
metric nights as compared to the other 
Chilean sites. Discusslons will W e  
place with ESO to study this possibility. 

The definition phase of the project will 
be undertaken in 1993. We must still 
Wb the details of the German-French 
collaboraffan, work w t  the relationships 
W e e n  the consortium and ESO, and 
obtain funding. The actual start of the 
project is expected In 1994 and the be- 
ginning of the obsewatlons in 1899. In 
the present status of the project, noth- 
ing has been absolutely fixed and new 

groups are welcome to join. If you are 
Interested, please do not hesitate to 
contact us. We expect to make a flrst 
presentation d the projgct at the IAU 
Symposium on Wide Field Imaging in 
Potsdam next August. 

Projects similar to ours are under de- 
vetopment, in particular the Sloan Digital 
Sky Sutvey (SDSS) In the USA. We wish 
to emphasize the dlffmces between 
our project and the SDSS. The main 
goal of the SDSS is to make a survey 
wer a l a ~ e  fractlon of the entire sky 
f- n steradians), both in photomeby 
and in spectroscopy, and with the same 
telescope. However, the use of the 
SDSS 2.5-m telescope for spectra- 
sooplc measurements wlll naturally l tmlt 
the observations to moderately faint 
galaxies only. The necessity of the all 
sky survey pushes towards the largest 
possible field, but at the detriment of 
image quality, and to a transtt Instru- 
ment which slmpliflas the operations. 

In our case, the spectroscopic obser- 
vations are planned with the much 
larger VLT which, of course, can reach 
much deeper. Due to the increasing 
number of objects at fainter mag- 
nitudes, we cannot expect to cover a 
large fraction of the sky. On the con- 
trary, we shall only be able to obtah 
irnwes significantly deep~r than the 
SDSS by limiting the sky coverage. For 
L I E  the prlorlty of optlmizatlon is then 
image quallty flrst, and fleld of view s w -  
ond. In addition, the pointing mode of 
operation Ts more suitable for very deep 
imaging than a transit mode. While 
many wientiic areas are common to 
both Instruments, the trade-offs are dif- 
ferent, and the scientific programmes 
wlll be different too. 

We belleve that the combination of 
the VLT and UTE will offer a unique 
capablti of probing the deep sky and 
wlll become a promlmt Instrument for 
future cosmoIoglcal studles. 

The ESO Red Sky Sunrey - a Tool for Galactic and 
Cosmological Studies 
M. NAUMANN, R. UNGRUHEand n! C. SEITTER, 
Astronomisches lnstifut der Universitat Miinster, Germany 

Motivation other part, the ESO/SERC J-Survey, sky, the UK Schmidt Telescope in 
The ESO/SERC R-Survey of the was observed in Australia. The ESO- Coonabarabran, Australia, took the cor- 

southern sky is the observational con- Schmidt telescope at La Silla produced responding bludgreen J-plates. Sky 
tribution of €SO to the first complete sky 606 photographic red plates covering coverage of the same order of mag- 
survey south of -1T05 declination. The some 15,000 square degrees of the nitude is still far beyond the range of 
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CCDs, which were not wen introduced 
into astronomy when the atlas project 
stafted in the early 1070% and wide- 
field telescopes specially dssigmd for 
CCD imaging are only in the planning 
stage. Nobody knows the time scales 
on wMch an equivdnt ar deepet CCD 
survey can be reallzed, and a photo- 
graphi~ atlas is a singular tool for 
Large-scale studies. 

Tbe Sky Atlas Laboratory at €SO- 
Garching, as before In Geneva, took the 
responsibility of producing and editrng 
both of tM ESOlSERC Atlas, in- 
cluding the hborious Wks of quark# 
controls, partially re-evaluating the orlgj- 
nal photugmphs as well as checking 
every single one of afmcrst 200,000 
glass or Mm copies of tha Mas fletds, to 
ensure highest quality before they were 
dlswlfwted to hundreds of institutions 
mound ths world. 

The J-atlas, the obsenratiod oon- 
trtbution of the UK, was digipized at two 
UK tnstitutlons: at the Institute of As- 
tronomy in Cambridge with the APM 
machine and at the Royal ObrvatOty 
Mlnburgh with the- COSMOS machine- 
Thus, it w m e d  appropriata to have the 
R-atlas digitized In an ESO member 
country. 
The Mronomid  lnstltue of Monster 
U n b d t y  (AIM) took up the challenge, 

We needed the atlas for our work, and 
there wre some ulterfor rnotlves. One 
was getting an additional PDS 
2WwMplus rni~rodensltometer (thanks 
to the Federal Ministry of Sclence and 
Technology of Germany) for the tlme 
consuming task of scanning. Both PDS 
machlnes were equipped with powerful 
new mplifIem, developed and con- 
structed at AIM (the "plus" to the orlglnal 
name indicates thls addition), which per- 
mlt us to use the double-slit machines to 
the mechanical limit of thelr scanning 
s p e d  of200 mm s"'. Another one is our 
contribution to ROSAT source Icferrti- 
cation, While Edinburgh has provided 
RQSAT headquarters at the Max- 
Planck-Insthut f ~ r  Extratemtd~che 
Physik in Qarchlng w#h catalogues from 
the J-plates, AIM provldes R-cata- 
togues. last not least, the data base 
mltlng from the R-atlas is a Wbute to 
the two -I@ who created the red 
atlas: to Hans-Emil Schuster, who dedl- 
cated many years on LB SH18 to the 
tedious and responsible task of taklng 
the platas - as earlier for the ESO Quick 
Btue Sunray (QBS) - while training hls 
assistants to perfection, and to Richard 
West who, tcgdher with hhfa able hel- 
pers, produced the complete at lam at 
€SO haadquartm- as he riow edb the 
new three-oolour PO% IllESO Survey. 

Digithation, Data Reduction and 
Catalogues 

The area chosen by us for digItiratb, 
data reduction and interpretation mum 
215 plates. It encompasses almost 
5000 square degrees of the sky be- 
tween declinations -It5 and -82:s 
and right ascensions 20h30m to Sh30m. 
Outside this area, star densities Wcome 
too high for proper automatic detection 
and evaluation of singre obfgcts. 1.5 
years were invested for scanning and 
basic reductions. The step size of 15 pm 
and the aparture of 20 pn x 20 pm yield 
a positional muracy of E3. Due to the 
double slit and the high density range of 
our amplifier (Its Mectkre limit is deter- 
mined by photon statistics rather than 
by sensitivity) we are able to measure 
system magnitudes 14 5 m 5 21 wlth 
an accuracy of about O? 1 in the middle 
range, and 0'? 2 In the w y  brlght and 
very Mnt ranges. For magnitude correc- 
tlons on hdividtlal plates (center-edge 
sensi2ivity variations) internal methods 
are usad; for the demlnattm Qf cata- 
logue zero points, standard sequences 
are measured with the Dutch O.QO-rn 
tel-pe at La Sllla and, in collabora- 
tion with the UnEvedty of South Msa, 
Pretoria, wIth the 1.0-m telescope of the 
South African Astronomical Obsenratwy 
W O ) .  

The galaxy catalogue lists 7.1 rnlllon 
galaxies down to magnitude m = 21, the 
star catalogue almost 20 milllon stars to 
the same Omit. The atabgues will liter- 
ally bruaden - and hopefully deapen - 
our views In obsmational cosmology as 
well as in stellar mistlcs. 

Project History 
In 1986, we started the Miinsfer Red- 

shift Project (MRSP) by measuring di- 
rect atlas plates as the lndispenstble 
counterpar$ of objective prism plat&, 
used for the determination d redshk  
At this time the red survey was not yet 
cornptate and we chose rlphtes for the 
start The first 400 square degrees were 
used to develop scannlng techniques 
and reduction algorithms and to intro- 
durn and implement methods In stellar 
ststlstics and observational cosmology. 
The low dispersion objective p r h  
plates (reciprocal linear dlspe~im of 
246 nrrdmm at Hy) were taken wlth the 
UK Schmidt telescope. 

Redshift measurements from objec- 
tive pdsm plates need reliable zero 
points. Thl$ Induced us to add as- 
trometry to our programme and to use 
plate t r a n s f o ~ o n s  from direct to ob- 
jective prism plates to define refemce 
paskions. To date more than 120,000 
galaxy redshb have bmn meawed In 
12 fields and are presently used for cos- 



Figure 2: The distdbutlon of artifacts found on 218 platas of the ESOBERC-R-Atlas. The 
in&Mw/ plates are clew& outlined by the plate frames, which are scanned but mjeeted a 
w t i h f s  by the software. 738 Increase of artifacts towards the Milky M y  region is due to the 
immslng numbers of rejected overlaps. 

mological Investigations. Colour infor- 
mation is an important additional tool. 

Astromstry from Schmidt plates also 
provides us with statistical proper mo- 
tions in the Mllky Way and In neighbaur- 
ing galaxies. Using for the first epoch 
ESO QBS plates and for the second 
epoch ESO Schmidt plates, taken 15 
years later specifically for the project, 
the absolute proper motion of the LMC 
was determined and other Local Group 
galaxies are now Investigated. As- 
trometty is a useful tool for the interpre- 
tation of stellar colour-magnitude dia- 
grams. 

Magnitude Calibrations 

Magnitudes are obtained in a lengthy 
process: each measured isophotal and 
aperture magnitude is subjected to 
transformations, corrections and cati- 
bratlons, amounting to 8 steps for 
galaxim and 6 steps for stars. The over- 
lap regions of the 216 fields are used to 
adjust all plates to a m m o n  zero point. 
CCD sequenues, distributed over the 
whole area, are needed to transform the 
plate magnitudes Into an international 
system. 

All hypemensltized Schmidt plates 
have a tendency to loose sensitivity to- 
wards the plate edges. This effect, to- 
gether with that of vignetting, must be 
corrected. Desensitization is severe for 
J-plates, especblly the older ones, ta- 
ken before UK astronomers became 
aware of the effect and found partial 
remedies. Although the effect is smaller 
on R-plates, it cannot be neglected. The 
best way, short of having tens of calibra- 
tion sequences over each plate (which 
would require a dedicated 1-rn tele- 
scope on La Silla for several years) are 

magnitude corrections based on the 
comparison of galaxy numbers per unit 
area In the central part of the plate and 
at the edges. Galaxy counts on several 
plates near the SGP as a function of 
local photographic background den- 
sities yield a good average correction 
curve for the magnltudes. The quality of 
this curve is tested by comparing the 
results In the regions of large plate over- 
laps. 

Magnitudes from the J- and R-plates 
are labelled bj and rs the symbols indi- 
cating the blue and red passbands and 
the photographic emulsions Kodak Illa- 
J and Kodalc Hla-F (for the atlas used In 
wmblnatlon wlth filters). About 70% of 
all objects brighter then r~ - 20, 1.e. 
35,000 stars on the average R-plate, 
and more than 11,000 galaxles are sfl- 
clently well matched with their J-coun- 
terparts to yleld the colour Index bJ - r~ 

Colours and Magnitudes 
Colours of stars and galaxies hold 

information on intrinsic and extrinsic pa- 
rameters, such as stellar temperatures 
and dust absorption, galaxy populations 
and cosmologlcal effects. Colour-mag- 
nhude diagrams of field stars comprise 
objects at largely different distances, 
representing two or three different stel- 
lar populations - halo, thin disk and 
possibly thick disk. With the aid of as- 
trotmetry, we can intwpret cotour-mag- 
nitude diagrams of stars with measured 
proper motions p > Or1 yr -'. This helps 
us to find good starting parametem for 
simulations, used to explain the colour- 
magnitude diagrams of all stars. Prellmi- 
nary results support the presence of a 
thick disk. 

Colour-magnitude diagrams of gdax- 
ies include mixtures of morphological 

types with dmerent dust content, at all 
inclination angles, in a range of redshifts 
and affected by evolution. The colour- 
magnitude diagram in Figure 1 shows 
84,000 galaxles with all these charac- 
teristics and can only be explained by 
comparison with simulatlons. 

Tracing the effects of galaxy evolution 
for magnitudes r~ =. 20 with large statis- 
tical samples may lend credulity to 
the conclusions drawn from the much 
smaller samples available so far. The 
comparison of colour distributions of in- 
trinsically faint and bright galaxies may 
yield constraints for the timescales of 
formation and evolution of massive and 
of low-mass gdaxies. 

For fluctuation analysis in cosmology, 
using galaxy counts-in-cells in three di- 
mensions, magnitude measurements of 
the same objects in different spectral 
ranges may help to smooth the effects 
of magnitude errors. These must be 
small when larger scales are to be 
reached. me-scale fluctuation andy- 
sis needs large suwey volume& of equal 
extent in all spatial dimensions and is 
MIUS a task which can well be achleved 
by photographic surveys with their large 
sky coverage, and with z-values from 
objective prism plates - provided the 
magnitudes can be improved. 

Colouw are of interest for objects 
whleh we identify as quasar candidates 
on the basis of their objective prism 
apecba. Almost 12,000 candidates have 
been found so far. On the bask of earller 
rneaaumrnents, we expect to find us- 
able redshifts for about 75% of the can- 
didates. In splte of our bias towards 
Lyman a quasars, the colour distribution 
of this sample will be of interest for 
comparison with quasar surveys whew 
the objects are selected by colour. 

Colwrrs are also of Ghnicai help. 
Together wRh the morphological types 
of gataxies, determined automatically 
within the MRSP down to bJ = 19.5, 
mlour information can aid in determin- 
ing the mixture of galaxy types in vari- 
ws samples and thus the K-mct ions 
to be applied. This avoids systematic 
errors due to global K-conections and 
yields more reliable luminosities and 
distances. 

Finally, one might mentlon the 
possibilities of having an independent 
check on results from cosmological in- 
vestigations using bJ magnitudes. Con- 
troversial conclusions, such as the ones 
drawn from galaxy counts NO within the 
APM Project may be independently 
supported or rejjecteed wlth N(rF) counts. 
For large samples of galaxies, angular 
correlation functions w(0) wlll he deter- 
mined on the basis of r~ magnltudes and 
comparisons will be possible of results 
from essentially the same volume of 
space and from data which were ob- 



change In colour In this false mlour pre- 
sentation. Noticeable changea in star 
density across even short distances are 
indicated by colour changes within indi- 
vidual plates. In addition, each as yet 
uncalibrated plate has its own zero point 
and magnitude limit, leading to sys- 
tematically enhanced or reduced num- 
bers of cbjects, as Is indicated by differ- 
ent hues in the central part of the field. 
They will disappear after proper plate 
calibration, whlch is possible as scan 
as alt CCD standards are obtained. 
Nevertheless, the overall impression 
even of the uncalibrated plates is one of 
a smooth stellar background with no 
trace of large-scale structures. 

The galaxies whoee distribution pro- 
figure 3: The distribution of stsrs on 216 platas of the ESO/SCRC-R-Atlas. It shows smng vides an observational stepping Stone 
densify gradients towards the Milky We)S whkh are indimred by increasingly redder miours. for cosmology, are shown in Figure 4. 
Asids this gradient and some @abto-plafe varletm, whkh are due to the facf that ~ 8 r D  Agdn, the magnkudes we undlbrated 
writs and //miting magnitudes have not yet been adjusted, the distribution k quife smooth. and the plate have different magnitude 
The extremely crowded ~3gIons of fhe SMC and LMC ere seen in the l o w  centre and to the limits. B~~~~~ number den- 
lower aast Tho brightest white spot Is the Sculptor dwarf galaxy, its nearest neighbwr the sities show no systematic F o m a x d w a r f ~ y .  over large areas, the patchiness can ba 

removed - just for viewing purposes - 
by presenting each one of lo4 bins per 
plate normalized to the mean number 
density over a given plate. At the low 

tained with very similar techniques - Stars resolution of the Image shown here, the 
except that the different passbands may general pattern is not affected by this 
introduoe dlfierant selection criteria and Figure 3 shows the distribution of procedure. Quantitative analysis, of 
measuring m r s .  stars. The most striking feature Is the course, has to waft for proper plate 

rapid steepening of the density gradient callbration. 

Art i ic ts  towards the Milky Way region at the It is rewarding to see that the distrlbu- 
eastern and western edges of the total tions of stars and galaxies are qulte 

Leaving the realm of cosmology and field, apparent fromt the dramatic different - as is expected. It gives us 
coming literally down to earth, we may 
look at the artifacts found on the survey 
plates, as displayed in Figure 2. There is 
no doubt that most artifacts are man- 
made. Aside horn dust, which is un- I avoidable even in a datively clean 
measuring environment, and satellite 
trails, found abundantly, a large sourca 
for artifacts are blended stellar images 
which no doubt owe their existence to 
the imperfection of imaging and image 
analysis techniques - aside from the 
earth's atmosphere. The number of ar- 
tifacts increases towards the Milky M y  
fields, in the vicinity of the SMC, m n  in 
the bww middle of the total field, as welt 
as in the LMC which just touches some 
fields on the eastem side. Other dense 
regions, such as star clusters and clus- 
ters of galaxies, are not so obvious. 
Surprisingly, the plate edges are well 
ddlneated by artifacts. Because of the 
generally small werlap rqions of the 

scans been made Over figure 4: The distribution d galaxies on 218 plates d the ESWSERC-R-Allas. The intricate 
somewhat larger regions than covered pattern /mown from o t t m ~ a x y  s u m p  is cleariy seen. A &I pcmtage of blended steltar 
by useful data* just to sure *Ot to /magas in the rich mgions of ttm SMC and LMC shows up as tni-im galax~ws. me 
1- information. Cutting the edges writ M i n e  of contrrtst towards the Milky My region is an miact due to immasing 
properly is then a software process numbers of rnisclasMed o w p i n g  stars and the m ~ i z a t ~ d n  pmedure in the 
which lists the plate frames as artifacts. text. 



some confidence that the tricky process 
of star/galaxy separation works well. 
Visual checks of our method suggest 
that the automatic star/galaxy separa- 
tion yields m s  smaller than 10% at 
reasonably high galactic latitudes. 

An automized comparison of the data 
from the R-plates with those from the 
J-plates has the advantage that the 
classfication of all objects can be 
checw. Although the q u d i  of the 
procedures Is not tested by the com- 
parison, the reliability with which the 
procedures work on the same object at 
different brightness levels and on plates 
taken under different observing condi- 
tlons will b m e  apparent. Another test 
Is the comparison between automatlcal- 
ly determined morphological types of 
galaxies on R- and J-plates. Its outcome 
will be more difficult to interpret be- 
cause of additional physical effects. It 
will be interesting to see whether a col- 
our dependence of morphological 
classification can be quantified. 

The Stage and the Plot 
Dwelling on basic details, such as re- 

moving artifacts and struggling with 
photographlc magnitudes, while results 
from the red survey are still In the mak- 
ing, remlnds us of showing a stage in 
dsytlma. 

Nothing looks glamorous and the ac- 
tors are still rehearsinga We hope, how- 
ever, that the scenery promises to be- 
come a worthy background for a great 
production. The plot will be 
presented In the version offered by the 
ESOlSERC Atlas which, together with 
powerful measuring machines and com- 
puters, has opened new possibilities for 
staging the drama of the universe. 

The topics and papers given below 
are acknowledgements to our co- 
workers who are not mentioned as 
coauthors. 
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Colour-magnttude dlagmme: Ritunann, 
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Fluctuation analysls: Schuecker, P., Ott, 
H.-k 1991, A@ 378, L1. 

Hubble Constant: Duemmler, R. 1992, ABA 
264, 1. 

Morphological claasMmflon: Splelcer- 
mann, G. 1982, AJ 103,2102. 

Photometry: Cunow B. 1992, ##MS 258, 
251; 19Q3a, b, A&A, In press. 

Quasars: Metjer, J. 1991, Diploma Thesis 
MOnster; Nolre, W. 1993, Dlploma Thmls 
MOnster. 

Redshih Schuecker, P. la, AplS 84,39. 
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First Technical Run of the COME-ON-PLUS at the ESO 
3.6-m Telescope 
N. HUBIN, €SO 
G. ROUSSET, ONERA, Ch4tiilon, France 
J. L. BEUZ17; DESPA, Obsetvatoire de Paris, France 
C. BOYER, Laserdot, Marcoussis, France 
J. C. RlCHA RD, Laboratoire d'Electronique Phiiips, Limeil-Brevannes 

From December 6 to 15, 1992, the 
new VLT adaptive optlcs prototype sys- 
twn, the so-called Come-On-Plus sys- 
tem, was tested at the 3.6-metre tele- 
scope (Fig. I). Thls system [I, 2,3] is an 
upgraded version of the previous pro- 
totype, Come-On [4]. 

The main characteristics am Its 52- 
actuator deformable mirror, the photon 
oountlng wavefront sensor using an 
Electron Bombarded CCD and the mo- 
dal control [I, 2, 31. During this run two 
vlsible wavefront sensors were used, 
one for vislbte magnitudes up to 9.5 and 
one for visible magnitudes up to 16. The 
imaging channel was equipped for this 
run with a 32x32 lnSb infrared camera 
from the DESPNObservatoire de Paris 
working in J, H, K, L, M bands. The scale 
was 5Q mllllarsec/plxel which provides 
a field of view of 1.6 arcsae. 

Long and short exposure images in 
the J, H and K bands were obtained with 
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a high correction efficiency using the 
"high flux wavefront sensor* (Fig. 2). 
lsoplanatic patch rneasurernmts were 
performed with star separation up to 
20arcsec still showing a gcad correc- 
tion for the off-axis star in the K band. 
With this wavefront sensor a 30 Hz open 
loop bandwidth at 0 dB was reached. 

Using the photon countlng wavefront 
sensor, long exposure images in the K 
and L bands were recorded. The power- 
ful capability of the modal control was 
used to optimize the correction depend- 
Ing on the star magnitude, the seeing 
condition, the average wind speed of 
the turbulent layers and consequently to 
minimlze the noise propagafion on the 
different modes. The system bandwidth 
(modal gain) was adjusted versus the 
slgnal-to-noise ratio. For instance, only 

tilts, defocus and astigmatisms were 
corrected with a 14th magnitude star 
(spectral type M). For magnitude 16 
(spectral type M) only the tip-tilt was 
corrected altowing us to reduce the 
FWHM by a factor of 2. 
at the end of this technical nm a 

512x512 cooled CCD camera was Im- 
plemented in order to evaluate the par- 
tial correction capability of the system in 
the I band (Fig. 3). The scale was 
20 milliarWpixel with a field of view 
of 10 arcsec. 

For the wavefront sensing, stars of 
visibb magnitude between 4 and 6 were 
used and long exposure images were 
recorded. Double stars with separations 
of 0.33, 0.55, 0.8 and 2.6 arcsec were 

obswved (Fig. 4). An average of 0.2 to 
0.3 arcsec FWHM was obtained in the 
I band during this test under poor seeing 
conditions (seeing >I arcsec and aver- 
age wind speed >I0 d s ) .  

A detalled analysis of the results col- 
lected during this technical run is now 
under way and will provide Important 
information for the second technical run 
foreseen in April. People interested In 
the detailed results are kindly invlted to 
attend the next ESO Conference on 
Adaptive Optics In August. 
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ADONIS - a User Friendly Adaptive Optics System for 
the 3.6-m Telescope 
J. L. BEUZI'I; DESPA, Obsen/atoire de Paris, France 

Last November a contract was signed 
between ESO and the Observatoire de 
Paris for the "design, development, 
manufacturing and Installation at the 
ESO 3.6-m telescope at La Silla-Chile of 
the COME-ON+ upgraded to a user- 
friendly Instrument called ADONIS". 
ADONIS stands for AOaptive Optics 
Near Infrared System. 

This represents the third phase in the 
development of the VLT adaptive optics 
prototype. The very first version, COME- 
ON, constructed by the consortium ESO 
- Observatolre de Paris - ONERA - 
Laserdot, has already achieved routinely 
diffraction limited Images In the near 
Infrared on the ESO 3.6-m telescope 
(Rousset et al. 1990, Astron. Astmphys. 
230, L29; Rigaut et al. 1991, Astron. 
~ s t r ~ p h y ~ .  250,2801. 

During five observing runs in 
1990-1991 COME-ON obtained signifi- 
cant astrophysical results such & the 
determination of the rotation axis of the 
asteroid Ceres (Saint-Pb et al. Icarus, 
submitted), the first direct Images of a 
dlsk-like structure around the young star 
2 CMa (Malbet et al., The Messenger 
No. 66 and Astron. Astmphys., in press) 
and the images of Eta Car, showing a 
very complex structure (Physics Today, 
April 92). 

A first upgrade of COME-ON, called 
COME-ON+, was recently tested on the 
3.6-m telescope. The efficiency and per- 
formances of the Instrument have In- 
creased slgniflcantly (see the report on 
page 50). However, COME-ON+ re- 
mains a prototype, Its operation pro- 
cedures are complex and a qualified 
team is required to operate the whole 
system In an efficient way. 

In fact, several parameters have to be 
optimized (number of corrected modes, 
band-pass, choice of wavefront sensor) 
according to astronomical requirements 
(wavelength of observation, magnitude 

of object) and external inputs such as 
atmospheric turbulence (amplitude and 
temporal spectrum), magnitude, spec- 
tral type and angular distance of the 
reference star. This has led to the 
necessity of Implementing an auto- 
mated system which will do the settings 
and optirnhation much better and with 
greater regularity, thus helping the ob- 
sewer to take the basic operation deci- 
sions in an efficient way with respect to 
the mow efficient use of telescope time. 

To perform this, a smart software 
control system will be generated, with 
interfaces (data acquisition or direct 
control) with all subsystems such as op- 
tomechanical bench, real-time compu- 
ter, infrared camera, telescope control 
system, site sensors (seeing, rneteo), 
databases and user interface (see 
figure). 

In addition, a dedicated 128x 128 in- 
frared imaging camera, covering the 

1-5-pm region, will be installed to take 
full advantage of this powerful adaptive 
optics system. Two Interchangeable 
scales (0.035"/plxel and 0.1 "/pixel) are 
selectable to match the diffraction 
patterns respectively In J (1.2 pm) and L 
(3B) bands. 

ADONIS wlll also offer the possjblliiy 
to accommodate many different imag- 
ing devices, for instance the Nlcmos 
camera of the MPI/MPE Garching whlch 
wlll already be used on COME-ON- 
PLUS in April 1993. Moreover, the 
possibility for visiting obsenrers to bring 
along special equipment wlll be possible 
by the definition of a simple and open 
interface on the output F/45 beam. An 
ADONIS interface manuat will be pub- 
lished for this purpose. 

ADONIS should progressively be- 
come available to the community during 
the period 1993-1995. In addition to the 
scientific use at La Silla. ADONIS will 



bring a substantial gain in optimizing the coHabomtive action with OMERA and rently the only one which Is solely dedi- 
operation of an adaptive optics system, -dot which made the success of its cated for nighttime astronomy and 
particularly important for the VLT pros- p r w l ~ r s .  The mntinulng adaptive which has produced significant as- 
pect, ADONIS continues to rely on the optics development programme is cur- trophysical results. 

Nonlinearity Problems with Generation4 
CCD Controllers 
H. E. SCHWARZ and 7: M. C. ABBOn ESO-La Silla 

Introduction 

At present, there are 20 CCDs from 
five manufacturers running under three 
different control systems in use at La 
Sllla. Recently, during an observing run 
at the 2.2-rn telescope, a nonlinearity in 
the rmponm of CCD #8 was dkicov- 
ered (Remy et d., 1992). This ahort arti- 
cle is intended to describe the problem, 
set limits on its first possible occur- 
renoe, inform the r e a c h  about its d u -  
tion and request contacts from In- 
terested parties. 

The Problem 

During the &sewing run of 27.2.1992 
to 1.3.1992 at the 2.2-rn t e l m p s  with 
EFOSC2, with observers Surdej et a!. for 

Key Programme 24U3-43K. a non- 
linearity in the CCD response was 
found. The effect shows up as a feature 
in the plot of signal variance versus 
mean signal (the transfer curve, 
Janesick et aI.. 1987). For a properly 
functioning system thls plot should be a 
straight line in the photon shot noise 
dominated regime whose slope is the 
inverse of the system conversion factor 
In electrons per ADU. flgure 1 shows 
the nonlinear behaviour. A similar fea- 
ture is also present in the Ilnearlty curve 
for the CCD (mean counts versus inte- 
gration time), with a total excursion from 
linearity of 4 % peak-to-peak. 

lnvestigatlon of the problem revealed 
that the fault was with the analogue to 
digital converter board in the Gen3 sys- 

tem, not the CCDs themsalves. These 
boards replaced the pravlous model 
boards because of their lower noise per- 
formance. Replacing the new boards 
with the old cured the problem. Figure 2 
shows the same plat as Figure 1, but 
after Installing the old boards which 
have all been in place since 6.4.1992. 
Since the old boards were originally re- 
placed in 1986, we must also determine 
when the nonltnmdty first a p p w d  and 
which CCDs were affected. 

Which Systems Have Been 
Affected? 

Only instruments using Gen3 systems 
have affected. There were 4 such 
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sets of CCO etectronics in use at La 
Silla: 
[a) 2.2-m with adapter, EMSC2 and 
Boller and Chkrens. CCD used: 98 
(b) 1.54-m Danish with adapter. CCDs 
used: #5, 15. 
(c) 1.52-m with Boller and Chivens and 
Echebc. CCD used: #I% 
(d) 0.91-111 Dutch, since July 1991. 
CCDs: 914 (briefly in July 19911, #7. 

Note that none of the Gen5 or VME 
systems have been affected by the 
problem at any time. Therefore data 
from Ford, Thomson and Tektronix 
CCDs have not been affected. 

simulator which produces a signal with Furher Information 
noise independent of the signal level, For funher information, please con- unlike astronomical signals where the 
noise varies with the square root of the tact the authors (hschwarz@aso.org 

signal level (shot noise). For the old and tabbott@eso.org) and watch 7Re 
Messengtw for further articles concern- (good) boards the result was a variance ing CCm st La Sillam which was constant with drrnal level; the 

new (bad) boards showed ihe ddltlonal 
noise component. It is therefore clear 
that the excess noise component is 
linked to the observed nonlinearity. 

After soking the main problem, fur- 
ther investigations have revealed that 
there are stlll low-level nonlinearities 
present which are still being studied. 
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When Did the Problem First 
Occufl 

To determine the first occurrence of 
the nonlinearity, data have been ana- CASPEC lmpmvemenb 
lysed at La Silla The earliest known 
dfmt* data were taken On the 1.54-m L. PASQUlNl andA. GILLIOTE, ESO-La Silla Oanlsh telescope In February 1991 with 
CCD #I5 - the effect is only marginally 
present. Data from 1988, 1989, and 
1990 are being investigated. 

What was the Nature of the 
Problem? 

It has been found that there is an extra 
noise component present in the system 
which contributes in the range 6,000 to 
10,000 ADU, just the range in which the 
nonlineaw occurred (Fig. I). This mea- 
surement was made using a CCD video 

Introduction 
CASPEC, the high-resolution spectro- 

graph mounted at the Cassegrain Focus 
of the 3.6-m telescope, has been the 
object of almost constant upgrading in 
the last three years (Pasqulni et al. 1997, 
1992). 

CASPEC is the only high-resolution 
spectrograph at La Silla which offers a 
broad range of options: a rather high 
resolving power coupled with a large 

spectral coverage, the possibility to eas- 
ily change the central wavelength and 
the capabjlity to observe in the blue and 
UV up to the atmospheric cut off (Baade 
and Crane 1990, Molaro et at. 1992). 
These characteristics, coupled with the 
large telescope aperture, have made of 
CASPEC a powefful and versatile instru- 
ment used by a large number of observ- 
ers. 

During 1992 CASPEC was not 



mounted at the telescope for three 
months, in the period August-No- 
vembet This opportunity was taken to 
upgrade the instrument through two 
major changes: a remastering of the old 
Blue crossdispmer and the mounting 
of a new, more senshe CCD. 

A new remastering of the Blue cross- 
disperser was necesany for mainly two 
reasons: 

(I) Due to tbe Inclined posHbn in the 
CASPEC mounting, the optrcal surfaces 
of the crossdispemr gratings were 
quite degraded, after 10 years of use. 
This did affect the efficiency of the in- 
strument and Its general performances, 
Increasing the presence of stray light 
and optical blemishes. 

(2) Wlth the implmmtatlon of the Red 
crossdispener of CASPEC and of the 
High-Resolution mode on EMMl at the 
NlT  (Metnick ei al. 1982), these two 
spectrographs resulted In a very gmd 
performanoe at wavelengths longer than - 5500 and 4500 A respektively. As a 
consequence, the CASPEC perfor- 
mances should be enhanced in the 
Hue-UV region, where EMMl cannot 
work at a comparable resolution. The 
first step towards this goal was tha re- 
placement of the old Blue CASPEC 
crossdisperser, which was blazed at 
5000 A, with a new one with a bluer 
b k e  peak. 

The New Blue Crossdisperser 
The new crossdlsperser is, as the old 

one, a mosalc of two gratings, whose 
chmctwistics are summarized in 
Table 1. In Figure 1 the grating efticien- 
cy as function of wavelength 1s given 
(filled dots), together with those of the 

A Old Blue 
5000 H 

New Blue 
4224 A 

Red 8000 A 

&I): The old Blue 

old Blue crossdisperser (fil ted triangles) 
and of the Red crossdisperser (fllled 
squares). The blaze peak of the new 
Blue crossdisperser is at 4224%1 and 
Figure 1 shows that it is more efftclent 
than the dd one in the ~ O O O - ~ N O A  
wavelength rang& and only for longer 
wavelengths the performances are 
comparable or lower; the expected effi- 
ciency IS doubled at ~ w A .  

Considering that above 55008( the 
Red croasdisperser can be used, the 
new Blue crossdisperser wilt represent a 
significative advance in the instrument 
performance. The dispersion of the new 
gratings being the same as the old ones, 

Minon Ray 3 5 M 0  
GPowa drnsity 

Blaze m~lr 

the spectral coverage ia mdntarned to 
- 1400A per frame. 

In orda to Ilmlt costs and manpower, 
the two gratings forming the crossdls- 
perser mosaic were remastered on the 
old blanks. 

As soon as they came back from the 
rnmufacturer, the gratings were assem- 
bled Into the mosaic. This assembling 
was performed at La Silla and the re- 
sults were checked through lnterfero- 
grams. 

The CCO 
Together with the new crossdls- 

p m r ,  also a new CCD was Installed an 
CASPEC: the 512x 512 TeMronix ESO 
CCD #32, whose characteristics are 
given in Table2, and whose response 
curve is shown In Figure 2. This CCD 
has an excellent efficiency over a broad 
wavelength range: the Relative Quan- 
tum Efficiency peaks at 76% at 
is almost 50% at 3600A and it drops to 
23 $6 at 3 2 ~ A  (m Fig. 2). It does not 
need UV floodhg to enhance Its blue 
sensitivity. The other CCD parametes 
are very similar to those of the CCD +16 
previously mounted on CASPEC. The 
Dark Current and Read Out Nolse ara 
higher than expected, however the CCD 

,RESPONSIVE QURNTUM EFFICIENCY 

. . .  ' . ' ?  

gh-?T~B-tdp~te-t .I 7 QE 1 LJ--J.--L~&-JAL 

WRVELENCTFI C n m > 

Flgure 2: R.Q. E. of CCD #52 



fable 2: CCD #32 Eharacteristics 

Type: Tektmnlx TK 512 CB, thinned, &-Coated, MPP 

Sarlal number: BR 1456-12-10 
Format 532 x 512,50 pre-scan plxel In horizontal dlrectlon 

Plxel stze: 273127 p 
C o n W o n  factor. normally used at 3.85 e-IADU 

Noise level: -10e- (measured 8t telescope) 
Linearity f 1.2 % up to 55,000 8-/pixel 

Blamtshes: In high-level exposures In the RED a weak cold line at x 3388 
anda warn patch hmx-366, y-l&tox-3W, y=127. 
Those blemishes are erasable with flat fielding. 

Dark current: 10f 2 8-/plxel/hour at 162 K. 
Charge transfer efficlerrcy: CTE Ls 0.9099989 @arallel) and 0.9999989 ( W b  

R.Q.E.: See Figure 3 
Operating temperature: 162 K 

Cosmic ray events: 3.55 f 0.30 ~ s / m l n / c m ~  

uration, which are also shown in Fig- 
ure 3 (open squares). 

CASPEC is now working at hlgh per- 
formance over the whole visual and blue 
spectral ranges and it has atmdy b e n  
successfully-used by several visiting an- 
tronomers. 
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Tests at the Telescope 
The new set-up was tested In one are shown I;! Figure 3, fw both the 31.6 Pasquini, i, ~ u i ~ r e c h t ,  G., Gtlliotte, A., Li- 
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31.6 and 52 tinedmrn echelle. efficiency refers to the peak of the order 

The mounting of the crossdisperser blaze, For the bluest orders of the 31.6 
and of the CCD was quite sucoessful, tlne/mm echdle the ovwalt Mciency is 
and no major occurred. It was somewhat higher than in Figure 3, due STAFF MOVEMENTS 
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First Images from DFOSC 

A new Instrument for the Danish f .54- 
metre telescope at La Sllla has just been 
successfully tested. DFOSC (= Danlsh 
Faint Object Camera and Spectrograph) 
is similar in concept and performance 
to the ESO Instruments EFOSC and 
EKlSC2, and it offers the same 
possibilities for direct imaglng and low 
dlspsrsion spectroscopy Oncluding an 
echdle mode). 

The Image shown here, a 30-second, 
exposure of the 30 Doradus area in the 
Gunn r filtre, was obtained on Dec. 6, 
1892 by Per Kjaergaard Rasmussen (PI) 
and Michael Andemen from the Copen- 
hagen Univets'rty Observatory. South is 
up and east is to the right. A logarithmic 
intensity scale has been used. 

The detector is a 1000 x 1000 Thom- 
son CCD which gives a 8.5 x 8.5 arc- 
min2 field. The instrument witl eventually 
be equlpped with a 2000 x 2000 Ford 
CCD which will give a fidd of 
13.7 x 13.7 arcmin2. 

DFOSC may possibly be offered to 
the €SO community later this year. A 
short description of the instrument will 
be published in a forthcoming number 
of me Messenger. 

F! KJAERGAA RD, Astronomical 
Observatory, Copenhagen Unive#i@ 

Denmark L 

A New Fine-Grain Photographic Emulsion 
TA. BlRULYA ', D. K. MIKHAILov', P. Irl SHEGLOV' 
'stemberg Astronomical Institute, Moscow Universit~: Moscow, Russia; *"~lavitch " A.s., Moscow, Russia 

Photographic observations continue 
to play an important role in astronomy in 
our part of the world, although we of 
course hope that in the future more and 
more CCD detectors may become avail- 
able at observatories in the republics on 
the territory of the former Soviet Union. 
For certain purposes like accurate as- 
trometry, however, the photographic 
emulsion is still superior to the digital 
detectors, thanks to its great stability 
and large area. 

It would clearty be very useful to fur- 
ther improve the photographic emul- 
sions which are available for astronom- 
ers. For this reason, astronomical 
photographical plates with quasi-T AgBr 
crystals have been experimentally pro- 
duced during the past four years and 
progressively improved at the "Slavitch" 

A.S. factory near Moscow. This emul- 
sion is fine grain and must be hypersen- 
sitized by hydrogen soaking before the 
observations. It Is coated on accurately 
polished glass of 2.6 rnm thlekness for 
astrometric purposes, and is also avail- 
able on 1.3 and 1.7 mm thick glass at 
sizes up to 30 x30 and 30 x 36 cm. The 
hypersensitizing of these plates was 
made by T.A. BlRULYA at the Sternberg 
Institute. 

Several research programmes are 
now underway at the Sternberg As- 
tronomical Institute with these plates. 
For instance, Dr. Yurij Shokin has been 
using them during the past four years 
with the 23-crn astrometric refractor 
(f-2300 mm) at the field station of the 
Stemberg Institute at Mount Majdanak 
(Uzbekistan) to greatly improve the posi- 

tional accuracy of the reference Stars 
and hence the Martian moons, Phobos 
and Deimos. He has also used them for 
the determination of the positions of op- 
tical counterparts of radio sources. 

The achievable astrornetric accuracy 
has been compared with that obtainable 
on ORWO ZU-21 plates which were 
used earlier for these progrsmmes. A 
certain improvement is noted, especially 
when the very stable, 2.6 mm thick 
plates are used; these are much flatter 
than the ZU-21 coated on 1.6-mm 
glass, then bending resulting from the 
gelefication of the emulsion. 

Dr. Goransky has also used the new 
plates to obtain photographs of the An- 
dromeda Nebula by means of a 50-cm 
Maksutov camera (f = 2000 mm), located 
at the Sternberg station on Crimea. With 







Amateur Astronomy with CCDs 
P. ANlOL, Stern warte Cessertshausen, Germany 

Watch out professknals, the ama- 
teurs are coming1 

In the last few years a dream came 
tme for the amateur astronomers. Wlth 
the anival of rdatlwly low-cost CCD 
cameras on the market, R b m e  pos- 
sible to join the astronomical imaging 
revolution. At the same time, amateurs 
have begun to have access to powerful 
Imaging tools, similar to those u d  by 
professional astronomen at €SO and 
around h a  world for their work. 

All amateur CCD cameras of the first 
generation am baaed on the same Tex- 
as instruments chip (TC-211) with 192 
by 165 plxets, each measuring 13.3 by 
16 micron. Although thla chip has a sur- 
face of only 2.5 by 2.5 mrn and because 
of the rather high electronic readout- 
nolse, it is still possible to obtain really 
impressive results when compared to 
conventional photography. Richard 
B q ,  the former editor of Astronomy 
has wdtten some image processor pro- 
grammes (ImagePro, QuickPiix and Col- 
orPlx) for the most popular amateur 
CCD cameras on the market. 

So all you need to do amateur obser- 
vatkns Is a good telescope, the CCD 
camera and a PC. If you are he  happy 
owner of a Laptop computer it is also 
possible to go outside with a portable 

telescope and to benefit from the dark 
skies in the Alps or somewhere else. 

For the Images shown here, I used the 
Lynxx CCD camera from Spectra 
Source; It Is the only flrst-generatbn 
camera with 12-blt resolution, all the 
other cameras have only 8 bits. It can 
easlly be attached to any telephoto lens 
or telescope, making It possible to con- 
vert the CCD head from a wide-angle 
camera into a high-resolution planetary 
camera within a few minutes. 

For example, the images of comet P I  
Swlft-Tmle (Figs. 1 and 2) were ob- 
tained with a 500-mrn telephoto lens 
wlth a resulting fleld width of 16 arc- 
mlnutm. the Image of Saturn Ffg. 3) 
was made with an effective focal length 
of six metres, which corresponds to 0.4 
arcsec per plxel. 

It is dso possible to create colour 
plctureg by ssuperposlng in the computer 
three single exposures taken through 
three dlflerent d o u r  filters. 

The Lynxx CCD camera was also 
used at the 1,Od-metre amateur tele- 
scope in Puimichel In swthem France. 
This telescope was completely built by 
the Belgian amateur astronomer and 
mirror maker Dany Cardoen. The 
Amateur Observatory Puimlchel lies in a 
beautiful landscape with many clear 

dark nights near the professional Haute- 
Provence Observatory In Southern 
France. 

In the meantime, the next generation 
of amateur CCDs has begun to appear 
on the market and the Mure In digital 
imaging for amateurs looks extremely 
promising! 

Larger chips and more sophisticated 
electronics and programmes now pro- 
vide possibiiiies to which only profes- 
sional astronomers had access a few 
years ago. For example, the new ST-6 
camera from SBlG works with a CCD, 
which is 8 Umes larger than the TC-211 
and has 16 bit resolution. Next year 
another Lynxx model with a 500 plxel 
CCD may becane available. Wlth these 
cameras one can do really serious, qual- 
ltatrve work at p r i m  which are reason- 
ably affordable for Western amateurs. 

My psrsonal goal In the coming years 
is to construct a large mobile telescope 
which wlll allow conventional photogra- 
phy with a relatively large fleld on the 
sky of 2 by 2 degrees as well as CCD 
imaging. It will be a 0.86 m m  Newto- 
nian f13.4 telescope on a fork mounting 
with computer-controllsd ddve and po- 
sRIonlng system. The teIescope will b 
fully transportable and will be mounted 
on a Mler. With this Instrument, which 

Rgure 1 : Comet P/Swit?-TuNe 1992t on October 30, 1992 at 17:55 Figure 2: Comet P/Swlfi-TMe 1902t on November 6, 192 at f 7:25 
U7: exposure: 300 sec; scale: 5 arcseconds per pixel; estimated totel U'T; exposum: W s e c ;  scale: 5 arcseconds per pixel; estimated total 
magnitude of coma: 22 mags. magnitude of coma: 8.5 mags. Both comet e-ures were made 

through a 500-rnm telephoto lens with f/8.0 



Figure 3: Saturn on August 8, fW al21:SO 
vr: Composrte Image of Wree single images 
m d e  tlrmgh Wratten t7/ier 234 for red, 
56 for g m  and 38A for blue lighr. -ure 
time: 0.5 sec, 1 sec and 3 m for red, green 
and blue light m p 8 c W .  Ths &ng was 
mediocre (about 2 emecmdsI and the im- 
age was taken at the I.#* Mwton td6- 
scope in PuImicheI. b 

is already under construction, I intend to 
travel to the best places for astronomy 
In the world, including northern Chile. 
mls will obviously not be easy, but wlth 
the help of friends nothing is Impossible. 

"First light" for the new telescope will 
be In the first half of 1993. Maybe I will 
have the opportunity to inform the read- 
ers oi The Messenger about the pro- 
gress of this projsct and the results from 
the future obswvations. 

I want to thank the Messenger editor, 

who Invited me to write about some thank the ESO Image Processing Group 
aspects of CCD astronomy, as it Is used for preparing my images shown in the 
by non-professionals. I also want to article. 

Development of ESO Publications 

Introduction 

The readers of The Messenger are 
probably aware that ESO is one of the 
world's major astronomical institutes, 
and most of the readers also know that, 
apart from some advan- infomiion 
published in The Messenger, the results 
of the scientlflc research performed at 
ESO are published in the well-known 
astronomical journals like Astronomy 
and Astrophysia, Monthly Notices, As- 
trophysical Journal, etc. 

But not so many people realize that, In 
addltlon to The Messenger, ESO pro- 
duces many other publlcatlons as well 
and Is also a registered "publishing 
house'. The number of these publlca- 
tlons and especially thelr volume has 
increased over the years, reflecting ths 
increasing sdentific and technical ac- 
tivitles d this Organizatbn. In thls arti- 
cle, the development of ESO's main 
publications will be descdbed - prirnarl- 
ly with regard to the increase of pages 
from 1974 - the first year of service of 
the undersigned - to 1992. It would be 
too time-consuming to compare the 
page numbers tor each of these years. 
Therefore only the following four years - 
1974, 1980, 1986 and 1992 - will be 
considered here. The six-year Intervals 
have been randomly chosen, end there 
are certainly fluctuations from one year 
to the other between these reference 
yews, but the general tendency is obvi- 
ous: the number of ESO publications 
has been steadily Increasing. 

Which Are These Publications? 
The most Important ESO publications 

are The Messengw, the Annuat Report, 
the ESO Conference and Ulbrkshop 
Proceedings and the Scientific and 
Technical Prepkts. Other series are the 
VLT Repom, the Scientific Reports, the 
Technical Reports, the €SO Users 
Manual, the Operating Manuals and the 
Maintenance Manuals. In addltlon to 
these series, ESO also publishes Infor- 
matton material for PR purposes - e.g. 
press releaws and posters - and, from 
Ume to time, books like "Evolution In the 
Universe", "The ESO/ Uppsala Survey of 
the ESO(B) Atlas", "ESO's Eady His- 
tory", etc. The term "maln" or "impor- 
tant" publication In this connection only 
refers to the effort and time required to 
prepare them for publication. It does not 
take into account the sometimes 
enormous efforts of the authors and 
other people involved (secretaries, 
photographers, draftsmen, etc.) to draft 
and type the manuscript &nd to provide 
the accompanying Illustrations. Informa- 
tion leaflets, posters and similar material 
(though thelr preparation can be rather 
time-consuming) will not be included h 
thls comparison. Their relatively small 
number of pages does not reflect the 
time involved and would not have much 
Influence on the total number of pages 
givsn hereafter. 
In the early years of ESO there exlsted 

two other series whose publication was 
discontlnud in the 1970s: The ESO Bul- 

btin and the Communicatfons of the 
European Southern Observatory. The 
former mostly contained infornation of a 
more technical nature like reports on 
instnrmentdlon or rneteorolo~lcal re- 
ports, and the latter consisted of re- 
prints of articles published in the scien- 
tific journals by ESO marchers. 

The Messenger 

The Messenger was launched in May 
1974 by Prof. A. Blaauw (then Director 
General of ESO) in order " . . . to promote 
the participation of ESO staff in what 
goes on In the Organization, especially 
at places of duty other than our own. 
Moreover, The Messenger may give the 
wortd outside some Impression of what 
happens inside ESO . . . " It may be useful 
to remind the reader that In 1974 the 
ESO Headquarters b Garching did not 
yet exist and that the European activities 
of ESO were dispersed over Hamburg 
(Office of the Director General and Ad- 
rnlnistratlon) and Geneva (T~lesmpe 
Project Division and Sky Atlas 
Laboratory), 

The first issue of The Messenger had 
SIX pages, the one of December 1982, 
88 - the record so far attained. The 
drculation at the beglnning was about 
1000 q i e s ,  today It b 4200, wlth new 
subscrlptlons being opened almost ev- 
ery day. If we except the flrst three 
Issues, until now two editors have been 
responsible for the journd, Dr. R, M. 
West and Dr. P. Vhrun. The Messenger 



Is now publlshed under the nsponsiblli- T i  number of ~ s / ~  published of the various &SO publimtkxrs in the yaars 1974, 
ty of the ESO lnfomtlon Service, to 7980, 1888 and 1092. 
which the undemignd is also afflllated. 

Two issues were published in 1974 
with a total of 12 pages. In 1980 there 
were only three Issues instead of the 
four originally planned: No. 20 (I2 
pages), No. 21 (32 p.) and No. 22 (20 p.), 
amounting In total to 04 pages. The 
following Issues were published in 1988: 
No. 49 (36 p.). No, 44 (40 p. [the first 
colour pletures appear!]), No. 45 (36 p.) 
and No. 46 (28 p.), whlch brings us to a 
total of 140 pages. In the last year of this 
comparison, M 2 ,  there were also four 
issues: No. 67 (64 p.), No, 68 (56 p.), No. 
69 (72 p.) and No. 70 (88 p.). With a total 
of 280 pages this b exactly twice the 
number of pages as In 1986. 

The Annual Report 
According to the ESO Convention, the 

Director General "shall submlt an annual 
report to the Council". The four reports 
compared In this account have been 
conceived by three different Directars 
General; note also that the reports pub- 
lished In 1974, 1980, 1986 and 1992, In 
fact refer to the years 1973, 1979, 1985 
and 1991, respectlwly. 

The 1973 and 1979 reports were stAl 
published In two versions, an Engllsh 
version and a French one that usually 
followed about half a year later. The 
Engllsh and French versions of the 
Annual Reports for the years 1973 and 
1979 amounted to 86 and 88 (total: 174), 
and 56 and 56 (112) pages, respaAlvely. 
The drop In the number of pages b of 
course not due to a decrease In the 
actlvitles of ESO, but to the arrival of a 
new Dlrector General In 1975, Prof. L. 
Wltjer, who somewhat changed the 
style and compressed the format of the 
report. Later, with the Annual Report for 
1980, the format of the report was 
changed agaln, and from then on R wn- 
tained three languaga, Engllsh, French 
and German, in one volume. The 1985 
report, therefore, again Increased to 90 
pages, and the 1991 Annual Report, 
presented by the thlrd Director General 
during the pdod under review, Prof. H. 
van der Laan, to 130 pages. 

The ESO Conference and 
Workshop Proceedings 

One of the alms of ESO stated h the 
Convention Is "promoting and organie- 
ing co-operation In astronombal re- 
searchm. An important means to fulfill 
this requirement are the numerous Col- 
loqula, workshops and conferences or- 
ganized by €SO and held at irregular 
intervals at ESO or at other institutes in 
the member States and elsewhere. The 
proceedings of thme meetings constl- 

tute an Increasingly Important serlm of nologies" (778 p.) and 'Astronomy from 
ESO publications. To allow speedy pub- Large Data Bases 11" (534 p.). So the 
Ilcation, the speakers at the meetings total number of pages of the 1992 pro- 
are requested to submit their oontrlbu- ceedings amounts to no less than 3128. 
tIon in camera-ready form. Responsibili- 
ty for the editing is generally k u m e d  The ESO Pleprints 
bv one or several of the or~~anlzers off he 
&ting. The first volumein this series, 
"ESO/CERN Conference on Large Tele- 
scope Deslgn" appeared in 1971. 
Ihe first volume mnsidered in thC 

cxlmparlson was the No. 4 In the serles, 
"ESO/SRC/CERN Conference on Re- 
search Programmes for the New Large 
Telescopes" (398 p,), published In t974. 

In 1980, the proceedings of three 
workshops were published: "ESO Work- 
shop on Two Dimensional Photometry" 
(412 p.), "ESO Workshop on Methods of 
Abundance Determination for Stars" (56 
p.) and 'The First ESO/ESA Workshop 
on the Need for Coordinated Space and 
Ground-based Obsewatlons - Dwarf 
Galaxiesm (186 p.), amounting in total to 
854 pages. 

In lgM, three proceedings volumes 
were published: the ESO-OHP Work- 
shop on ''The Optimization of the Use of 
CCD Detectors in Astronomy" (356 p.), 
the Second Workshop on "ESO's Very 
Large Telescope" (484 p$ and the Sec- 
ond ESO-CERN Symposium "Cosmolo- 
gy, Astronomy and Fundamental Phys- 
ics" (326 p.). Taklng them tqether 
brlngs us to 1166 pages. 

The year I992 brought about a new 
record. Five proceedings were pub 
ltshed (including the one on "High-Reso- 
lution Imaging by Interferometry l l" 
(1318 p.), the manuscripts of which had 
been submttted to the printer in 

The ESO Scientific Preptint series 
was initiated in 1976, and in 1988 the 
first Technical Preprtnt was published. 
In this comparlson, however, no distlnc- 
tion will be made between these two 
series. The preprints reflect more than 
any other €SO publlcatton the Increas- 
ing scientific aetivltles at ESO. They 
contain articles wrltten by, or in collab- 
oration with, ESO staff and whlch, nor- 
mally, have been accepted for publtea- 
tion by one of the blg sclentiflc journals. 
The dday between submission and 
publication of these articles often 
amounts to several months, so that In 
general the results of the research 
carrled out at ESO are made available to 
the astronomical community much ear- 
lier by means of the preprints. 

SRce a great number of preprints are 
no longer avallable, it is not possible to 
give the exact number of pqes  pub- 
lished in the years of reference. For this 
reason only the number of prepdnts can 
be given and not the number of pages 
as for the other publications. 

In I980 there were 57 Sclentiflc Pre- 
prints (Nos. 75- 131). In 1986 this 
numbr amounted to 89 (Nos. 
41 t - 47Q), and In 1992 there was a total 
of 93 preprlnts (Scientlflc Preprints Nos. 
811 - 895 and Technical Preptints Nos. 
43 - 50). 

July 1992, but - due to problems at the Mher Publications printers - the Procmdlnps were dell- 
vsred only end of February 1993). The The other ESO publications will be 
other four proceedings are: "4th ESO/ treated jointly under this subheading. 
ST-ECF Data Analysis Mrkshop" (188 In 1974, there were the ESO Bulletin 
p.), "H tgh Resolution Spectroscopy wrth No. 10 (40 p,) and five Technical Reports 
the VL7" (310 p.), "Progress In Tele- publlshed by theTelesmpe Project Divi- 
scope and Instrumentation Tech- sion at CERN in Geneva: No. 1 (46 p.), 



No. 2 (54 p.), No. 3 (38 p.), No. 4 (22 p.) 
and Plo. 5 (46 p.), ~urnmlrrg up to a total 
of 246 pages. 

In 1980 were published the Technical 
Report No. 12 (30 p.), Maintenance 
Manual No. 1 (78 p.), the User's Manual 
No. 1 (28 p.) and User's Manual No. 2 
(52 p.). This series was I&r interrupted 
and sdmcoeeded by the "Operating 
Manual" to avoid confusion with the 
"blg" Usem Manual, The total number of 
pages of these publications amounts to 
188. 

In 1986 there were the Maintenance 
Manual No. 4 (50 p$ and the VLT Re- 
ports No. 43 (52 p.), Ma. 44 (172 p.), No. 
45 (156 p.), No. 46 (100 p.), No. 47 (34 
p.), No. 48 (20 p.), No. 49 (144 p.), No. 50 
(la p.), No. 51 (20 p.) and No. 52 (32 p.), 
which makes a total of 798 pages. 

In 1992 the number of pages of these 
publications reached so far its highest 
poM: 1520. There were fmt the Stras- 
burg-ESO Atlas of Galactk Planeby 
Nebulae - Part I and Part [ I -  (1044 p.), 
the Sclentiflc Report No. 11 (212 p.), the 
VLT Report Na. 65 (132 p.) and the 
Operating Manuals No. 10 (44 pS, No. 
14 (38 p.) and No. 16 (52 p.). 

Concluding Remarks 
Up to now it has been possible to 

avoid Increasing the manpower con- 
cerned in spite of the considerable in- 
cmsa in volume of the ESO publica- 
tions. To make this possible, R was 
necessary to transfer the PR a~trvlttes 
which were previously taken care of by 
the undersigned to other members of 

NEW ESO PUBLICATIONS 
The iollowhrg Conference and Wrkahop Pmcmdings have just published: 

ST-ECF/ STSCI Workshop 
Science with the Hubble Space Telescope 

The prim of ttrla 604--e volume, edited by P. BenveW and E. SehWr, Is DM 80,-. 

ESO/EIPC Wrksfiop 
Structure, Dynamics and Chemical Evolution of 

Elliptical GaIaxiles 
Thls volume, edlted by I. J. Danziger, W. W. Zelilnw and K. N&, is avaltable at a price of 

DM go,-. 

The above-mentioned prim Include packing and 8urkce mall. Prepayment Ls requlred 
for all publicattana Faymm haw to be made to the ESO banH account 21020W wlth 
Cornmenbank Manchen w by cheque, add& to the attention of 

ESQ, f imda l8swlces  
K a r l S e h w ~ l i d - S b ;  2 
D-W-8046 W h i n g  b. MUnchen, Gmany  

Plsase do RQt fow to lnrlleate your wrnpkte address and We tltle of ttae Praceedings. 

the Information Service. So there Ls still 
only one man acting as "Interfa& be- 
twm authors and editors, on the one 
hand, and the printers, on the other. 
Today, however, it seems that the llmlt 
of what Is pogsibb within the present 
system and with the present manpower 
ha8 been attained. The 40-hour week 
has bscome a rare exception and longer 
delays are aften unavoidable. Neverthe 
less, authors of papars for the Cwrfer- 
en- and Workshop Proceedings and to 
a c a n  extent also the authors of pre- 
print articles and the editors of manuals 

have the possibility to alleviate this sku- 
ation somewhat, by really making thdr 
papers camera-ready. Indeed, a number 
of authors have recently made great 
efforts h this sensa, and It is hoped that 
others wlll follow thelr example. This 
could In many ca#s help reduce delays. 

I should I tke to take #t opporkrnity to 
thank the authors and editors for thelr 
patience and comprehension, especially 
in those cases where the preparation of 
their publlcatlon took longer than ex- 
pected. 

K. UR, ESO 

Written-Off Items Available at ESO Garching 
The followlng electronic parts, in good Assignments will be done - giving preference to Institutes located 

condition for further use, have recently - in order of presentation of a formal in other countries, for which no export 
been wrltten off at ESO, Garching, and request up to exhausting items; licence from Germany Is necessary. 
are immediately available for donation -giving prlority to Institutes in the ESO E PALMA, ESO 
to Scientific Institutes provided that: Member States; 

- a  formal request Is presented to €SO, 
Contracts and Procurement (Mr. F. 
Palma, Tel.: 0049-89-320 06-2 05, 
Fax: 0049-89-3 20 7327), before April 
30, 1993, 

-the Institute takes charge with own 
means of picking up the equipment in 
the place, state and condition where 
the item is located; alternatively, the 
Institute can request delivery from 
ESO to a given destination at no 
warranty, bearing, however, the costs 
of removal, packing and transport. (continued on page 64) 

Manufact. 

Kennedy 
Kennedy 
Kannedy 
Kennedy 
Kennedy 
Hewlett Packard 
Hewlett Packard 
Hewlett Packard 
Hewlett Packard 
Hewlett Packard 

Descrlptlon 

Magnet Tape 
Magnet Tape 
Magnet Tape 
Magnet T ~ a p  
Magnet Tape 
Dlsc Controller 
Disc Controller 
Disc Drive 
Disc Drive 
Disc Dllve 

Part Number 

MT23Ken.9300 
MT15 
MT14 
MT33 
MT12 
DC4HP130373 
OC6HP13037C 
D21 HP7914R 
D4HPSQ20A 
D9HP7920B 

S/N 

21 14387 
102-2422 
102-2421 
001-1394 
002-1463 
1808F00470 
i944A07543 
2413F00694 
1752A01479 
2028A02341 

Year of Msnuf- 

1983 
Ig8l 
I981 
1981 
1981 
1978 
1980 
1884 
1878 
1980 
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